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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
General 
Dunng the past century public opinion relative to 
natural resource~ has changed from belief m what Udall 
(1968) calls the "Myth of Superabundance" to awareness. 
of resource lImItatIOns and shortages. Mounting ,'oncern l~ 
now bemg "xpressed not only over the quanllty hUI dht 
the qualit\ u! life The concern for wate! reSllurce 
quantity ha~ been evident for some time, as the dClivities 
of the u.~ Bureau of Reclamation attest. PubhL concern 
for water ,.}uahty IS of more recent origin. With thousands 
of water treatment plants needing millions of dollars to 
clean up wastewaters it is now realized that water IS 
indeed an exhaustabJe limited resource. This mcreased 
public awareness and: Ile subsequent pressures applied to 
development dgellCle~ requires improved water resource 
planning and management techmques. The methods of 
yesteryear are no longer capable of producing watt'r 
development scheme~ which with limited time. data. and 
money are III harmony with the multiplicity of constraints 
on water use Planmng and management of water re-
sources in river basins are complicated by phYSIcal system 
processes, polittcal influences, social and ecologIcal con-
ditions, and economic limits Further complications result 
from the essentially Irreversible effects which many 
projects have upon the !esource. The construction ot large 
dams and dIversion wllrks and the elimination of natural 
stream channel meander, dre typical examples, Another 
constraint I~ that of . he long time planning honzon 
involved (Hall and Dracup. 11 )70) which requires careful 
evaluation of goals. Hal! and Dracup suggest the need for 
adequate consideratJ'ln of physical changes to be effected 
by planning decislOn~ before such changes hecome 
realities. 
To conSIder these various constramts req uires an 
improved planning approach beyond methods used III the 
past. Wiener (1972) names the kind of higher planmng, 
"metaplannmg." He further describes metaplanning as the 
level of planning activIl)' wrnch involves all of the aspects 
of the pf(lblem. He acknllwledges that consideration of 
such complex objectives mtroduces difficulties in quantifi-
cation. Untoltunately this effect appears in some of the 
more important obJectives, i.e .. in social, environmental 
and political spheres. 
One way to involve the various factors affecting 
water resoUi ces would be to describe the phYSIcal system 
such that the result 01 I.'hanges m system parameters could 
be readily determined. Thus, If social or other conditions 
dIctated that certain results be obtained. the system 
parameters producing such results could be found. Since 
the physical system would become the focal point for the 
other constraints, it would be essential to adequately 
describe the processes involved. This study was addressed 
to the problem of providing a description of the physical 
system which was readily amenable to the evaluation of 
resource management decision changes. 
Scope of study 
This study is limited to the simulation of river basin 
hydrology and salt flow (as indicated by total dissolved 
solids). for the irrigated portion of the basin. Management 
operations utilizing this model are limited to the more 
common changes generally e,amined in planning studies, 
such as changes in crop acreage. irrigation efficiency, and 
reserVOlf location and operation. 
Objectives 
The basic objective of this study was to develop a 
model predicting monthly values of water and salt 
outflow from river basins containing irngated agriculture. 
It was necessary that the model should lend itself to 
satisfying the requirements of river basin planning and 
management studies consistent with the needs of agencies 
concerned with such resource planning activities. The 
realization of this goal suggested close cooperation be-
tween the research development activities and the user 
agency concerned. 
Other objectives in the study include the imple-
mentation of a non-manual calibration technique, im-
provement in the soil-salt accounting process as compared 
to a previous model (Hyatt, 1970), and the development 
of this model on a modern hybrid computer. The use of 
new hybrid programming techniques is also to be 
integrated in an attempt to decrease the solution time of 
the simulation model on the computer. 
Procedure 
The developed model incorporates the following 
components: 
1. Hydrologic model of processes occurring prin-
cipally in the irrigated areas with a reservoir 
simulation submodel. 
2. Model of the salt movement through the 
hydrologIl system with a soil-salt submodel 
predIcting the soil water effluent concentra-
tion and amount of salt remaining in the soil 
profile 
3. Linking of the hydrologic and salinity models 
to produce the hydro-salinity model. 
4. Data reduction program which inputs raw 
data and arranges it into the proper '.Hder and 
location tOI use by the basic models 
5. Calibratiop algorithill which controb the 
hydro-sahmty model during the parameter 
value selection process (calibratIOn of the 
model) In this process, monthly Llutput 
values detel mmed by the model are (om pared 
with actual recorded values, and the paramo 
etel values which produce an acceptable 
malLil between observed and computed data 
are IdentIfied. 
6. Management operatIOns program which con-
trob the hydro-salinity model for planning 
and management studies. 
Although recent progress has been made in model 
ing certain hydrologic processes by complete mathematl 
cal expreSSIOn (Freeze. 1971a), this approach still requIres 
enormous amounts of computer space for modeling only a 
few acres (Freeze. 1971 b). Since the basm SIze normally 
considered in planning studies far exceeds this small area. 
a direct mathematical modeling technique was not con-
sidered. Rather. simulation methods were used to provide 
models resembling physil:al systems yet not having the 
entire complexity of the same with the attendant high 
data requuements. The process followed in developmg the 
models used for the present study was the usual simula-
tion model developed sequence. i.e 
1. Conceptuali/rtllln ql the physical system and 
idenuficatIIl. lit e~sentIal elements. 
2. SeIer tIOn ,', appropriate mathematIcal 
description, tor the pertinent physical 
prucesses. 
3. Formula tIlll; ot these descriptions into an 
mterconnected system which becomes the 
model. 
4. CaJibratilll, (.1 the model by selection ot a set 
of model parameters gIving the best fit with 
histOrIcal data If indIcated, the model mIght 
he revised at thl" point to improve the 
dt:iCnptlOn \)t (ertan. processes within the 
system 
5. Use of the (alibrated model to evaluate the 
impact of various management or planning 
alternatIves on the water resource. 
6. Evaluation of model predicted management 
results compared with actual field conditions 
after completion of project. 
The compu tmg deVIce used was the EAI 640-580 
hybrid computer available al the Utah Water Research 
Laboratory at the USl: campus 
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A major advantage in using this facility was that the 
machine is a "hands on" type of operation. That is, the 
,-umputer operator was also the individual who had 
developed the models. This feature permitted immediate 
turn-around and unlimited program or data correction on 
line which greatly facilitated model development and 
verification processes. 
The major disadvantage with thiS particular hybrid 
was that the computer size limitation to a certain extent 
dictated the degree of complexity of the developed 
model. Also. goals of the study and the unavailability of 
extensive field data similarly restricted model features, 
particularly in the soil-salt processes. 
Previous studies 
In recent years (since 1963) many computer models 
have been developed at Utah State University as part of a 
continuing hydrologic simulation program. The various 
studies emanating from analog computer simulation 
efforts at USU are described and summarized by Riley 
(1970). These range from short-time intervaL :)maU areal 
extent flood peak models to large area. monthly river 
basin models. The latter model~ are ot more interest 
relatIve to this present work. Other dimensions such as 
salinity and economics of crop production have been 
conSIdered in additIOn to the baSIC hydrologic system. 
Recent studies include those of Hyatt (1970), 
Rasheed (1970). and Thomas (1971). Hyatt modeled the 
hydrology and salt now system of the Upper Colorado 
Rive! t\ modified versiop of the hydrologic model 
presented by Riley et al. (1966 and 1967) was used to 
define hydrologic processes occurring on the irrigated 
portIOn of the river basin. The movement of salt was 
treated by considering that the salt l\ ·ns moved with the 
water through the system. Hyatt bypassed the soil-salt 
accounting processes by applying a constant salt concen-
tration to any water percolating from the soil profile. The 
value of this concentration was obtained from ground-
v. ater analysis in the given area With this approach it 
would be difficult to determme the effect ot changes in 
irrigation water quality and timmg upon the percolating 
water quality and timing, both of whIch are important 
from d management view. 
Thomas (1971) reviewed recent literature pertinent 
to both hydrologic and soil water quality chemistry 
models. He used the hydrologic model as described by 
Israelsen and Riley (1968) to simulate the basin hy-
drology. A chemical quality submodeL based on work by 
Tanji et a1. (1967), was used to simulate the movement of 
six different ions through an irrigated soil. Thomas 
achIeved quite acceptable results from his techniques. The 
extensive soils data plus the relatively large computer 
memory requirement needed (to simulate processes affec-
tmg the six ions in the 30il-water solution) restricted the 
utility of his approach when considered for the present 
study 
A term reterred to as the "pollution factor" was 
used by Rasheed ( 1970) to estimate the salt concentration 
of effluents from soil layers. The pollution factor (PF) 
was defined as. 
PF 
amount of salts leaving a soil layer 
amount of salts existing in the layer 
amount of salts entering the layer 
Tills pollution factor was taken to be a function of 
the soil mOIsture, initial soil salt content and the amount 
of water leached through the soil. Rasheed determined the 
PF by laboratory techniques for the soils he used in his 
study Other features of his work provided methods for 
determining the required amounts and timing of irriga-
tions to effect a preselected salt distribution in the soil 
profile. Data were gathered during the 1971 irrigation 
season to be used as a field application of Rasheed's 
study. 
In another study Terkeltoub and Babcock (1971) 
also modeled the salt movement through a soil column 
divided into 10 or more layers. Their method allowed 
aliquots of irrigatIOn water to move through the soil 
layers, coming to equilibrium with each layer in succes-
sion. The equilibrium concentration attained in the upper 
layer was attached to any water moving into the next 
layer until all the irrigation water had been applied. 
Algebraically the process was as follows for a given layer 
in which 
A 
B 
Z 
Y 
R 
R = B(Z) + (A - B)Y 
A 
mOisture content for soil at field 
capacity 
InItial soil moisture content 
initial soil solution salt concentration 
salt concentration of irrigation water 
resultant soil solution concentration 
The model was used to satisfactorily predict salt 
distribution in soIl columns of both fine and coarse-
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textured soils. Application of the model to field condi-
tions was not reported. 
A coefficient called the leaching efficiency (E I ) was 
suggested by Boumans and van der Molen (1964). The 
leaching efficiency was defined as being the fraction of 
the drainage water which ..;onsists of displaced soil 
solution. They reasoned that some of the applied irrigation 
water and salt would move rapidly through the larger soil 
pores emerging relatively unchanged in salt content at the 
bottom of the soil profile. In contrast, the water moving 
through the smaller pores was considered to displace soil 
solution essentially as piston flow. 
Using this concept the concentration of the soil 
drainage water becomes: 
salt concentration in soil drainage water 
leaching efficiency or fraction of drain-
age water corning from displaced soil 
soluion 
salt concentration of soil solution 
salt concentration of irrigation water 
Reported values for E I varied from 0.2 for heavy 
soils to 0.6 for light soils in Iraq (Boumans and van der 
Molen, 1964). 
Bouwer (1969) applied the above concept to soils in 
three other irrigated regions and found quite acceptable 
agreement with the reported E I values. 
In several other research studies concerning soil-
salt-water interactions more detailed models have been 
developed. In these models ion exchange, dissolution, and 
precipitation of various ions were considered. Work in this 
area has been described by Dutt (1962, 1964), Dutt and 
Doneen (1963), Dutt and Tanji (1962), Tanji and Doneen 
(1966), Tanji, Doneen, and Paul (1967), and Tanji et al. 
(1967). As mentioned previously, Thomas (1971) based 
his work on the latter report. 

CHAPTER II 
HYDROLOGIC SYSTEM MODEL 
The hydraulil model IS essentially a descendent of 
the general sImulation model described by Riley, Chad-
wick, and Bagley (I 966)- Hyatt (1970) and Thomas 
(1 971) subsequently modified that model to fit their 
respective needs_ The hydro-salinty model used in this 
present study is adapted from the work of both Hyatt 
(I970) and Thomas (1971). Particular changes are found 
in the soil-salt dnd groundwater processes. 
F or discUSSIon purposes the hydrologIc and salt 
movement models are presented separately. In reality the 
salt movement is dependent on the hydrologic system. 
Figure 2.1 shows a pictorial representation of a rive! basin 
system with irrigated agricultural lands. 
Th concept underlying both the water and salt 
movement models is that of ~onservation of mass. For a 
given tIme interval the continUIty of mass for a portion of 
a river basin is represented 9Y the following equation 
Inflow - Outfluw ~ Change in storage (2.1 ) 
Hydrologic simulation model 
A mathematical description of the various hydro-
logic components of Equation 2.1 constitutes the basic 
model. Inputs to a selected unit include the outflow from 
upstream areas local tributary mflow, precipitatIOn 
subsurface mtlow. and Imports. Outputs are surface and 
subsurface dutflows. evaporation and transpiration from 
crops and land and water surfaces, and exports. Other 
hydrologic processes consIdered include such intrabasIll 
effects as canal dh~rslOns. irrigation return flows. snow-
melt, and soil mOisture and groundwater systems_ Also 
included is a reservoir operatIOn submodel. 
A block diagram of Dquation 2.1 showmg various 
hydrologil processes is gIven in Figure 2.2. Each box and 
connecting line is represented mathematically in the 
model. 
Equation 2 1 when applied to a river basin subarea 
for SImulation purposes becomes 
(PPT + QS~ • uGI. ,ET + QSO -t QGO) 
III whIch 
PPl 
QS] 
preCIpItatIOn on the area 
total surface inflow 
~S. (2.2) 
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QGl 
ET 
QSO 
QGO = 
liS 
subsurface inflow 
evapotranspiration from the area 
total surface outflow 
subsurface outflow 
change III water storage including snow, 
soil moisture. surface reservoirs, and 
groundwater 
Each of the terms in Equation 2.2 is described in 
more detail in the following sections. In applying the 
model to a given river basin, the basin is generally divided 
into several subareas to obtain spatial distribution of 
parameters. The division points are made at U.S. Geologi-
cal Survey (or equivalent) stream gaging sites. 
Thus the surface outflow is a known quantity with 
which the computer model outflow values (QSO) are 
compared. Equation 2.2 is rewritten such that QSO is 
obtained in terms of the other equatIon variables_ These 
other variables must be estimated in one of three ways: 
(1) from available data, (2) by appropriate statistical 
techniques, or (3) during the model verification process. 
Precipita tion 
1 he ultimate source ot water mput to any hydro-
logic unit is precipitation in one form or another. 
Precipitation is considered to be any moisture which 
emanates from the atmosphere and :alls to the earth. 
Precipitation input to the hydrologic system varies 
with respect to both time and space. Conversion of point 
measurements into an integrated or averaged monthly 
value over a finite area is therefore necessary _ Common 
spatial integration techniques include the Thiessen weight-
ing procedures and the isohyetal method (Linsley, Kohler, 
and Paulhus, 1958). Frequently, records obtained from 
two or more weather stations are combined to provide 
weighted average precipitation (and temperature) for the 
modeled area. 
Two forms of precipitation, rain and snow. are 
considered in this study. Air temperature is used as the 
criterion for establishing the occurrence of these two 
forms. This criterion is not an ideal index for determining 
the form of precipitation since no one temperature exists 
which always differentiates between rain and snow. 
However, the surface air temperature appears to be the 
0'1 
MAIN 
STEM INFLOW 
/sUBSURFACE ~ OUTFLOW 
Figure 2.1. Pictorial representation of a river basin segment. 
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, '\ 
\. j ( ) ( ) 
most sUItable smgle index of precipitatwn form !10W 
available 
Based on investigations by the U.S Army (1956) at 
a surface au temperature of 35°F, there is a 50 percent 
chance that precipitatIOI: will be as snow. whereas at 32°F 
the probability is 95 percent of precipitation fallmg as 
snow In thiS present study a double standard was used 
because average monthly temperatures provided the cri-
tena. Thi~ assumption provided for the occurrence of 
snowtall dnd snowmelt during the same month. 
The dmllunt ot water stored as snow dnd the rate o! 
snowmelt were modeled by the procedure ~uggested by 
Riley and Chadwick (I967). The time rate of snowmelt 
was assumed to be proportional to the snoVv stvrage dnd 
to the energy available for melting. In valley areas the 
dvailable energy was considered to be related only to air 
temperature The integrated form of the equation is: 
SNWj+l = SNW
1 
exp(-ks (T TSM). . (2.3) 
in which 
SN\\'i+1 
SNW = 
ks 
T 
TSM 
1 
water equivalent of snowpack at the end 
of period i (beginning of period i+ 1 ) 
water eq uivalent at the beginmng oi 
period i (any snowfall dunng the month 
is added to previous end of month SNW 
tv give adjusted SNWi for Equation 2.4 
below) 
constant 
average monthly air temperature. OF 
air temperature which T must exceed if 
snowmelt is to occur 
Snow accumulates when T is less than the snowfall 
temperature (TSF) and melts according to Equation 2.3 
when T is greater than TSM. For a given time penod the 
snowmelt (SNMT) is the difference between the water 
equivalen ts at the beginning (as adjusted, see above) and 
end of the period. or 
SNMT = SNW
1 
- SNWi+l . . . . . . . . . (2.4) 
When SNWj reaches lero. snowmelt stops. The constants, 
ks, TSM and rSF are determined during the verification 
process. Typical values range from 0 10 to 0.40 for ks, 
24°F to 32°F for TSM and 28°F to 35l>F for TSF 
Surface inflows 
The baSh inflow or mput of water into any 
hydrologic system originates as a form of precipitation. 
However. for simulation models of valley floor areas. 
direct precipitation input to the system is greatly over-
shadowed by river and tribu fary inflows. 
Streamflow is defined as that portIOn ot the 
precipitation which appears in streams and rivers as the 
net or residual flow collected from all or a portion of a 
7 
watershed. When unaffected by the activities of man, such 
runoff is referred to as "natural or virgin flow." 
The total surface inflow as usea m this model can be 
further expressed as 
QSI = RIV + TRIB + IMP + UNG . . . . (2.5) 
in which 
RIV 
TRIB= 
IMP = 
UNG = 
mainstem river inflow 
summation of measured inflow from 
local tributary streams 
imported water from other basins 
inflow from watershed areas which are 
not gaged 
The first three terms on the right hand side of 
Equation 2.5 are generally available from U.S. Geological 
Survey records or from water commissioner and state 
engineer reports. 
Surface inflows from unmeasured sources (UNG) 
are estimated by a correlation technique which considers 
three hydrologic parameters; namely, gaged tributary 
inflow, precipitation, and snowmelt. In functional form: 
UNG = F [COR, PPT. SNMT 1 . . (2.6) 
10 which 
COR = 
PPT = 
SNMT = 
measured surface inflow from another 
tributary for the time period being 
considered 
precipitation over the area 
snowmelt 
The following linear relationship proved adequate 
for UNG in this study: 
UNG = C COR + C (PPT - PTH) + C SNMT. (2.7) 1 L 3 
in which PTH is a precipitation threshold value below 
which surface runoff from precipitation does not occur. 
The C's are constants determined during the calibration 
process. 
Groundwater inflow 
Groundwater or subsurface inflow refers to those 
waters which enter the model area or valley floor beneath 
the ground surface. Much of this water is subsequently 
discharged as effluent flow into the main channel of the 
valley, and thus provides a "base flow" for the stream. 
Discharge from the groundwater basin of the valley floor 
also occurs by way of spring flows, pumped waters, and 
consumptive use by phreatophytes. 
Groundwater inflow may come from subsurface 
outflow of an upstream basin (QGIU) or from local 
recharge areas (QGIL). Correlation techniques similar to 
Equation 2.7 are used to relate QGIL to surface quanti-
YES 
SNOW 
STORAGE 
PRECIP I TAT ION 
TEMP 
< 
SNOWFALL 
TEMP 
NO 
RAINFALL 
Figure 2.2. Schematic diagram of hydrologic model. 
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ties. This estimated groundwater flow is then routed 
through a delay network before appearing as effluent. The 
lengt h of the delay is determined during verification. 
Often conditions are such that a constant monthly inflow 
of groundwater adequately approximates the natural 
system. 
The simulation of deep groundwater aquifers was 
not included in the model because the response time 
associated with such groundwater movement far exceeds 
the time definition in the model. Consequently changes 
in a deep dqUlfer could not be effected by eveIJ ts which 
may be SImulated by the model. 
Evapotranspiration 
Consumptive use, or evapotranspiration (ET), is the 
sum of all water used and lost by growing vegetation due 
to transpiratIOn through plant foliage and evaporation 
from the plant and surrounding environment such as 
adjacent soil surfaces. Potential evapotranspIration (PET) 
is defined as that rate of consumptive use by actively 
growing plants which occurs under conditions of complete 
crop cover and nonlimiting soil moisture supply. 
The evapotranspiraHon process depends upon many 
interrelated factors whose individual effects are difficult 
to determine, Included among these factors are type and 
density of crop, soil moisture suppJy, soil salinity, and 
climate. Climatological parameters usually considered to 
influence evapotranspiration rates are precipitation. tem-
perature, daylight hours, solar radiation, humidity. wind 
velocity, cloud cover. and length of growing season 
Numerous relationship~ have been developed for esti· 
mating the potential evapotranspiration rate, 
For monthly models of river basins m the arid 
western U.S .. a modified form of the Blaney-Criddle 
method (Soil Conservation Service, 1968) ha~ given 
adequate results The equation describing potential 
evapotranspiration IS. 
PET 
in which 
PET 
subject to, 
~ kc \ 100 ............ (2.8) 
potentIal evapotranspiration (inches of 
water) 
munthly crop growth coefficient 
monthly temperature coefficient deter-
mined from the following equation. 
(0.0173T - 0.314) ......... (2.9) 
(2.1 0) 
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T mean monthly temperature, 0 F 
p monthly percent of daylight hours of 
the year 
After the plant has extracted approximately 40 
percent of the available root zone moisture, stresses 
develop which depress the actual evapotranspiration rate 
to levels somewhat less than potential values (Christensen 
et aI., 1968; Gardner and Ehlig, 1963). This phenomena is 
determined in the model by the following relationships: 
ET = PET, (CSM < SM ~ SMC) .... (2.11) 
and 
ET SM SM <.._' PET CSM' (0 ~ CSM) . . . (2.12) 
in which 
ET 
PET 
CSM 
SM 
SMC 
est im ated actual evapotranspiration 
(inches of water) 
calculated potential evapotranspiration 
(inches of water) 
critical soil moisture level, below which 
ET is less than PET (inches) 
soil moisture level (inches) 
soil moisture capacity (root zone water 
storage available to plant, inches) 
Equations 2.8 through 2.12 were programmed on 
the computer to provide an estimate of the evapotrans-
piration. Consumptive use coefficients (kc) are available 
for many agricultural crops (Soil Conservation Service, 
1968). These facilitated the use and reliability of Equa-
tion 2.8 as applied in the model. 
Surface outflow 
As indicated previously, the computer model pre-
dicts the surface outflow (QSO) which is then compared 
with the measured surface outflow (QMSO) as an indi-
cation of the degree of fit between model and prototype. 
The measured surface outflow values are available from 
U.S. Geological Survey or other agencies. Often the 
surface outflow from river basins includes water exported 
from the basin through canals for use in an adjacent basin. 
In this case the degree of fit is mdicated by: 
QSO - QMSO - EXPOR T ~ DIFF . . . . . (2.13) 
in which 
QSO 
QMSO 
EXPORT = 
DIFF 
computer predicted surface outflow 
measured (or gaged) surface outflow in 
natural stream channel 
inter-basin outflow 
difference between computed and ob-
served values 
The object of the calibration process (see Chapter 
IV for details) is to adjust the various parameters in such a 
manner as tu ~;~I(se DIFF to approach zero. When this is 
achieved the mOlleJ is s£lid to be calibrated. The model can 
then be used WIt h ~onlldence in subsequent management 
studies for the ba~m 
Groundwater outflo\\' 
III some mstance~ the stream gage site selected dS all 
outflow measuring pomt for d basin is so located that 
subsurface geological condition..; permit substantial 
groundwater outflow quantities. Smce field data are rarely 
available fOi determmmg groundwater outflow. some 
means tor estJlnating thIS qU£lntIty is needed for the 
computer model 
In this study the gJOundwater basIn was assumed tp 
behave as d linear reservoir With thIS assumption the 
following equation applie:-. 
dQGO 
dt 
in which 
dQGO 
dt 
GWST 
Kg 
GWST 
l<'"g 
grnllndwatel outflow I ate 
gfllundwater storage at time, t 
(2 1-1- j 
~,rop' tillnaiity l'onstant determined 
~fl)m ~dlibratlol1 
Other tacets of simubtmg the groundwater system 
are presented In followmg sedlOm 
Hydrologic system storage elements 
The storage terms shown on the right hand SIde \)t 
Equation 2.2 come from the following hydrologic stOlage 
systems: Snow. soil moisture. surface reservoirs and 
groundwater Snow storage and related processes are 
presented m Equations 2.3 and 2.4. As previously 
mentioned the snow storage is computed by subtracting 
snowmelt through the ,:urrent month from the total snow 
water equivalence accumulated to the end of the month 
to give the storage at the end I)f the month. 
The soil moisture regIme was assumed to be a 
Ime-dimensional reservoir Infiltl atlOn to the root lone 
consisted of lfngatlOn. snowmelt and rainfalJ water. 
Extraction came from evapotranspiration pwcesses. ex-
plained in connectwn WIth Eq uations 2.8 through 2.12. 
Losses to subsurface groundwaters occuned when-
ever the soIl reservoir was at capacity and the mfiltration 
rate exceeded the evapotranspiration rates. This deep 
percolating water was then routed to the groundwater 
system through an active delay network on the analog 
portion of the computer The length of delay time is 
determined during calibration procedures. 
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To avoid the scaling problems associated with the 
analog computer, an all digital model of surface reservoir 
operatIOn was used. This model computes the effect of 
evaporation, precipitation. surface inflow and releases in 
determining the end of month reservoir storage. Data 
needed for operation of the reservoir model include 
maximum and minimum usable storage values, source of 
inflow and reservoir water surface area versus capacity 
curves, 
As mentioned in the groundwater outflow section, 
the groundwater basin was assumed to behave as a linear 
reservoir. The outflow rate from subsurface storage is thus 
proportional to the volume in storage (Equation 2.14). If 
effluent conditiolls exist the total groundwater outflow 
becomes. 
GWO 
m which 
GWO= 
QGO = 
GEF = 
QGO + GEF ... . , .. ,(2 15) 
outflow from groundwater basin 
subsurface· outflow from hydrologic 
unit 
effluent groundwater flow to surface 
stream 
The distribution of GWO between QGO and GEF is 
determined during calibration by establishing a value for 
the coefficient CGO as defined m the following equations: 
QGO CGO (GWO) . . . . . . . . (2.16) 
dnd 
GEF :0 11· CGO) GWO . . (2.17) 
Inflows to the sl,lbsurface storage come from sub-
surface irrigation return flows (deep percolation), ground-
water movement from extra-basin sources. and from 
influent flow~ from surface streams within the hydrologic 
unit. The first and second quantities have been previously 
presented in the soil moisture and groundwater inflow 
sections, respectively. The amount I)f water moving from 
a surface stream as influent flo\\- to the groundwater basin 
was assumed to be dependent upon the following factors: 
Channel length, depth of water. wetted perimeter, bed 
materials, and other physical conditions. Since the depth 
and wetted perimeter values are functions of flow rate and 
as the flow rate increases the wetted perimeter increases at 
a decreasing rate the following relationship was used for 
influent flow: 
GIF :. (C 1 - C z log (QSI» QSI. . . . . . (2.18) 
in which 
GIF 
QSI 
influent flow from surface 
surface water inflow to hydrologic unit 
constants determined during calibration 
pro c e s s, represen ting physical 
conditions 
Intra-basin hydrologic processes 
The most important of the m-basin processes is that 
of diversIOns for nngation Other in-basin effects result 
from mfluent and effluent groundwater movement. which 
have been discussed prevIOusly 
The diversIon of water for irrigation brings about 
substantial changes ill the time and spatial distribution of 
water within a river basin Otten the natural high runoff 
flows of the snowmelt season are stored in small reservoirs 
for later release and application to croplands. Return 
flows from irngatIon. P31IIL'llldrly subsurface nows, are 
delayed in timt before reappearing ill the surface streams. 
This time delay may allow downstream irrigators to 
"re-divert" water latel 111 the summer which under natural 
conditions would have heen down the river. 
In thIs study irngatIon diversion water was extrac-
ted from mam sten rivel flows. local tributary mflow, 
groundwater storage dnd surface reservoirs. This differen-
tiation among the various water sources was done to 
facilitate the estImatIOn of salt quantities applied to 
cropland by irrigation waters. The irrigation efficiency 
It 
was considered to include the etfects of both conveyance 
and application efficiencies. The quantity of water which 
IS applied to the root zone from irrigation becomes: 
WIR = EIR (DIV). . . . . . . . . . . . . (2.19) 
in which 
WIR 
EIR 
DIV 
diverted water applied to soil moisture 
system 
irrigation efficiency (percent/ 100) 
total amount of diverted water 
The amount of surface and interflow water return-
ing to the stream is estimate d by: 
SRF = (1 - EIR) DIV ........ (2.20) 
in which 
SRF overland flow and/or interflow 
The other parameters are as previously defined. 
The preceding sections describe the essential fea-
tures of the basic hydrologic model. 

CHAPTER III 
SALINITY FLOW MODEL 
With the exceptions of precipitation, snowmelt, and 
evapotranspiration, all of the water quantities described as 
the hydrolOgIC model have quality parameters associated 
with them. (See Figure 3.1,) In this present case the 
quality parameter is salinity as indicated by the total 
dissolved solids (TDS) In the hydro-salinity model, when 
measured or estImated TDS concentrations are attached 
to the appropriate hydrologic quantities and if the 
dynamic processes occurring within the system are ade-
quately represented, then the outflow quantities can be 
predicted from a combination of these effects. 
General salinity model 
The basic concept supporting the salinity flow 
model is that each of the requisite salt concentration 
values can be produced by the model as needed for 
association with the respective hydrologic quantities. This 
is shown in equation form (adapted from Thomas, 1971) 
as follows. 
Q C 
so so 
in which 
Q so 
C so 
QSJ 
Cscp 
n 
~ Q.C.+!: 
]=1 sJ S] k=l 
In. 
QgkCgk ± E 6S C 
p=!. P scp 
. . . . (3.1) 
water outflow from system 
salt concentration of outflow water 
inflow water from surface source 
appearing in outflow 
salt concentration of surface source J 
water amount from groundwater source 
k in outflow 
sal t concentration of groundwater 
SOUl Le k 
change In water stored in storage ele-
ment p 
salt concentration associated with 
storage element p 
The terms on the right hand side of Equation 2.21 
represent the respective salt contributions to the outflow 
from surface and subsurface sources, and the various 
storage elements. These have been previously described as 
components of the hydrologic model. There is consid-
erable transfer among the various terms of Equation 2.21 ; 
as an example conSIder UllgatIOn water movements. 
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Diversions for irrigation generally originate in sur-
face waters (Qs) although some water for irrigation comes 
from groundwater (Qg) and from surface reservoirs 
( .6 S sr). These diversions carry the salt concentrations 
associated with their respective sources. As this water is 
applied to the soil surface, some returns to the surface 
streams relatively unchanged in quality (Carter et aI., 
1971) as overland flow or tailwater. Another part infil-
trates into the soil moisture storage system and there 
interacts with salts in the soil soluti6n. If a large enough 
quantity of water has been applied to the soil a portion of 
the infiltrating water will move entirely through the 
profile and appear as deep percolation, eventually becom-
ing a part of the groundwater storage system. This serves 
to illustrate some of the complexities of salt and water 
accounting in the model. Referring to Equation 3.1, 
irrigation water can originate in elements of one or all of 
the terms on the right hand side, then the same water and 
salt may spend transient time in other elements of the 
same or different terms before possibly returning back to 
the originating element as an outflow quantity. Influent-
effluent stream and groundwater interactions could be 
described in a similar manner. Aspects of solving Equation 
3.1 in the model are considered in the following sections. 
Surface inflows 
Referring to Equation 2.5, it is seen that of the four 
divisions of surface inflow, three represent measured 
water quantities. It was assumed that salt concentration 
values associated with these three would either be actual 
sampled data or estimated by statistical methods exterior 
to this model. For the fourth surface inflow term, 
ungaged inflow (UNG), the salt concentrations were taken 
from a measured source which was geologically similar to 
the ungaged area. 
In the event that the ungaged inflow appeared as 
flash flood type inflow from excessive rainfall and 
produced salt which could not be accounted for by other 
methods, then a special concentration value was attached 
to these infrequent events. 
Groundwater inflow 
Due to the essentially stabilized nature of the 
groundwater movement, a constant concentration value 
was attached to the waters moving into a basin from local 
sources. Where available this concentration was estimated 
from well or spring quality samples in the adjacent areas. 
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Figure 3.1. Schematic diagram of hydro-salinity model. 
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This estimated concentration (CGIL) was tested during 
calibration 
The salt in groundwater flowing from an upstream 
basin was determined as part of the simulation of that 
basin and was considered to be a measured input to the 
downstream basin. 
Any water movmg from a surface stream as influent 
flow to the groundwater was assumed to carry salt wIth it 
in the same concentration as existed in its source. 
Diversions for irrigation 
Salts applied by irrigation water to the agricultural 
cropland were determined by the following expression: 
SIR '" EIR (DVMS x CRrv + DVLT x CTRB 
IV-PM x CPM + DVRS x CRES) 
. (3.2) 
in which 
SIR 
EIR 
DUMS 
CRIV 
DVLT 
CTRB 
DVPM 
eMP 
DVRS = 
CRES :0; 
salt applied to cropland in irrigation 
water 
efficiency of irrigation methods (see 
Equation 2.19) 
diversions from the main river stem 
salt concentration in the mam river stem 
diversions from local tributaries 
average salt concentration in local 
tributaries 
pumped groundwater diversions 
groundwater salt concentrati(ln 
dIversion from surface reservoir 
reservoir salt concentration 
The various concentrations shown m bquatlOn 3.2 
were obtained from measured or estimated data. 
The average ~oncentration of salt in the diverted 
waters can be expressed as 
csrR 
in which 
SIR 
wrR 
( 3.3) 
CSIR = average <;,llt concentration of lfrigatlOn 
waters 
SIR and WIR are as prevIously defined, 
Since possible quality changes from seepage and 
other processes occurring during conveyance and applica-
tion of the diverted water to the land are neglected, CSIR 
becomes the concentration of salt in the water flowing 
into the soil moisture system. 
Although Carter et aJ. (1971) found that salinity 
levels of surface return flow were the same as in the 
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diverted water, other studies have indicated from 10 to 20 
percent increases (Thomas, 1971; Hyatt, 1970). Thus the 
concentration existing in the surface return flow waters 
was taken to be: 
CSRF := CF x csrR ....... , . . . (3.4) 
in which 
CSRF 
CF 
salt concentration in irrigation surface 
return flow 
coefficient quality changes from irriga-
tion practices 
CSIR has been defined in Equation 3.3. 
The value of CF was estimated during the calibration 
process. 
Soil-saIt system 
The goals of this present study dictated that the 
soil-salt system be more detailed than that of Hyatt 
(1970) and yet not as complex as the approach used by 
Thomas (1971) and other similar work. Initially an 
approach based on the techniques of Rasheed (1970) 
and/or Terkeltoub and Babcock (1971) was considered. 
This would have involved the simulation of salt movement 
through a layered soil on either the analog or digital part 
of the hybrid computer A closer examination of the 
computational procedures involved revealed that such a 
process required more analog components than were 
~urrently available. If done on the digital a significant 
increase in both computation time and in required 
memory storage was anticipated. 
Also, a layered soil system for salt effluent compu-
tations was inconsistent with the assumed single layer, 
one-dimensional soil moisture system used in the hydro-
logic portion \)f the model. Therefore. a techmque was 
used which was similar in concept to the soil moisture 
system and not possessing complexities in computation 
methods. 
The adopted method for estimating TDS concentra-
tion in the effluent water from the soil profile is an 
application of Bouwer's (1969) discussion of Bouman's 
and van der Molen's (1964) presentation. Salt quantities 
leavmg the soil profile were estimated by attaching the 
soil effluent salt concentration to any deep percolation 
waters as determined from the soil moisture system. This 
deep percolating salt was then routed through the same 
delay network as the deep percolating water before 
appearing in the groundwater system. The soil effluent 
salt concentration was determined by use of the following 
equation: 
CSEF 
m which 
CSEF 
FMX x CSS + (l FMX)CSIR . . . (3.5) 
concentration of salts in the soil ef-
fluent water (TDS) 
FMX = 
CSS 
CSIR 
a factor indicating the fraction of efflu-
ent wal~r comIng from the soil solution 
(percent/ 1 00) 
salt ~oncentration of soil solution (rDS) 
salt concentration in waters applied to 
the soil surface (TDS) 
The value of FMX IS determined in the calibration 
process. The value of the soil solution concentratIOn 
(CSS) is determined by an accounting process at the end 
of each model time penod. This accounting included salt 
applied from irrigation waters. salt lost by deep percola-
tion, and salt from weathering or fertilizer applications. 
Surface reservoirs 
The simulation of salt processes in a surface 
reservoir was simplified by assuming complete mixing of 
all flows remaIning withIn the reservoir. For certain 
physical conditions such as the geometrical position of 
outlet relative to the main inlet and under some opera-
tional procedures, the assumed complete mixing would 
not take place. To provide an approximation to these 
cases, a mixing factor was introduced to estimate the 
concentration ot salts in the reservoir outflow. The 
outflow TDS con~entratlOn thus becomes. 
CRO = RMF x CRSI + (1 - RMF)CRS . . . (3.6) 
in which 
CRO = 
RMF = 
CRSI = 
CRS = 
salt concentratIOn of the reservoir out-
flow (TDS) 
reservoir mixing factor (percent/ 1 00) 
reservoir inflow salt concentration 
(IDS) 
average salt concentration existing in 
the reservoir water (TDS) 
If a reservoir were of such a shape and size that the 
inlet was a large distance away from the outlet and/or the 
inflow volume was small relative to the reservoir storage 
then RMF would approach zero in value. At the other 
extreme of close proximity of inlet and outlet or of small 
relative storage capacity RMF would assume a value close 
to unity. Based on these and other considerations an 
estimated average value of RMF is determined during the 
calibratIOn process. 
In the event that the inflow to the reservoir was less 
than the outflow the model used an adjusted value of 
RMF as shown in the following equation 
ARMF RMF (RIN/ROUT) ....... (3.7) 
in which 
ARMF adjusted value of RMF 
reservoir inflow 
reservoir outflow 
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ROUT 
CHAPTER IV 
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE BASIC MODELS 
ON THE HYBRID COMPUTER 
In this chapter descriptions are presented of the 
three areas associated with the production of a hybrid 
computer program of the hydrologic and salinity flow 
processes previously discussed. These three areas are: (]) 
Processes used in calibrating or verifying the parameter 
set, (2) techniques employed in programming the basic 
system models, and (3) program provisions for examina-
tion of planning and management alternatives. Only 
schematic flow charts are presented in this chapter. For 
the actual computer program listing and for operation 
instructions, refer to the Appendices. 
Calibration techniques 
As an improvement over the manual procedure used 
to verify previous models (Riley, 1970; Hyatt, 1970; and 
Thomas, 1971) a mathematical programming approach 
was used in this study to establish the parameter values. 
The manual method had some advantages because 
of the visualization which the operator had for the model 
response to parameter changes. Increased insight and 
understanding of the hydrologic processes included in the 
model were gained in this manner. However, the numeri-
cal values in the parameter set (or vector) chosen to 
describe the hydrologic system were dependent on the 
judgment and intuition of the operator as well as upon the 
available time. Under conditions of limited computer time 
and concurrent high costs, the number of trial runs would 
approach a minimum. Consideration of these factors along 
with a desire to examine a large number of parameter 
values in a short time led to the development of a 
"self-calibrating" computer model. 
To provide a basis for a mathematical approach to 
determine the parameter vector satisfactorily describing 
the model, the following objective function was selected: 
OBJ = ~(DIFF)2 ............ (4.1) 
in which 
DIFF= numerical difference between computer 
value and the recorded value of some 
given hydrologic data 
The idea was to select a set of parameter values such 
that OBJ was minimized. In the terminology of systems 
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engineering (Hadley, 1962) such a vector would then be 
called the optimal solution. Because of limited computer 
space and the fact that the objective function was not 
mathematically "well behaved" several methods (such as 
linear programming) had to be rejected. A method 
suggested by Haimes (1971) was adopted for use in the 
preliminary hydrology model (Hill et aI., 1971). This 
method was later described as a "Modified Pattern Search 
Algorithm" by Huber (1971) who evaluated the per-
formance of the algorithm. 
The pattern search technique as presently used 
involves the determination of upper and lower limits for 
each parameter. These limits are selected as representing 
actual field conditions in the basin being modeled. The 
computer then varies each parameter between its limits 
and obtains the objective function response from the basic 
models. As a given parameter is varied the other param-
eters are maintained at a fixed level. Thus, the behavior of 
the objective function is observed with respect to one 
particular parameter at a time. The smallest value of the 
objective function with respect to a given parameter is 
called the "local minimum (min)." The program is set up 
such that several passes are made through the entire set of 
parameters. With each successive pass (or phase) the fixed 
level of the parameters is changed. This approach was 
adopted in an attempt to allow for interdependence 
among the parameters. The smallest of all the local mins 
for a given phase is termed the "phase min." The smallest 
of all the phase mins is thus produced by the optimal 
solution vector. Figure 4.1 is a schematic flow diagram of 
this parameter identification process. 
Two different options were provided for the selec-
tion of the fixed level of the parameters other than the 
parameter being varied. Option I kept all parameters at 
the phase initial vector as the fixed set. Option II reset 
each parameter in succession to the level which produced 
the minimum objective function with respect to the given 
parameter. Figure 4.2 shows the objective function 
response for the hydrology only and for hydrology and 
salt for each of these options. The same starting point (or 
initial vector) was used in all cases. For both options the 
first phase gives the most dramatic decrease in the 
objective function. Also, Option II moves more quickly to 
a lower objective function value than does Option I. Table 
4.1 lists typical final parameter vectors for both options. 
ITY • 1 
lTV-I 
ITY • I 
lTV - 4 
PERFORM VERFICATION 
PROCESS 
Figure 4.1. Flowchart of parameter identification process 
(OPVER). Figure 4.1. Continued. 
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Figure 4.1. Continued. 
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Of interest are the differences in the hydrology param-
eters determined from the model when only hydrologic 
data were considered as compared to values of the same 
parameters after the salinity dimension was added. 
Another feature of the program is that parameters 
for which the upper and lower bounds are equal, i.e. the 
parameter is maintained at a constant value, are not 
considered in the calibration process. This saves time and 
provides a means whereby the response of the model can 
be examined with respect to a limited group of parameters 
only. 
In practice, the first calibratlOn run on data from a 
river basin is made with a rather coarse grid of parameter 
levels. The behavior of the objective function is examined 
in detail and changes in grid density are made where 
needed for better definition or coverage for the subse-
quent run. An example of the line printer output during 
calibration is shown in Appendix B. Of interest is the 
value of the objective function (OBJ) for each parameter 
value. This provides a sensitivity analysis of the behavior 
of the objective function in response to changes in various 
parameters. It is seen, for example, that some parameters 
may change over a large range while affecting the 
objective function very little. Other parameters need little 
change to produce substantial variation in the objective 
function. Such information is valuable to water resource 
studies of a given basin when physical changes are 
anticipated dS a result of management practices. 
Basic system model programming 
The programming relating to the basic hydrologic 
and salinity simulation models was accomplished by use 
of two main subroutines and the analog computer with 
auxiliary subroutines to service these three units. Flow 
charts for all programs are presented in Appendix A. The 
main subroutines are HYDSM and SALSM. 
HYDSM performs the hydrologic simulation and 
also controls the operation of the analog portion of both 
water and salt. SALSM performs computation directly 
associated with the salinity model. 
General program description 
The general structure of the total program for the 
calibration process is shown in Figure 4.3. The main 
program (OPVER) initially calls the data read and set up 
subroutine (DATPR) which reads hydrologic and salinity 
data in the form and order of published records from 
punched cards. DATPR then sums and averages, where 
appropriate, the data to put it in a form compatible with 
the basic model requirements. DATPR also inputs print-
out column and row labels, potentiometer assignments 
and consumptive use monthly crop coefficients associated 
with the modified Blaney-Criddle formula. 
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Table 4.1. Final parameter vectors from calibration process (at the end of four phases from same initial vector). 
Parameter Option I 
PR(I) Hydrology 
Mnemonic Only 
1 KS .100 
2 TSM 27.000 
3 TSF 31.000 
4 SNI .000 
5 COR 1.500 
6 CS 10000.000 
7 CP .200 
8 PTH .000 
9 ( J .000 
10 C2 .000 
11 KG .500 
12 GWI 8333.000 
13 CGO .000 
14 EIR .450 
15 SMC 7.500 
16 CSM 3.500 
17 SMI 6.000 
18 DTA 3.500 
19 DPI .333 
20 CF 
21 GWSI 
22 CFFS 
23 RMF 
24 FMX 
25 DPSI 
26 SSIC 
27 SWS 
Figure 4.3. Program structure for calibration process. 
Option II 
Hydrology Hydrology Hydrology 
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& Salt Only & Salt 
.100 .100 .100 
26.000 26.000 26.000 
31.000 30.000 29.000 
.000 .000 .000 
1.500 1.500 1.500 
10000.000 10000.000 10000.000 
.000 .800 .800 
.000 1.000 1.000 
.000 .000 .000 
.000 .000 .000 
1.000 .500 .500 
6333.000 8333.000 7333.000 
.000 .000 .000 
.450 .450 .450 
7.500 7.500 7.500 
2.500 3.000 3.000 
6.000 6.000 6.000 
3.000 3.500 3.500 
.000 .333 .000 
1.200 1.200 
8607.000 9803.500 
.000 1.000 
.000 .000 
.800 .800 
.000 .000 
4.500 4.500 
.200 .200 
Once the data have been assigned to the proper 
storage locations in the computer, OPVER calls the 
simulation control subroutine (SIML) to perform the 
simulation. SIML manipulates the parameter vector during 
the calibration process, determines what parameters must 
be adjusted and whether or not a given parameter is 
analog or digital. If the parameter is analog, SIML calls the 
subroutine POTST which sets the appropriate analog 
potentiometers associated with the given parameter. For 
noncalibration runs SIML sets all parameters to the value 
input as the initial vector (XIN). After the parameter 
values have been established and the analog is ready, SIML 
transfers control to HYDSM for the actual basic model 
simulation process. The results uf the simulation are 
printed out under control of HYDSM through the 
subroutine PRNT. During the simulation run (when 
printed output is desired) an output array is established. 
PRNT prints the data in this array on the line printer at 
the end of each year of simulation Provision is also made 
for plotted output via the x-y recorder to be obtained at 
this point. Any data in the output array can be plotted as 
desired. 
Description of the hydrologic program, HYDSM 
The flo"" ~hart for the basic hydrologic model is 
given in FIgure 4.4 The computer diagram for the analog 
portion of the basic models is shown in Figure -1-.5. WIth 
reference to Figure 4.4. the main functions l)f HYDSM 
are: (1) To compute the value of the various hydrologic 
relationship~ described In Chapter II in terms ot the 
particular subbasin being modeled; (2) to control the 
analog computer timing and operation, and (3) to mteraL.l 
with the salin It V model by providing hydrologic data for 
its use 
The first of these tunctions is performed in a rather 
straighttorward manner by solving the equations from 
Chapter II III the proper sequence. The computation of 
actual evapotranspiration and agricultural groundwater 
return flo"" Involves both the digital and analog l'Om-
puters. The potential E1 IS computed on the digital and 
transferred to analog along with the total amount of water 
available to the rnot zone. This transfer is made VIa vector 
"A." Section A of the analog diagram (Figure 4.5) 
contains a schematic diagram of the soil moisture. actual 
ET and deep percolatlllO processes. Section B is the 
schematic of the dela,} network for routing the deep 
percolation to the groundwater system. 
The values ot soil mOisture storage. actl.al ET and 
agricultural subsurface return flow are transferred from 
the analog to the digital at the end of the month by means 
of vector ""1:$ .. 
After HYDSM has completed a mass balance in the 
hydrology for d given month. the computed outflow is 
compared to the recorded value and the objectIve func 
tion IS ~alculated Control then passes back to SIML and 
to OPVER. 
Control of the analog computer is accomplished by 
means of hybrid linkage subroutines and by the use of 
control lines (for digital to dnalog logic signals) and sense 
lines (for analog to digital logic signals). 
[n this model the InteractIOn between the analog 
and digItal computers IS such that once values have been 
transferred to the analog. both the analog and digital 
operate simultaneously until one reache~ the next transfer 
point in time where It wait~ until the other "catches up" 
and another transfer IS made 
This I~ In ~'llnTrast to the previous technique 
(Thomas, 197 J HliJ et a1.. 1 (70) which required that the 
analog walt while the dIgital did all of its work lnd that 
the digital wait while the analog did its work. Compared 
to the prevlOU, method. the present technique operates at 
less than one-hal. the former time. 
In accomplIshing thI~ procedure the digital sets up 
the vectOJ "A" for the first month of the year and starts 
the analog for thaI month The digital then sets up the 
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SUBROUTINE HYDSM 
(I ENT, I RET) 
INITIALIZE OBJECTIVE FUNCTIONS 
AND DATE IC'S, SET ANALOG TO I.C. 
t 
DO 200 FOR EACH 
YEAR 
I 
INITIALIZE ANNUAL 
VALUES 
, 
DO 190 FOR EACH 
11010NTH 
, 
SET UP MONTH'S 
-DATA VALUES 
t INCREMENT SET UP IIAII 
COUNTER TO 
COMPUTE POTENTIAL NEXT MONTH 
EVAPOTRANSPIRATION 
DETERMINE RAIN, SNOW 6 
AND SNOW MELT 
, 
COMPUTE DIVERSIONS,INFLOW 
FROM UNGAGED AREAS AND 
TOTAL SURFACE WATER AVAILABLE 
AS OUTFLOW. 
, 
SET UP ARRAY VALUES 
TO BE TRANSFERRED TO 
THE ANALOG CIAII) 
tb 
Figure 4.4. Flowchart for hydrologic model (HYDSM). 
TRANSf LR "A VALUES TO 
ANALOG FOR THIS MONTH 
START ANALUG lPERATING 
SAVE VALUES F~R END OF 
MONTH rOMPUTATION 
NO 
Figure 4.4. Continued 
WAIT 
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TRANSFER "B" VALUES 
FROM ANALOG 
RESET MONTHLY INTEGRATORS 
TO IC 
WORK ON "B" 
VALUES ~--""IV 
COMPLETE GROUNDWATER, SURFACE 
OUTFLOW AND OBJECTIVE FUNCTIONS 
SALSM 
190 CONTINUE 
200 CONTINUE 
Figure 4.4. Continued. 
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Figure 4.5. Analog computer diagram for basic model. 
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ANALOG SYMBOLS USED 
ll> INTEGRATOR 
f> AMPLIFIER 
0 POTENTIOMETER (SERVO-SET) 
0 DIGITAL TO ANALOG TRANSFER (DAC OR DAM) 
0 ANALOG TO DIGITAL TRANSFER (ADC) 
Figure 4.5. Continued. 
vector "A" for the second month and waits for the analog 
to finish the first month's computations. Vector "B," the 
fust month's analog values. is transferred to the digital, 
which then transfers vector .• A" for the second month to 
the analog and starts the analog on the second month. The 
digital then finishes its ~omputations for the first month 
using the just transferred "B" values. Vector "A" for the 
third month is set up and the process repeats until all 
months have been finished. 
The third function of HYDSM is accomplished at 
two program points: First, when the vector "A" has been 
set up for hydrology and second, when the vector "B" has 
been transferred The necessary variables for communi-
cation between HYDSM and SALSM are included in 
COMMON or as subroutine arguments. 
COUNTER 01 (SET TO 15) 
SL 00 
CONTROL LINE 00 TO TRUNK 09 
CONTROL LINE 02 TO TRUNK 10 
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0 COMPARATOR 
<> ELECTRONIC SWITCH 
0 AND GATE 
~ LOGIC INVERTER 
~ MULTIPLIER (Xl OR 
DIVIDER (+) 
Description of the salinity program, SALSM 
Figure 4.6 shows the schematic flow chart for th~ 
salinity subroutine. SALSM has but one function, to 
attach the proper salinity values to the hydrologic system 
to satisfy the salt mass balance conditions. With the 
exceptions of consumptive use calculations, snowmelt 
processes equations, and analog control, SALSM is identi-
cal stepwise with HYDSM. The salt from ungaged area 
mflow is obtained by computing the concentration of the 
correlation stream for the given month and multiplying 
this by the total estimated ungaged inflow as correlated 
with surface streams, snowmelt, or precipitation. Soil-salt 
amounts and salt in the agricultural subsurface return flow 
are determined on the analog computer. Section C of 
Figure 4.5 is the schematic diagram of the soil-salt storage, 
SUBROUTINE. ~A~SM 
(J,K,IPT ,IPRT ,UNG,PSUNG,GWS1, 
COR,WAGS) 
SET UP MONTHLY SALT 
DATA 
COMPUTE SALT DIVERSIONS, 
UNGAGED SALT INFLOW AND 
TOTAL SURFACE WATER SALT 
AVAILABLE FOR OUTFLOW 
SET UP SALT "A" VALUES 
TO BE TRANSFERRED TO 
THE ANALOG 
WORK ON SALT "BII 
VALUES 
COMPUTE GROUNDWATER 
SALT, SURFACE OUTFLOW 
SALT AND OBJECTIVE FUNCTIONS 
RETURN 
GO TO 20 
Figure 4.6. Flowchart for salinity model (SALSM). 
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soil solution concentration and the effluent salt appearing 
with deep percolation water. The soil-salt amount is 
accumulated on integrator 41 SSIC is the initial soil salt, 
SIRe is the salt applied to the soil from irrigation waters, 
and SWS is the amount of salt which is produced on a 
monthly basis from natural weathering action within the 
soil profile. The output of amplifier 42 is the negative of 
the deep percolation salt thus subtracting from the salt 
storage any salt leaving the soil profile. 
The output of the divider, amplifier 32, has on it 
the concentration of the soil solution, tons/ac-inch (in 
scaled volts). The output of amplifier 18 represents the 
salt concentration of the ,oil effluent. which when 
multiplied by the deep percolation water yields the deep 
percolation salt quantity on amplifier 19. The delay 
network for routing the deep percolation salt to the 
groundwater salt is shown in Section D. 
Quantities of soil-salt, concentration of the soil 
solutIOn and agricultural groundwater return flow salt are 
transferred from the analog to the digital as part of vector 
"B." SALSM then computes the groundwater salt, the 
outflow tons of salt, and compares the latter with the 
historical recorded amount, and calculates the objective 
function for salt. Control is then transferred to HYDSM. 
Program provisions for management studies 
Since the basic simulation programs were written to 
be nonspecific with respect to the physical setting of 
hydrologic and salinity data, certain types of management 
studies could be run under OPVER control. Such alterna-
tives as changes in crop type distribution, elimination of 
phreatophytes, and addition of exports or imports could 
be examined by changing acreage figures or by adding 
data cards to the water inflow or outflow sections of the 
input data. However, the canal diversions under OPVER 
control would have to be figured manually and placed on 
cards as part of the input data. 
To expand the program capability for examination 
of planning and management alternatives certain changes 
were made in the overall program structure and in the 
basic models themselves. Figure 4.7 depicts the program 
structure for management studies. The basic layout is 
changed only by the replacement of OPVER with a new 
mam program called "MNGMNT" and by the addition of 
a reservoir simulation subroutine (RESRV). Internal 
changes were made in DATPR to provide for the input of 
management and reservoir parameters, in PRNT to print 
out the reservoir monthly storage, etc., in HYDSM to 
compute the required canal diversion and in SALSM to 
attach the proper salt concentrations to these internally 
generated diversions. 
The program MNGMNT serves the purposes of 
calling DATPR to set up the data m the computer 
memory and of calling SIML to establish the parameter 
values and operate the basic simulation models. In this 
respect, it is identical with the first part of DPVER. 
Reservoir operatIon is accomplished by the sub-
routine RESRV, whose flow chart is shown in Figure 4.8. 
This subroutine is called three times, twice from HYDSM 
and once from SALSM. The first call from HYDSM sets 
up the reservoir water inflow, required releases and water 
available for irrigation releases using the surface area at 
the beginning of the period. The second call comes after 
the actual diversion requirement has been determined (in 
HYDSM) which allows RESRV to compute the required 
releases and change in storage values. The call from 
SALSM generates computations which satisfy salt mass 
balance conditions in the reservoir. 
Instructions for using the management program and 
a description of the associated parameters along with the 
program listing are given in Appendix C. Typical data 
input cards and printer output are shown in Appendix D. 
A demonstration of selected management studies is given 
as part of the following chapter relative to the application 
of the simulation model. 
Figure 4.7. Program structure for management operation. 
3 GO TO 70 
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Ktfl MONTH 
Figure 4.8. Flowchart for reservoir operations subroutine (RESRV). 
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Figure 4.8. Continued. 
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CHAPTER V 
APPLICATION OF THE HYDROLOGIC-SALINITY MODEL TO THE 
CACHE VALLEY SUBBASIN OF THE BEAR RIVER SYSTEM 
Criteria for selecting test area 
In selecting a river basin which would serve to test 
the hybrid computer model described in the previous 
chapter, the following items were considered: 
1. ProxImity to Utah State University. 
2. Previous studies which could provide useful 
data. 
3. Completeness of available data as applied to 
the requirements of the model. 
4. Whether or not groundwater movement 
existed across basin boundaries (either in or 
out). 
5. Relationship to current projects at the Utah 
Water Research Laboratory. 
Cache Valley (Figure 5.1) satisfied these require-
ments more completely than any other possible choice. 
Since USU is situated m Cache Valley no further 
comment is needed for item one. This fact is also the 
reason for many other University studies being performed 
in Cache Valley. The work by Thomas (1971) was for the 
same time period (1967 -68) as used in the present study. 
Although excellent data were available in Cache 
Valley for stream flows. many canal diversion records 
were not complete and few water quality samples were 
found. The years 1967-68 contained the most consistent 
water quality sample data and thus were chosen for the 
model study period. 
Since the inflow and outflow stations on the Bear 
River (see Figure S 1) were selected from below power 
company dams located in narrow canyons, it was pre-
sumed that groundwater movement across the basin 
boundaries would be negligible. However. the possibility 
of groundwater mflow to the river from within the basin 
does exist. 
Description of basin and available data 
Although a detailed description of Cache Valley is 
beyond the scope of this work. a few comments relative 
to the setting ot the study follow. For a detailed 
geological descnptlon see Williams (1958). In addition to 
being an interesting account of the history of Cache 
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Valley, the work edited by Ricks (1956) includes descrip-
tions of the geology, climate, and other physical aspects. 
Cache Valley is almost surrounded by mountains. 
The higher peaks of the Bear River Range to the east and 
the Wellsville mountains to the southwest tower almost 
10,000 feet in the air. From these high mountain areas, 
particularly on the east, come perennial streams supported 
by groundwater flows produced by melting snow. It is this 
abundant supply of water which helps maintain the 
agricultural productivity tor which the valley is noted 
(Ricks. 1956). Since the arrival of settlers in 1856 
extensive canal networks have been constructed to irrigate 
some 152,000 acres on both sides of Bear River. The 
irrigated portion of the valley is modeled in the computer 
programs. 
Available data: Land use 
As part of the statewide study the land use in the 
Bear River system was mapped in 1966 by UWRL 
personnel. The results are reported by Haws (1969). Crop 
and wetland areas by vegetation type are given in Table 
5.1. 
Climatology 
Precipitation and temperature data were available 
by months from several locations in the valley (Figure 
5.1). The average of the following four stations was used 
as being representative. 
1. Preston Sugar Factory (Idaho, 7353) 
2. Lewiston (Utah, 5082) 
3. Richmond (Utah, 7271) 
4. USU Experiment Station (Utah, 5190) 
A listing of this data is given in Appendix B as part 
of the data input card list. 
Streamflow 
Various streamflow gaging stations have been estab-
lished in Cache Valley; their locations are shown in Figure 
5.1. Some of these stations were set up for a two-year 
study related to the Bear River Compact negotiations in 
1944-45 and have since been discontinued. Data from the 
USGS stations listed in Table 5.2 provided the water 
inflow and outflow quantities for the model. 
TI3S 
TI4S 
Tl5S 
2N 
TION 
IRRIGATED LAN) BOUNDARY·- ~ --
SUB-BASIN BOUNDARY _ ••• _ ••• 
US G S STREAM GAGES 0 
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Figure 5.1. Cache Valley, Utah and Idaho. 
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Table 5.1. Land use in Cache Valley (from Haws, 1969, and the State of Utah Dept. of Natural Resources, Division of 
Water Resources). 
Symbol 
CROPS 
Al 
A2 
A3 
A4 
A5 
A6 
A7 
A8 
AI0 
All 
AU 
TOTAL A 
WETLANDS 
Cl 
C2 
C3 
C4 
B 
TOTALB&C 
Model 
lden tification 
Number 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
Table 5.2. USGS stream gaging stations used as data 
sources for 1967-68. 
USGS 
Index 
Number 
10m~65 
100912 
100930 
101023 
101060 
101090 
101135 
101170 
101175 
10f180 
Station Description 
Bear River below UP ALCO Dam 
near Oneida 
Deep Creek near Clifton 
(. un RlVer near Preston 
Summit Creek above diversions 
Little Bear River near Paradise 
Logan River above State Dam 
Blacksmith Fork above UP ALCO Dam 
near Hyrum 
Hammond (East Side) Canal 
West Side Canal 
Bear River near Collinston 
Because of the relatIvely large ungaged watershed 
area tributar} to the valley floor, an estimate of flows 
from this area was made by correlation with Logan River 
and with computed snowmelt, using the equations given 
in Chapter [I. 
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Description 
Alfalfa 
Pasture 
Other hay 
Small grain s 
Corn 
Sugar beets 
Potatoes 
Orchard 
Tomatoes 
Small truck 
Beans 
Marshes, tules, cattails 
Grasses, willows, 
cottonwoods 
Grasses and med. 
density trees 
Low water table 
light density 
Open water 
Acres 
52,429 
27,563 
6,058 
50,020 
9,469 
4,827 
289 
392 
3 
683 
275 
152,008 
7,515 
15,863 
15,771 
5,776 
7,775 
52,700 
Salinity data for these stations were extremely 
limited. For most of the stations, only four samples had 
been taken during the period October 1966 through 
September 1968 (Waddell, 1970). Deep Creek had five 
samples and Blacksmith Fork had seven. The development 
of statistical techniques to estimate the missing salinity 
data was the subject of a master's thesis (Cloward, 1973). 
Data from his work was used to supplement the available 
field data in estimating salt inflows to and outflows from 
the irrigated area (see Appendix E). 
Complications in the determination of the outflow 
concentration arose due to the fact that some mineral 
springs discharge into Bear River at the outflow gaging site 
(Milligan et aI., 1966) and not into the two outflow canals 
(10-1] 70 and 10-1175). This was corrected by referencing 
the canal salinity to a sample station on the Bear River 
near Smithfield. 
Canal diversions 
Reliable records of canal diversions in Cache Valley 
covered only about one-fifth of the total area. Many of 
the canal records were in error because of incorrect 
recording of water wasted back to the stream (Hansen, 
1972). The recorded diversions accepted as being reliable 
indicators of the total diversion amount and timing were: 
Logan, Hyde Park, and Smithfield; Logan and Northern; 
Logan River and Blacksmith Fork; and the West Cache 
Canals. Total dIversions by months for the water years 
1967 and 1968 were estimated using these canals as a 
base. The total was then prorated among the several 
tributary streams according to the area irrigated from each 
tributary. InformatIOn and data used for the diversion 
estimates came from publications by the U.S. Geological 
Survey, a USU Extension Services publication (Richards. 
et al.. 1969), and from water commissioners reports 
(Stoker, 1967-1968, and Packer. 1967-1968). 
Groundwater 
Water mflow to the valley floor from subsurface 
sources has been essentIally constant with tIme The tlow 
of wells in Cache Valley was placed at 25,000 acre-feet 
per year in 1970 (Cordova dnd others. 1971). Some 
12,000 acre-feet per year from wells is used as irrigation 
water. the remaining amount is '-Ir domestic. industrial 
and livestock uses. From data presented by McGreevy and 
Bjorklund (I 970) rhe flow from natural springs was 
estimated to be about 10,000 acre-feet per m"nth, Some 
of the springs discharged mto streams or rivers down-
stream from gaging stations used for inflow and thus were 
treated as ungaged inflow from groundwater sources. 
From the previous study vf the Bear River system (Hill et 
aI., 1970) this amount was estimated to be 6,000 acre-feet 
per month from wells and )prings combined. 
In general. the groundwater was of fairly good 
quality (TDS of less than 500 mg/I); however. there were 
a few very saline sprmgs which contributed relatively large 
amounts of salt. Two of the highest salt contributing 
springs are Battle Springs and Vincent Springs. both 
adjacent to the Bear River northwest of Preston, Idaho 
(see Milligan. 1966). The salt from these two springs was 
estimated to be approximately 2,000 tons per month 
Soils 
The soil moisture holding capacities for soils in the 
south end of Cache Valley were found to vary from 3 
inches to 12 Inches in a 5 foot root zone (Thomas 1971 ), 
For calibratIon purposes, the soil moisture capacity was 
allowed to vary from 5 to 10 inches of water as 
representing basin average conditions. 
Soil-salt quantities were esti mated as being less than 
7 tons per aae and salt released from natural weathering 
plus fertilizer sources as being less than 2 tom, per acre per 
year (Peterson, 1972, and Carter et aI., 1971). 
Results 
Although the value of any simulation modeling 
effort can be determined from several aspects, in this 
study the ability of the model to match actual basin 
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conditions and reliably predict management effects were 
examined. The results are thus presented in two parts, 
from the calibration process and from the management 
studv 
Calibration 
The major problem associated with the calibration 
part of the study came from the scarcity of salinity data, 
as indicated previously. The hydrology was rather rou-
tinely calibrated with excellent agreement between com-
puted and recorded outflow being obtained. Figure 5.2 is 
the computer plot of the hydrologic portion of the 
veri. led model output. The line printer output corres-
pondmg to Figure 5.2 is in Appendix B. The hydrology 
model cumulative outflow was within 1 percent of the 
cumulative Bear River outflow from Cache Valley for the 
two year period, October 1966 to September 1968_ This 
suggests that the model could be used with confidence for 
prediction of results of management changes on the water 
outflow fro ITI Cache Valley. 
The computer plot of the calibrated Bear River salt 
outflow is shown in Figure 5.3. There are several 
individual months in which there is marked deviation 
between computed and recorded values. In spite of these 
particular problems which stem from the lack of sufficient 
salinity data, an acceptable fit between the model and 
recorded values was obtained. The model determined 
cumulative salt outflow was within 2 percent of the 
re\.vrded outflow for the two year calibration penod. The 
calibrated soil-salt parameters were well WIthin the esti-
mated maximum values presented in the previous section. 
For example, the natural weathering salt release plus 
fertilizer source was calibrated at 0.06 tons/acre per 
month or 0.7 tons/acre per year. 
The values of other parameters as calibrated are 
given in Table 5.3. A description of the parameters can be 
found in Appendix A, Table 1. 
The computer printout obtained from the last phase 
of the calibration process is presented in Appendix B. If 
desired, selection of the parameters which the model is 
most sensitive to could be made from the calibration run 
printout for consideration m possible management 
changes. 
Management capabilities 
In Cache Valley there exists a fair amount of arable 
land not yet irrigated. There is also need for supplemental 
irrigation water in some areas. The Bureau of Reclamation 
(I 970) has identified several reservoir projects in the 
valley which would supply water for new lands as well as 
supplementary water for existing irrIgation projects. One 
of these proposed projects, a reservoir on the Cub River, 
was selected to demonstrate the management program 
operatIOn. This project consists of a 160 foot high dam at 
the Mapleton Dam site with a resultant reservoir capacity 
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Figure 5.2. Computed and recorded water outflow. 
of 34,000 acre-feet. Approximately 25,000 acres would 
receive irrigation water from the project of which 4,000 
acres would be new land. This amounts to about 16 
percent of total irrigated land in Cache Valley. 
Changes were made in the data cards to reflect the 
switch of Cub River from tributary inflow to the reservoir 
inflow and parameters describing the reservoir were 
obtained and input to the program. Since the program 
operated under management control options, assumptions 
were made as to diversion requirements and rules as 
follows: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
Monthly soil moisture levels to be maintained 
at close to 1968 simulated conditions Of 
possible). 
Diversions trom the Bear River main stem for 
36 percent of the crop area if the flow was 
above 5000 acre-feet in a given month. 
Diversions from tributaries if flow above 2000 
acre-feet per month for 24.1 percent of 
cropland. 
Diversions from simulated ungaged inflow for 
24.1 percent of cropland if flow above 1000 
acre-feet per month. 
Diversions from the Mapleton Reservoir for 
15.8 percent of the cropland if the reservoir 
storage was above 1000 acre-feet while main-
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6. 
taining required releases of 1000 acre-feet per 
month for uses other than irrigation. 
Diversions made only for months having an 
average temperature above 35°F. 
Although the above assumptions may not be real-
istic with respect to the actual Cache Valley conditions 
they are typical of operating rules imposed on reservoir 
and river systems. 
A comparison of the original outflow with that of 
the outflow obtained from the above assumptions is 
shown in Figure 5.4 for water and Figure 5.5 for salt. 
Computer printout obtained during a management run is 
presented in Appendix D. It was observed that for the 
above assumptions the soil moisture was not maintained 
at the desired level in the latter part of 1968. 
Further management runs were made to illustrate 
the effects of changing irrigation amounts and timing 
upon the soil-salt system. The reservoir was left in the 
model and different soil moisture patterns imposed to 
obtain the leaching desired. If. for example, the required 
soil moisture level in September was larger than the soil 
moisture capacity plus evapotranspiration the model 
would divert more water than the soil reservoir could hold 
and leaching would occur. Plotted output from the 
computed 
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Figure 5.3. Computed and recorded salt outflow. 
Table 5.3. Final verified parameter values. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
PR(I) a 
Mnemonic 
KS 
TSM 
TSf 
SNI 
COR 
CS 
CP 
PTH 
Cl 
C2 
KG 
GWI 
CGO 
EIR 
SMC 
CSM 
SMI 
DTA 
DPI 
CF 
GWSI 
CFFS 
RMF 
FMX 
DPSI 
SSIC 
SWS 
aSee Table A.I fOI descnptlOn of parameters. 
Verified Value 
of Parameter 
.090 
25.500 
30.500 
.000 
1.450 
10000.000 
.400 
.000 
.000 
.000 
1.500 
8333.000 
.000 
.580 
6.000 
3.000 
4.000 
2.500 
.250 
1.150 
10000.000 
250 
.000 
.450 
.080 
2.:)00 
.060 
computer is given in Figure 5.6 for soil-salt concentration 
and In Figure 5.7 for soil-salt amount. Results are shown 
fOI simulated conditions without the reservoir project, 
with the reservoir project as described previously and with 
projec£ under changed salt leaching practices. It is 
observed that the changed leaching practices significantly 
influence the amount of salt in the soil root zone as 
compared to present practice. 
These few studies illustrate the programs' capability 
to not only model water quantity effects from different 
management alternatives but also the ability to predict 
soil, water and soil-salt effects. This last result suggests the 
possibility of predicting desirable irrigation scheduling 
patterns to bring about control of downstream river 
salinity levels influenced by agricultural return flow 
waters. 
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Figure 5.4. Water outflow with and without the Cub River project. 
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Figure 5.5. Salt outflow with and without the Cub River project. 
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Figure 5.6. Predicted salt concentration of the soil solution. 
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CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Summary 
Two hybnd computer programs were developed 
which simulate the transfer of water and ~alt through a 
river basin Both programs have as a central core sub 
routines whIch simulate the baSIC hydrologic and salinity 
systems The first of the two programs utilizes a "self-
calibration" techmque for establishmg the parameter 
values during the calibration process. This process serves 
to Identify the particular parameter set which "fits" the 
model to a given river basin. The second program allows 
manipulation of the basic system models to provide 
simulated results from proposed management changes. 
The salinity model included simulation (in a gross 
manner) of the soil-salt processes. This provided a link 
between the quality I,i the applied irrigation waters and 
the subsurface return flow quality as well as allowing 
determination of computed soil solution salinity concen-
trations and salt amounts. 
Salt concentration m reservoirs was modeled by 
applying a mixing factor to the reservoir inflow to 
approximate the salinity concentration changes from 
inflow to outflow and storage. The addition of the 
"self-calibrating" technique and inclusion of soil-salt and 
reservoir salt processes in a river basin hydrologIc-salinity 
model represented specific improvement over previously 
developed models (Hyatt, 1970; Thomas. 1971. etc.). 
The model development work was accomplished in 
two major phases: First, programming of the basic 
hydrologic portion of the model on the hybrid computer 
concurrent WIth development and testing of the "self-
calibrating" technique: and, secondly, the addition of the 
salinity flow system model to this preliminary hydrologic 
mode] and testing of improved hybrid computing tech-
niques to further decrease computation time. The self-
calibrating technique alone resulted in a savings of 
computer time of almost fifty to one. When the hybrid 
programming technique which allowed parallel analog and 
digital computation was perfected, a time reduction of 2 
to 1 was realized which brought the total computer time 
reduction to approximately 100 to 1, as compared with 
previous hydrologic models 
It was during the first phase of the model develop-
ment that steps were taken to involve personnel from the 
user agency (The State of Utah Division of Water 
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Resources) in the modeling process. To provide this 
transfer of information a staff member of the Division 
(Dr. Norman E. Stauffer) was invited to participate in the 
programming and calibration phase of the preliminary 
hydrologic model, as reported by Hill et al. (1970). This 
participation provided an excellent means of transferring 
model capability and user-oriented data requirements 
from the researchers to the user for feedback from the 
user as to necessary modification in the model to effect 
accomplishment of the goals of the user. 
The parameter values determined during calibration 
of the preliminary hydrologic model for the ten subareas 
of the Bear River were later used by Dr. Stauffer to 
simulate 39 years of record on the Bear River. He 
reported extremely good agreement between the model 
and actual conditions (Stauffer. 1971). 
Because of the success of thiS transfer mechanism, it 
is highly recommended that future work sponsored by 
specific public agencies should also closely involve their 
personnel to provide the transfer of needed assumptions 
and other requirements to insure compatibility of the 
completed model with the goals of the user. 
The utility of the management model was demon-
strated for two general planning alternatives, these being 
the location of a reservoir on a tributary stream with 
additional land being irrigated and the examination of the 
effects on soil-salt from different leaching practices. The 
management changes were made readily and with a 
minimum of card handling, which indicated the ease with 
which a river basin planner could examine several dif-
ferent alternatives in a short time by use of a general 
hydrologic-salinity system model such as this. This is 
contrasted with the effort which would be required under 
manual methods to examine different alternative plans. 
Also, due to the fact that many of the actual physical 
processes are identified in the model, the transfer of the 
physical implications of model results to field conditions 
is made easier than from the use of a "black-box" or 
multiple regression type model. The use of any model 
tends to identify (rather quickly) any deficiencies in the 
available data. While the use of a general model such as 
described herein will also indicate those physical system 
processes which must be described in more detail to 
permit satisfactory operation of the model. 
In both the calibration .:md management phases of 
this study the advantages of a "hands-on" hybrid com-
puting facility were plainly evident. The immediate turn 
around and on-line program correction aided greatly 
during the program development. Although some diffi-
culty was experienced because of the use of the divider 
and multiplier circuits on the analog portion this did not 
prove to seriously affect the accuracy of the sollltion. 
Application of the model to 
other river basins 
The use ot the model for planning studies in uthel 
river basins would require a parameter set which fit~ the 
model to that basin before reliable planning studies couid 
be made. Since the model herein described was written so 
as to he nonspecific as to area or physical location ot the 
river basin, simulation of any river basin could be 
accomplished by locating the available hydrologIc and 
salinity data, punching this data on cards and inputting t( 
the computer CalibratIOn could be completed in a 
relatlvely shul t time and management studies could then 
be performed by so specifying. No changes would need to 
be made in the program unless, for example, some specific 
planning studies relative to the mteraction of two or more 
reservoirs were considered. A specific situation such as 
this would require programming changes to adequately 
describe the real system. 
The program as presently set up can handle two 
years of monthly data for one rivel basin at a time If the 
river basin IS sufficiently large III areal extent. It may 
prove desirable to divide the basin into several subbasms 
in order to improve spatIal definition of the parameters. A 
few mmor programming changes would allow neCfllsarv 
data from the outflow of one subbasin to be ttdnstelJe~' 
to the next as inflow within the computer WIthout 
requiring an mtermediate transfer to punched cards. By 
redimensIonmg the data array SIzes as many years as the 
computer capa,lty will allow can be, simulated per data 
input sequence In manage ment studies. This would im-
prove the usability ot the program when a long-term 
analysis is needed as a test for plannmg alternatives. 
Suggestions for possible future research 
A general observatIon that can be made after 
considering future needs in water resource planmng is that 
more emphaSIS will be placed upon the technical skills 
required for solvmg problems associated with maintaming 
or improving the general quality of the resource, subject 
to the varied demands placed upon it. It appears that 
simulati<: i I models such as described in this report can aid 
in providing the required technical support to future 
studies. However. In order for the simulation models to 
adequately meet those needs, basic field data satisfying 
the needs ot the models must be provided. It is suggested 
that identIfication ot the required basic data be made and 
collection networks be set up to gather this data where 
needed. 
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In relation to the computlllg hardware used, it may 
be well to explore the effects of expanding the analog 
portion of the hybrid computer to take greater advantage 
of the parallel computation speed which the analog 
possesses. This would provide considerable benefit for the 
type of problems requiring many repetitions, such as 
during the calibration process herein described. 
The results of the management study demonstrate 
the program's capability to adequately predict soil-salt 
changes as affected by changes m irrigation practices, and 
consequently changes in downstream river salinity as a 
result of changes 1Il timing and salt concentration of 
return flows from agnculture areas. This suggests the 
possibility of combming the simulation model WIth a 
mathematical programming technique to determine what 
Irrigation practices 111 specific river basins will bring about 
desired levels of river salinity downstream. This model 
~ould also be used to aid identification of sources of salt 
m the agricultural return flows as to whether the salt 
comes from the soil or from salt bearing materials 
contacted by drainage water after passage through the 
soil. 
Other specific suggestions are as follows: 
1. Investigation needs to be made of the effect 
which interdependence among the parameters 
has upon the determination of the objective 
function and the final parameter vector. 
2. Since the definition of the objective function 
itself has an effect on the resultant parameter 
values, a study relating the validity of the 
simulation model to the definition of the 
objective function and to the goals of the 
study would be of value. 
3 If the interdependence among parameters 
proves to be nonrestrictive then the incorpor-
ation of an improved method for "closing 
in" on the parameter value which produces 
the local objective function minimum would 
serve to speed up the calibration process. 
4. The development of basin-wide calibration 
schemes whIch would select parameter values 
for a network of subbasins. Thus, instead of a 
parameter vector, a two-dimensional param-
eter array would be determined to describe 
the river basin. 
5. There needs to be more work done in the area 
of salinity data estimation from existing 
sparse records to aid in providing the data set 
which is required to adequately model the 
hydrologic-salinity systems. 
6. Additional model development and field re-
search is needed to describe the reservoil-salt 
system before adequate models can be 
obtained. 
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APPENDIX A. CALIBRATION PROGRAM 
Details 
I. Instructions for use 
A. Parameter list and description (Table A-I) 
B. Input statement list and explanation (Tables A-2, A-3, and A-4) 
C. Program flow charts which are not included in text 
II. Program listings 
III. Explanation of output labels (Table A-5) 
Table A.1. List of parameters with description. 
N 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
PR(N) 
KS 
TSM 
TSF 
SNI 
COR 
CS 
CP 
PTH 
Cl 
C2 
KG 
GWI 
CGO 
EIR 
SMC 
CSM 
SMI 
DTI\ 
DPI 
CF 
GWSI 
CFFS 
RMF 
FMX 
DPSI 
SSIC 
SWS 
Description (Mnemonic) 
Snowmelt rate 
Temperature above which snow melts, 0 F 
Temperature below which snow falls. 0 F 
Initial snow water content inches 
Stream correlation 
Snow correlation (acre-feet/inch) 
Precipitation correlation (acre-feet/inch) 
Precipitation threshold above which surface runoff occurs (inches) 
Coefficient for influent flow from stream 
Coefficient for influent flow from stream 
Smoothing coefficient in groundwater function 
Initial groundwater flow rate (acre-feet/month) 
ProportIon of groundwater outflow that does not return to stream surface as effluent groundwater 
in the basm 
Efficiency of delivery and application 
Soil mOIsture capacity (inches) 
Critical soil moisture level below which ET becomes limited because of moisture stress (inches) 
Initial soil moisture level (inches) 
Agricultural groundwater return flow delay time (months) 
Initial agricultural return flow rate (inches/month) 
Proportion increase in agricultural surface return flow salt content 
Initial groundwater salt flow (tons/month) 
Concentration of salts from precipitation ungaged inflow (tons/acre-feet) 
Reservoir inflow-outflow mixing factor 
Soil solution-applied water mIxing coefficient 
Initial agricultural groundwater salt flow (ton/acre/month) 
Initial soil-salt amount (tons/acre) 
Soil weathering salt rate (tons/acre/month) 
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Table A.2. Input data list for main program OPVER. 
Card Number of 
Type Cards Rep't Format Input Data Description 
(l615) ITY,IPL ITY IdentitIes what type of computer 
operation is desired 
ITY Function 
1 Read data with DATPR IPL= 1 
Basic data only (see Table A-3) 
IPL = 2 Subbasin data only (see 
Table A-4) 
2 Read initial vectors, operate 
simulation model and prin t results 
3 Operate simulation model and 
print results with data already 
in memory 
4 Perform calibration process read 
parameter bounds and levels, etc. 
(For example see Table B) 
2 Variable (IOF8.3) (XIN(1 ,L),L=l, XIN is initial parameter vector at which 
(2 or 3) NPR) the calibration process is started. (See Table A-I 
needed only for parameter order and description) 
if ITY=2 
3 1 a (1615) NPH,(NOP(L), NPH identifies number of phases to be 
L=l,4) performed during calibration process 
0< NPH ~ 4 
NOP(L) identifies what constant parameter 
setting option is to be used for each phase 
4 Variable a (IOF8.3) (PL(L),L=I, PL is lower bound on parameter values for 
(2 or 3) NPR) calibration 
5 Variable a (10F8.3) (PH(L),L=I, PH is upper bound on parameter values for 
(2 or 3) NPR) calibration 
6 2 a (1615) (NL(L),L=I, NL is the number of levels or steps at which 
NPR) the L th parameter is varied between PL and 
PH during the calibration process 
aNote: Card types 3,4,5, and 6 are needed only if lTV == 4. 
Table A.3. Input data list for DA TPR (data processing subroutine) BASIC. 
Card Type 
DA 1 
DA2 
DA3 
DA4 
DA5A 
DASB 
Format 
(1615) 
(20(1 X,A3)) 
(20A4) 
(16F5.3) 
(10X,14F5.2) 
(lOX,14F5.2) 
Mnemonic 
INP 
lOUT 
NSB 
LYRO 
NYR 
HDG(I),I=I,IS 
LABL(I),I = 1,32 
PDL(I),I=I,12 
CPKC(L,I),I=I,12 
L=I,ll 
CPKC(L,I),I=I,12 
L=12,16 
4S 
Description 
Input device number for subbasin data 
Output device number for simulation output 
Number of subbasins 
First year of simulation 
Number of years of simulation 
15 element vector of column headings for 
output tables, i.e., JAN., FEB., ANN., etc. 
32 element (42 for management) vector of 
column headings for output tables 
Vector of proportion of daylight hours for 
months in the same order as vector HDG(I) 
Array of consumptive use coefficient for 
crops for modified Blaney-Criddle equation. 
A separate card for each crop is required. 
Array of consumptive use coefficient for 
phreatophytes 
Table A.4. Input data list for DATPR (data processing subroutine) SUBBASIN. 
Card Type Format Mnemonic Description 
DB 1 (5A4,J 215) BASID(I),I=1,5 Subbasin identification, (~ 20 characters) 
e.g SUB-I-EVANSTON 
NPR Number of parameters (19 for hydrology only, 
27 for hydrology and salt) 
NDH Number of digital hydrology parameters (14) 
NAH Number of analog hydrology parameters added 
to NDH (NAH = 19) 
NDS = 24 
NAS = 27 
IRES > 0 specifies reservoir operatIOn (RESRV) 
!MAN Not used 
ICNL > 0 canal diversions computen undeJ manage-
ment control 
IB > 0 ungaged inflow from precipitation taken 
to be a function of rainfall only 
= 0 above taken to be a function of total 
precipitation 
DB2 (lOX UF5.3) SKF Analog scale factor associated with soil 
moisture computation 
SKL Analog scale factor associated with soil-salt 
computation 
SCLI Analog scale factor for surface waters applied 
to irrigated soil 
WH Objective function weighting factor for 
hydrology (=1.0) 
WS Objective function weighting factor for 
salinity (=144.0) 
DB3 (lOF8.3) PR(I),I=I,NPR Parameters (see Table A-I) 
DB4A (lOX,7(I3, 11(1) Vector of crop number 
F7.0) DCA(I),I=I,Il Area in acres for crop corresponding to 
CPKC(L,I) L= 1,11 
DB4B (lOX,7(I3, 11(1) Vector of phreatophytes 
F7.0) DCA(I),I=I2,16 Area in acres for phreatophytes corresponding 
to CPKC(L,I) L= 12,16 
DB5 (1615) N(I),1=1 J 0 Vector of the number of stations with NYR years 
of data of type 1 which are to be read in and 
used by the program. Data type correspondence 
is as follows: 
~ N(I), number of stations for 
1 Temperature 
2 Precipitation 
3 River inflow (main stem) 
4 Local tributaries 
5 Stream correlation 
6 Canal diversions 
7 Subsurface inflow 
8 Recorded surface outflow 
9 Reservoir inflow 
10 Required reservoir release 
DB6 (20A4) (FMT(L),L=I,10) Format for temperature and precipitation 
data 
DB7 (FMT) (DD(J ,K),K=I ,12) Temperature and precipitation data (one 
set for each) one card for each year 
DB8 (2OA4) (FMT(L),L=I,10 Format for surface water and salinity 
DB9 (FMT) (IX(J),(DD(J ,K), Surface water data 
K=I,12)) 
DBI0 (FMT) IPXD,(DDC(J ,K), Salinity data 
K=I,12) 
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10 
20 
SUBROUTINE SIML (IENT, IRET, IP) 
SET ALL ANALOG 
PARAMETERS 
lENT 
WRITE CALCULATED AND 
ACTUAL POT SETTINGS 
PERFORM SIMULATION 
WITH BASIC MODELS 
SET INDIVlOUAL ANALOG 
PARAMETER [PR{IP)] 
47 
SUBROUTINE POTST (Ips, IWR) 
, 
) 
GO TO (10, 70,150), IWR 
10 
70 
150 
SET HYDROLOGY 
POTS FOR PR(IPS) 
RETURN ) 
SET SALT POTS 
FOR PR(IPS) 
, 
RETURN ) 
1 
SET NON-PARAMETER 
POTS AND WRITE OUT ALL 
CALCULATED POT SETTINGS 
AND ALL ACTUAL POT SETTINGS 
RETURN) 
SUBROUTINE DATPR (IPL) 
10 
READ POT NAMES, OUTPUT 
COLUMN TITLES AND ROW 
NAMES 
READ BASIC DATA 
PERTAINING TO 
CONSUMPTIVE USE 
COFFICIENTS 
WRITE ALL DATA JUST READ 
READ SUB-BASIN 
NAME AND CONTROL 
PARAMETERS 
READ CROP ACREAGES 
AND PHREATOPHYTE ACREAGES 
COMPUTE WEIGHTED 
CONSUMPTIVE USE 
COEFFICIENTS 
48 
WRITE ALL DATA 
INPUT TO THIS POINT 
READ MONTHLY VALUES 
OF HYDROLOGIC AND 
SALT CONCENTRATION 
DATA 
COMPUTE TOTAL 
WATER INFLOW (Ac-Ft) 
AND SALT INFLOW (Tons) 
WRITE ALL MONTHLY DATA 
SUBROUTINE PRNT (J) 
WRITE BASIN NAME, YEAR 
AND HYDROLOGY DATA 
WRITE BASIN NAME, YEAR 
AND SALT DATA 
READ IDENTITY OF VAR. 
TO BE PLOTTED, SCALE 
FACTOR AND DELAY TIME 
PLOT DESIRED VARIABLE 
FOR J th YEAR 
49 
RETURN 
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UI C 
o C 
C 
e 
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C 
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1 
100 
3 
4 
! 
U1 
7 
B 
9 
R[AL. L.ASL 
COMMON IBL.~l/CONV,CNV,CONPV,S~AC,SCL.l,SKL.,SK"SCAC,NYA,OeM,OeS, 
lOBJ,OAM,OAS,BASIDCS',IB,AC1I),BC10),CIV,WM,WS,PVC21),PNCZI) 
2/BL.K2/MD( 2,12, I),IO( 2,12, &),PRC21),NPR,NOH,NAH,NDa,NAS,lST 
3/BLK3/ PDL.C1Z),CKCC12),PKCC12),CPKCCle,12),IYRN,IYRe,NaB,~DGC1S) 
4/BL.K4/0UTC32,13),L.ABL.C32),IRES,IMAN,ICNL. 
COMMON IBL.KS/SRFS,SGIF,aSTR,SRFS1,SGIF1,SSTRR 
DIMENSION XIN(S,Z8),XMN(28),XPM(28),OFC28),OBI(S),NOPC4) 
1,PL.(21),PH(28),NL.C28) 
CAL.L QSHVINCIE,58e) 
CALL. aSC(1,I!) 
002 1-1,11 
A(I)10.0 
CAL.L. QWBOAR(A,0,a,IE, 
CALL aSTDA 
CAL.L. QRBADRCA,a,10,IE) 
PAUS! 1 
FOR,..n C lele) 
READce,111'ITV,!~L. 
IFCITVa9,1,3 
GOTO(4,S, 9,11),ITY 
ITY-l R[AO DATA WITH DAT~R I~LI1 BASIC ONLY 12SUBBASI~ ONLY 
12 READ INITIAL. V!CTOR 
AND OPERATE AND PRINT 
.3 OPERATE AND PRINT WITH DATA IN 
.4 VERIFICATION READ BOUNDS ANO L.EVEL.S,ETC. 
CALL. OATPR (lPL.) 
J .1 
REAOCe,1~1)(XINC1,L',L.-l,NPR) 
'ORMn(UFB.3) 
DOB L.-l,NPR 
PR (L.) _)ClN C1 ,L) 
OP!RATE SIMULATION MOO!L.I AND PRINT R!SULTS 
IENT'l 
IR!181 
IP'0 
J .111 
IENT'Z 
IRE'-\ 
IPI~ 
1~ CALL SIMLCIENT,IRET,IP) 
J .1 
C INPUT PATTERN SEARCM BOUNDS AND L.EVEL.S 
11 READC6,100)NPH,(NOPCL),L.-1,4) 
REAo(e,101)(PL.(L.),LI t,NP'" 
RUO (e, HlU CPH (L.) ,L.I l.NP") 
READCe,lIIl)(NL.(U,LI 1,NPR) 
13 CONTINUE 
OBI (1) .08J 
0101 • OBH 
OS • 085 
AI; • OHI 
AS • OAS 
C INITIAL.ltE MINIMUM CONDITIONS 
PIH1NI08J 
~~II4~.rutJ 
( \ 
,,) 
PAGE 2 C VERI'ICATIO~ •• OPV!R •• 
0014 L.ll,NPA 
XMNCL.)-lCINC1,L) )(PM(UIUN(t,L.) 
14 OFCL)IPHCL.).PLCL) 
C TA~! NE~ PAGE WRtT! P~,"L, NL. 
WRIT! C8, 112) 
102 FOR"'AT(1M111119)(,3~PAR"X,2HPM,BX,2MPL,8)(,2HOF,BX,2HNL. III) 
0015 L.11,NPR 
15 WRtT!ce,103)L,PH(L.),P~(~"DFCL.),N~CL) 
103 'ORMAT(15X,I7,3x,3'la.3,I7) 
1~4 FOqMATC1H11120)(,~I;PMASE,I3,2X,5HPMIN.,F10.1) 
10' FORMATC5X,10F7.3) 
10~ FORM.T(III~X,13HIP LV PAR,1~)(,3HO~J,SX,3HOBH,IX,3MOBS,8X,3HOAH 
1,8X,3HOASI/) 
117 FOAMAT(5X,I3,2X,13,'11.3,S'11.1' 
10B ~ORM.TC5X,I3,2H .,I3,~11~3.5'11.1) 
C B!GI~ PHAS! LOOP 
oou kI1,NPH 
C TAKE N!W PAG! WRIT! PHAI! ON! INtTI.L. VECTOR 
WRITEC8,104)K,PHMN 
WRIT!Ce,105)(XIN(K,L.),L..t,NPA) 
WRITE(e,10e, 
C 8!Gt~ PAR LO~P 
0080 J'l,NPR 
NLOINI. (Jl+1 
LA NLO 
S 12 
OCT 1274\114 
J .80 
01 I xtN(k,J)+.0aee 
02 1)(tN(K,J'-.0005 
!EGIN INCP L.OOP 
0070h1,NL('1 
LA I 
S 11 
OCT 027410 
J .40 
XNL.INLCJ) 
OS'D' (J) IXNL. 
40 XII Ct-!) 
PACJ),PL.CJ'.OS·XI 
03 I PRCJ) 
IF(03-02"9,41,41 
41 IFC03-01)42,42,49 
42 IF(NOPCK»4g,e4,4g 
C OPERAT! MOO!L.S ANO DETERMINE OBJ!CTIVE FUNCTION 
49 CALL. SIML(3,3,J) 
WRITE(6,107)J,I,PRCJ),OBJ,08H.OBS,OA~,OAS 
J .ee 
64 WRITEC6,108)J,I,XINCK,J),08I(K),OH,OS,A~,AS 
OBJIOBtCK) 
C IF N~W PAP. INITIALIZE L.OCAL. MIN 
e~ LA I 
S 11 
OCT 02'4121 
J .67 
PRMN'OBJ 
XMNCJ)IPR(J) 
\ 
, ) ( ) r, \ / : ) 
VI 
-
PAGE 3 C V!RI'ICATION •• OPVER •• 
e CIC LOCAL AND PHASE MINS 
J .el 
e7 IF(OBJ-p~MN)5e,51,51 
5"1 PRM~IOBJ 
XMN(J)IPRCJ) 
S1 1FCOBJ-PHMN)S2,7e,70 
52 PHMNIOBJ 
00S3LI1,NPR 
53 lCPMCL)IPRCL) 
7~ CO~TlNUE 
C RESET PR(J) TO '1)(EO LEVEL FOR NExT PAR. 
1F(NOP(K)-1)71,72,72 
71 PR(J)llC1N(K,J) 
CALL SIML(3,2,J) 
J .811 
72 PR(J)IXMN(J) 
CALL SIMLC3,2,J) 
ee CONTINUE 
NOOPIHOP(IC) 
LA NOOP 
S 11 
OCT 0274115 
J .81 
J .83 
81 0082Lll,NPR 
82 PR(L)IXMN(L) 
CALL srMlCl,3,e) 
PRMNIOBJ 
C SELECT BEST VECTOR FOR NEXT PHASE 
83 IF(PRMN-PHMN)84,SS,8S 
!4 OOS!5Lll,NPr:f 
XIN(K+1,l)IXMNCL) 
8S P~CL"XMNCL) 
J .n 
ae OOS7LIS,NPR 
XIN(K+l,L)IXPM(L) 
87 PR(L)IXPIo4(L) 
SS CALL SIHL(I,I,a) 
OBI(I(+1)IOBJ 
OHIOBH 
OSIOBS 
AioilOAH 
ASIOAS 
90 CONTINUE 
C WRIT! OUT INITIAL VECTOR TABL! 
NHPINPH+l 
WRIT!ce,let)(OBICL),LI1,NHP) 
109 FORMATC1HlI127X,1!5HINIT!AL YECTORSI110X,!5HPHAS!,7X,lHl,~x,lioi2,ex, 
l1H3,9X,1H4,9X,l H!51112X,3HOBJ,5'10.(/) 
wRITf:(S,IU) 
110 'ORMAT(12X,3HPAR/) 
NPTINPH+1 
0091 LI1,NPR 
91 WRIT!CS,111)L,(XIN(M,L),M1l,NPT) 
111 FQRMATC12l(,I3,!5F10.3' 
J .1 
99 STOP 
END 
PAGE C ••• SUBROUTINE SIML ••• 
SUBROUTINE SIML(IENT,IRET,IP) 
Rf:lL LABL 
COMMON IBLlCl/CONV,CNV,CONPV,SPAC,aCLI,SKL,SK',aCAC,NYR,OBH,oaa, 
10BJ,OAH,OAS,BASIO(5),IB,A(10),B(10),CSV,WH,WS,PV(2e),PN(20) 
2/BLK2/HOC 2,12, a),SO( 2,12, e),PRC2S),NPR,NOH,NAH,NDS,NAS,IST 
3/BLK3/PO~(12),CKC(12),PKCC12),CPKCCle,12),IVRN,IVRB,NS8,HOG(15) 
4/BLK4/0UT(32,13),LABL(32),IR!S,IMAN,ICNL 
COMMON /~LKS/SRFS,SGIF,SSTR,SR'Sl,SGI'l,SSTRR 
GOTO(10,20,30),I!NT 
C SET ANALOG PARAM!TERS 
10 LLINDI'I+l 
00 11 LILL,NAH 
11 CALL POTSTCL,l) 
LA 1ST 
S 11 
OCT 021404 
J .1I~ 
LL·NOS+l 
DD 12 lILL,NU 
12 CALL PDTSTCL,2) 
C WRIT! OUT POT SETTINGS 
U LA IAn 
s 1 1 
OCT 027410 
J .20 
CALL POTSTCIP,3) 
C P[RFORM SI~ULATION 
20 CALL MVDSMCI!NT,IR!T) 
RETURN 
30 IFCIP.NDH)4e,40,31 
31 IFCIP-NAM)32,32,33 
32 PIIIIPReIP) 
CALL POTSTeIP,1) 
J .40 
3~ IFCIP-NDS)40,40,34 
34 PluPR UP) 
CALL POTST(I', 2) 
40 LA IRn 
s 12 
OCT 152141111 
J .21 
RETURN 
ENO 
PAGE C *** SUBROUTINE POTIT ••• 
C PROVIDE FOR SETTING POTS NOT 'ARAMETERS 
SUBROUTINE POTSTCIPS,IWR) 
REAL LABL 
COMMON /BLK1/CONy,CNY,CONPV,SPAC,SCL1,SKL,SKF,SCAt,~YR,OBH,OB5, 
10BJ,OAH,OAS,BASIDCS),IB,A[11),BC11),CSV,WH,WS,PVC20),PN(20) 
2/BLK2/HD( 2,12, I),SOC 2,12, e),PRC28),NPR,NOH,NAH,~DS,NAS,IST 3/8LK3/PDL(12),CKCCI2),~KCC12),CPKCC1G,12),IYRN,IYRB'NSB,~OGC1') ~/BLK~/OUT(32'13),LA8LC~2),IREI,IMAN,ICNL 
COMMON IBLK5/SR'8,SGtF,SSTR,IR'Sl,S~I'1,SSTRR 
GOTO(11,71,151),IW~ 
C SET HYDROLOGY POTS 
C SET SALT DELAY POTS IF liT -2 
11 U-IPS-NDH 
C *** INSERT ,'TER 11 
GOTO(12,14,18,11,21),IS 
12 PYL-.PRC15)/SKF 
CALL QWJDARCPYL,08,IE) 
J .121 
14 PVL •• PRCI8)/SK~ 
CALL QWJDARCPYL,e7,IE) 
PADIhPN (~) 
PVL. SKF/C11 •• PRC18» 
py r::ShPvL 
UI J .ue ~ 18 PADR.PNCI) 
PVL.PR C 17) 18K, 
PY(2).PYL 
J .UI 
lS PADR_PN (5) 
PYL-l.f/ce.e.PRC18,) 
PyeS).PVL 
PYCI).PVL 
CALL QWPRCPADR,PYL,IE) 
PAOhPN ee) 
PYL.l.I/C1.e*PR(18).PRC1.) 
PYCe).PYL 
Pv cehPYL 
CALL QWPR(PADR,PYL,IE) 
PAOR .PNC') 
PYL.l.I/(4.e.PRC11» 
PYC7,.PYL 
PVCU).PVL 
CALL QWPRCPADR,PYL,IE~ 
LA raT 
s 12 
OCT 121418 
J .121 
CALL QWPRCPN(I),PV(8),IE) 
CALL QWPRCPNCQ),PY(P),IE) 
CALL ~WPRCPN(11),PV(10),r!) 
J .121 
20 PAORaPNC4) 
PYL.PRC1P)/SKF 
PV(4).PYL 
C *** INSERT B!I'ORE 121 
121 CALL QWPRC~ADR,PVL,I!) 
PAGE 2 C *** SUBROUTINE POTST *.* 
121 RETURN 
C SET SALT POTS 
7I!1 IS.IPS-NOS 
*** INSERT AFT!R 70 
GOTOC72,74,78,78),IS 
72 PADR.PNCU) 
PVL·PR(24) 
PV(14).PVL 
J .ue 
74 PAOIhPN(ll) 
PYL. 18.*PRC2S)/SKL 
PY (11) aPYL 
J .UI 
71 PAORa~N(12) 
PYL.PR(28)/SICL 
PV (12) .PYL 
J .12e 
78 PADRaPN(1S) 
PYL.PR(2')/e10.*S~L' 
PYC1S)aPYL 
J .128 
e ** •• INSERT B!PORE 1S0 
C WRIT! SETTING Y.~UES 
C S!T NON PARAMETER POTS 
150 PAOhPNCl) 
PYL.SCL1/C11J.*SK') 
PY(1hPYL 
CALL QWPRCPADR,PYL,IE) 
PAO'hPNCl~' 
"VL-l./SICI' 
PY (1::5) -PYL 
CALL QWP~(PAOR,PYL,IE) 
PAOhPN(18) 
PYL.SK'/U.0 
PY (18) .PYL 
CALL QWPRCPADR,PVL,IE) 
e * •• lNSERT8E'ORE 151 
151 WRrTE(e,le~)IST 
le0 'ORMAT(II~X, 9~POTSTCALC,I311) 
~RITECe,lel)CPYeL',L·l,le) 
lel FORMAT(SX,9F8.4) 
00152 L.l,l8 
PAOhPN CL) 
CALL QRARC~ADR,PVL,IE) 
152 PYCL).PVL 
WRITE ee, 16:i) 1ST 
le3 'ORMAT(/lex,O~POTST ACT,I~I/) 
WRITECS,181'CPVCL),L·l,18) 
17~ RETURN 
END 
l) '- ) '- ) ( ) ~ ) : ') 
PAGE C •••• SUBROUTINE DA'PR •••• 
c •• lPL.l BASIC DATA ONLY 
C •• lPL.2 SUBBASIN CATA O~LY 
SUB~OUTINE CATP~CtPL) 
REAL LABL 
COMM~N IBLK1/CONV,CNV,CON~y,SPAC,SCL1,S~L,S~',SCAC,NYR,OBM,08S, 
10BJ,OAH,OAS,BAStO(5),I8,A(11),8C10),CSV,W~,WS,PV(20),PN(20) 
2/8LK~/HDC 2,12, a),SOC 2,12, 8),PRC28),NPM,NDH,NAH,NDS,NA8,18T 
3/BLK3/PDL(12),CKC(12),PKCC12"CPK~Cle,12),IVRN,IvRB,NSB,~D~(15) 
4/BLK4/0UTC32,13),LA8LC32),IRES,IMAN,ICNL 
OI~!NSION N(10),CAC(le),I1C18),DCA(16),PCAP(1&),'MT(10),OO(2,1a), 
100C(2,12),rxC2) 
1 LA IPL 
S 11 
OCT 027410 
J .2e 
II REAOC5,110)NSB,IYR8,NYR 
10~ 'ORMAT(1~I5) 
REAO(5,101)(PN(I),I-l,20) 
101 FORMAT(2IA.) 
REAoce,1~1)CMOG(I),I-l,15) 
REAoce,1~1)CLABL(I"I·l,32) 
t ••••• REAO IN PROPORTION DAYLIGHT HOURS AND USE COEFFIClf~TS 
REAOC5,102)CPDLCI),J-l,12) 
102 'ORMAT(1~X,12'5.3) 
'" DO 11 L-l,18 
~ 11 REAQC5,102)CCPKCCL,I),l-l,12) 
C ••• WRIT! INITIAL DATA 
WRITE(5,113) 
103 FORMAT(lHl,~A4,1215) 
wRtTE(5,100)NSB,IYR~,NYR 
WRIT!(e,101)(PN(I),1-1,21) 
WRITE(8,111)CMDG(I),r e 1,lS) 
WRITEe8,111)(LABL(I),I-l,32) 
WRITEce,102)CPOLCI),I·1,12) 
DO 12 L-l,18 
12 wRIT!ce,102)(CPKCCL,I),I_l,12) 
19 RETURN 
C ••• RE~O SUB-BASIN O~TA 
20 READCe,10~)CBASIOCI),I-l,5),~PR,NOH,NAH,NOS,NAS,IRES,IMAN,lCN~,IB 
tST-1 
tF(NnS.GT.0)ISTI2 
READC8,III)SK"SKL,SCL1,WH,WS 
READCe,2~5)(PR(I"I-l,NPR) 
1~4 ~OqM~TceA4,12le} 
C .*. READ CROP ACREAGES 
0021 Il1,le 
21 CACCI)-I.I 
105 ~ORMATCI0X,I3,~7.~.I3,~7.I,I3,~7.~,I3.F7.0,I3"7.0.I3,F7.0,I3,'7.0 
U 
SPACI0.1 
SCAC-0.B 
RE~OCe,10e)CllCI),OCACI"I-l,ll) 
REAO(e,lee)CI1(I),DC~Cl),II12,le) 
DO 25 111,le~ 
L-Ile!) 
Y~(L)2S.25,22 
PAGE 
22 
23 
24 
25 
C •• • 
215 
27 
28 
C •• • 
C •• 
=' 
C •••• SUBROUTINE DATPR e ••• 
CACCL)IOCACI) 
IFCI·12)23,2~,24 
SCAC.aCAC+CAC eL) 
J .25 
SPACISPAC+CACCL) 
CONTINUE 
COMPUTE PROPORTIONS 
00 28 hide 
%F(I-12)2e,21,21 
PCAPCI)-CAC(I)/SCAC 
J .28 
PCAPCI)-CACCI)/SPAC 
CONTINUE 
COMPUTE SCALE ~ACTORa 
caV-l.I/SCAC 
CONV-SCAt/12.0 
CONI'VlaPAC/12.0 
CNV.12 .II/SCAC 
COMPUTE WEIGHTED US! COE'. 
DO 35 181,12 
SPKC-0.1!! 
SCKC-0.1!! 
DO ;u L-l,t5 
SCP-CPKCCL,I).PCAPCL) 
IFCL-12)32,33,33 
32 SCKC-SCKC+SCP 
J .34 
33 SPKCISPKc.acp 
34 CONTINUE 
CKCCI)-aCKC 
35 PICCCt)-SPI(C 
C •• * WRITE OUT DATA UP TO TMIS POINT 
IYRN _IYRB +NyR-l 
WRITECe,113)CBASIDCI),II1,5),IYRe,IYRN,NPR,NOH,NA~,NDS,NAS,lRES, 
205 
107 
2e15 
108 
C··· C ••• 
C ... 
lIMAN,ICNL,tB.IST 
WRITEC8,10S)SK',SKL,SCL1,WM,WS 
WRJTE(e,2I15) (PRCI) ,rel,NpR) 
FORMA TC 10FS. 3) 
WRITE ce, 107) 
wRITECe,107) CSV,CONV,CONPV,CNY 
'ORMATCllleX,4F15.711) 
WRITEce,205)(CACCI),II1,11),SCAC 
WRITEC5,2015)CCACCI),I-12,IS),SPAC 
'OR"'A TC 10'8. Ill) 
WRITECS,lIS) (PCAPel),I-l,lS) 
FQRMATC/1IX,7Fll!!.5/) 
WRITE ee, lIB7) 
WRITECS, 102) ceICCCI), I-I, 12) 
wR!T!ce,108) 
WRITE(e,112)(I'KCCI),I-I,12) 
wRYTECe,108) 
tNPUT HVDROLOGIC ANO SALT DATA . •• 
STREAM 'LOW WATER MUST BE ~OLLOW!O STATION BY •• 
STATtON WITH S~LT CONCENTRATION DATA ••• 
REAOCS,101)(N(I),1-1,8) 
DO 3eI-l,~VR 
00 37L-l, 12 
DO 38K-l,8 
•• 
~ 
PAGE 3 C •••• SUBROUT!NE OAT'" •••• 
38 HDCI,L,K)_I.I 
00 :SOhl,e 
:Sf SDCI,L,K)_I.I 
:S7 CO~T!NU! 
38 CO~TINUE 
DO 7111 I-l,e 
NN_N U) 
LA NN 
S I! 
OCT 117~17 
J .70 
LA I 
S 12 
OCT 017412 
J .51 
C •• !NPUT T!MP AND P'T 
XC-NN 
CDL.I.llxe 
READCe,lll)C'MTCL),L-I,'.) 
DO 4D L.I,NN 
DO 48 J-l,NY" 
READ(e,FMT)CDDeJ,K).K_l.tl) 
DO ., hl,U 
47 HD(J,~,I)_HD(J,K,I).DOCJ,K'.CDL 
48 CONTINUE 
.0 CONTINUE 
J .70 C.. !N'UT ITREAM'LON DATA 
Sf! M.I-I 
READCe,l1:11UC'MTCL),L·S,U) 
DO S9 L.l,NN 
DO 51 J.l,NYR 
51 ~EAC(ft,F~T)I~(J),eOO(J,K),K_l.12' 
LA IST 
S 12 
OCT 127411 
J .55 
DO !l3 J-t,NyR 
REAOCe"HJ)IPXD,COOCCJ.~),K-l,la) 
00 152 K.l,t2 
UP-IX CJ) 
!l2 SDeJ,K,M,.SOCJ,K,M).ODCJ,K).ODCeJ.K).C82.4.21.78.1.0E-e).ll ••• IXP 
5:S CONTINUE 
MI 00 57 J-l,NyR 
00 5S K.t,12 
IXP-IX (J) 
!l8 HDeJ,K.I).HOCJ.K,!).DOCJ,K).l •••• IXP 
57- CONTINUE --
'lSI CONTINUE 
7111 CONTtNUE 
C ••• WRrT~ DATA BV TyPE AND YEAR C.. ~v~ROLOGIC •• 
DO e~ X-l,e 
DO 7D J-t,NyR 
LYRP·nRB.J-l 
7D WRIT!Ce,1IP)!,LYRP,eHDeJ,K,I),K-l,12) 
100 'ORMATcax,I3,I5,eFll.2/12~,e'11.a/) 
ISla CONTINUE 
\ ) 
PAIiE 4 C •••• SUBROUTINE DATPR •••• 
C.. SALT •• 
( \ 
LA UT 
S 12 
OCT 827410 
J .gg 
00 SUI 1-1,8 
00 89 J.l,NYR 
LYRP.lYR8+J-l 
e9 WRITE(e,IIllO)!,LYRP,(SDCJ,K,Z),K_l,12) 
510 CONTINUE 
gg RETURN 
END 
" ) I ') , ') 
PAGE c •••• ~VDRDLOGIC S!"ULATION ••• HYDIM ••• 
SUBROUTINE "VDIMC!!NT,IRET) 
~E AL LolBL 
COH~ON IBLK1/CON~,CNV,CONPV,SP'C,'CL1,S~L,SK"SCAC,NYR,08H,OBI, 
108J,OAH,OAS,BASIDCS),I8,'(le),eCle),CSV,W",~S,pY(Ze),p~(Ze) 
2/8LK2/HD( 2,12, e),SDC 2,12, e)"~(I.),NPR,NDH,NAH,NDI,NAS,IST 
J/BLK3/PDL(12),CKC(12),PKC(II),CPKC(le,12),IYRN,lYRB,N8B,HDG(IS) 
4/BLK4/0UT(J2,IJ),LA8L(31),IRES,IHAN,ICNL 
COHMON 18LK~/SRFS,SGIF,SSTR,SR'St,SGI'1,SSTRR 
IPRT.0 
I'(IENT+IRET.LE.3)IPRT wl 
C INITIALIZE OBJECTIVE 'UNCTIONS 
OBH.0.0 
08hfl.1I 
OBJ.0.0 
OAH.0.1!1 
OAs.e.e 
C SET ANALOG TO IC 
CALL QWL8BC'139000,IE) 
CALL QUC (IE) 
C INITIALIZ! SNOW, GROUND WATER, IALT It'l 
SNW1·PR(4) 
GWI.PR(12) 
GWSt·ItR(2t) 
C DO FOR EACH VEAR 
'" DO 200 JWI,NYR 
'" C INITIALIZE ANNUAL VALUEI 
DO 1fI L.t ,:sz 
• UI DU T CL,13)I:PI.0 
C 00 FOR EACH MONTH 
1<81 
DO lDe 1<1(81,12 
LA KK 
S 112 
OCT 027407 
J .JP. 
C INSERT A ••••••••• 
20 CALL "SPCT ,J,K,I) 
CALL HIP(PPT,J,K,Z) 
CALL HSP(RIV,J,K,3) 
CALL HIPCTR8,J,K,4, 
CALL HSP(COR,J,K,~) 
CALL HIPCCNL,J,I<,e) 
C COMPUTE POTENTIAL EVAPTRANS 
EI<T.0.0173.T-0.314 
I'CEKT.lT.0.J)EKT.0.J 
ET'.EKT.T.PDLCK) 
PET-CKC (I<) .UP' 
PHET-PKC(I()·UF 
C DETERMINE RAIN,SNOW AND SNOWMELT 
RAlN.IIl.0 
SNMT-I!!.0 
IF(T-PR(J»lS,16,11 
15 SNW1-SNW1.PPT 
J .17 
Ie RUN-PPT 
17 IFCT-PR(2»ID,ID,11 
PAGE 2 C·.·. ~VDROLOGIC S!MULATION ••• MYDIM ••• 
18 LA SHW1 
A II!! 
"C~ 02741U 
J .1 9 
SNW2-SNW1·EWPC-PR(1)·CT-PRC2»)) 
SNMhSNIU-SNW2 
rF(SNWt.LT.SNMT)SNMT.SNWI 
SNW18SNW\-SNHT 
1D RPSH8RAIN+SNMT 
PN!T-CPH!T-RPSM)·CONPV 
I~(PNET.~T.e.0)PN!T.0.e 
It~NG-PR(7).CPPT-PRce» 
IFCIB.GT.e)PWNG8PR(7).(RAIN-PRCI" 
IFCPWNG.LT.IIl.0)PWNG wa.e 
PSU~G8PR(6)·SNMT.PWNG 
UNG.COR.PRC~)·PSUNG 
QII .RI V.TR8+UNG 
GIF.CPR(9)-PR(10).ALOG11(aII»·QSI 
IFCGIF.LT.0.e)GIF.0.1!! 
C CANAL DIVERSIONS 
WIhPR (1.) .CNt. 
SRF.CNL-WIR 
wAGS-cwIR·CNV).RPSM 
STR.QSI-PNET-WIR-GIF 
C CALL OOUT 
IFCIPRT)22,22,21 
21 CALL COUT( K, 1, T) 
CALL DOUT( K, 2, PPT) 
CALL DOUTt 1(, 3, SNItl 1) 
CALL DOUT( K, 4, WAGS) 
C.LL ~OUTt K, ~, P~ET) 
CALL DOUT( K, S, PET) 
CAll OOUTC K, D, CNL) 
CAl.l DOUT( Kr10, UNG) 
CALL DOUTt K,ll, QII) 
CALL DOUT( K,l~, GIF, 
22 A(1). WAGS/SCll 
A(2)--PfT/SKF 
lA IST 
5 /2 
OCT 02"'t0 
J .13 
CALL SALS~(J,K,l,IPRT,UNG,PIUNG,GWal,COR,~AGI) 
C C~ECK FOR 1ST HONT~ lIT YR AFTER S!TTING UP ACt) 
23 LA I< 
I 11 
OCT U7ue 
J .30 
C OF!RATE ANALOG AFTER TRANSFER OF A 
28 CAI.L QW80AR(A,0, 4,IE) 
CALL QSTOA 
C ~ESET CLOCK AND ~ONTHLV tNTGR 
C SET A~ALOG TO OPERATE BY CL 
CALL QWL8B('050000,IE) 
CALL QSCL YC 1) 
CALL QWL!8('elelee,I!) 
C SAVE VALUE FOR COMPUTATION OF OBJ 
STR2-STR 
UI 
0-
PAGE 3 c •••• HVOROLOGIC IIMULATION ••• HYOI" ••• 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
GI'2-GI' 
S"'52-SA'1 
aGIFt-aGI' 
UTR2-san 
ICdH 
LA K 
5 12 
OCT f/214111 
J .32 
J .211 
WAIT LOOP '0" 8 TRANS'!" 
31 CALL QRLSSeISL,I!) 
LA tiL 
a 1'21111 
OCT 82"" 
J .31 
SAVE VALUES 'OR OBJECTIY! 'UNCTIO COMPUT.TIO~ 
GIFUGIF2 
STltR_STR2 
IR'51-I"'1I 
SGI'1-SGI'2 
SST,,"-UTAt 
TRANS'!R B FROM ANALOG 
CALL QRBADRCB,',',II) 
RES!T MONtHLY INT!G" TO It 
CALL QNL88et'~II'le,IE' 
CALL QIDLV(2) 
LA ICIC 
a 112 
OCT 1127411 
J .28 
WORIC ON B 
32 A~'. -BC1'.SIC'.CONV 
CALL HIPCGAG,J,KK,., 
CALL ~IP(QGI,J,KK,1' 
GWI~-QG1+GI'1.AR' 
CALL GWROUT(G~2,GW1,PRCll),GWIN' 
GOW.CGW2+Gwl)·~.5 
GWhGw2 
GWO-PRCU)·GOW 
GEF_GOW-GWO 
AET. -B (2) .SIC, 
SM Ii .B(~).IIC' 
IUO_ STRhG!F 
01"- QSO-GAG 
OA~.OAH+Ol" 
SCALE 01" AND OBH TO INCH!S 
AOIF'.OII"·CNV 
OB~_OBH+ADI'I'.AOIF'.WH 
CALL SALaM TO WORK ON IALT DATA IF (1IT.a) 
LA IST 
S 12 
OCT 027411/l 
J .n 
CALL SALIMCJ,KK,2,IPRT,UNG,PIUNG,GwI1,COR,WAGI' 
CALL DOUTe ) I' IPRT ., 
33 I'(IPRT'38,3S,~8 
38 CALL DOUT(KK, " AET) 
(J 
PAGE 4 C •••• HYDROLOGIC IIMULATION ••• HYOIM ••• 
CALL DOUTCKIC, a, aM) 
CALL DOUT(KK,12, QG!) 
CALL DOUT(KK,l., AltF) 
CALL DOUT(KK,15, GE') 
CALL DOUTCKK,18, GIoIO) 
CALL OOUTCICIC,17, QSCI) 
CALL DOUT(ICIC,18, GAG) 
CALL DOUTCICIC,lg, 01") 
C COMPUTE 08JECTIVE 'UNCTION 
35 OBJ-OBH.OBS 
UB CONTINUE 
C PRINT I' IPRT GT 0 AND KK-12 
rFCIPRT)2~~,20"lgS 
U5 CALL. PRNT CJ) 
208 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
PAGE C GROUND WAT!~ ROUTIN~ IUB~OUTIN[ 
PAGE 
SUBROUTINE QNROUTCQ02,Q01,XKG,QI) QOa-Ql+CQ01-Ql)·£XPC-l.,XKG) 
~ETURN 
!ND 
c ••••• aUBROuTINE Hap •••• 
SUBROUTINE HSPCD,J,M,I) 
REA~ L~8L 
COMMON I~LM1/CONV,CNV,CDNPY,IPAC,stLl,IKL,SM"SCAC,NYR,08H,OBs, 
lDBJ,OAH,OAS,BASID(S',lB,A(18),8(10),CSY,WH,wS,PV(20),PN(2e) 
2/8LM2/~DC ',t2, 8).SDC 2,12, e),PRC28),~PR.ND~.NAH,NOS,NAS,IST 
3/BLK3/PDL(12),CKC(12),PKCC1a),CP~CC18,12),IYRN.IYRA,NS8,HDG(15) 
4/BL.IC'/OUT(32,13),L.ABLC32),lR!I,lM.N,ICNL 
COMMDN IBL.~5/SR'S,SGIF,SSTR,IR'Sl,SGI'1,SSTRR 
O.HOCJ.M,I) 
RETURN 
END 
" \ 
" ) c. < \ c ) : ) 
PAG! C ••••• SUBROUTtN! SSP ••••• 
SUBROUTI~! SSP(D,J,~,I] 
REAL LA8L 
CO~MON IBLKl/CONV,C~y,CONPy,aPAC,SCL1,SKL,SK"SCAC,NYR,QBH,QBS, 
10BJ,OAH,OAS,eASID(!),IB,A(11),8(1~),CSy,N~,WS,PV(20),PNC20) 
2/BLK2/HDC 2,12, 8],SD( 2,12, 8),PR(21],~PR,NOH,NAH,NDS,NAS,IST 
3/BL~3/POL(12),CKC(12),PKCCt2"CPKCC18,12),lY~N,IYR8,NSa,HDGC15) 
AIBLK 41"UTC32,13),LAPLr32,,!REI,I"AN,ICNL 
COMMON IBL~!/SRFS,Sr.IF.SITR,IR'Sl,SGI'l,SSTRR 
OaSO(J,K,I) 
RETURN 
END 
PAGE C ••••• SUBROUTINE DOUT ••••• 
\II 
'I 
SU8ROUTI~! DOUT(K,L,WD) 
REAL LABL COMMON IBLKl/CONV,CNy,CONPY,IPAC,SCL1,SKL,SKF,SCAC,NYR,08H,QB$, 
10BJ,OAH,OAS,eASID(S),Ie,ACle),8Cl~),CSy,WH,WS,~VC20),PH(2,) 
2/BLK2/HDC t,12, 8),SDC 2,12, e),PR(28,,~PR,NOH,NAH,NDS,NAS,XST 
3/BLK3/'OLC1Z),CKC(12),PKCClt),CPKC(18,12"IYRN,IYR8,Nle,HDG(1S) 
A/BLK4/0UTC32,13],LABLC32),IREI,!MAN,IC NL 
COMMO~ IBLKS/SRFS,SGtF,SSTR,IR'Sl,SGI'1,SSTRR 
OUTCL,K)-WD 
LA L 
5 /1 
OCT 027jUI7 
J .Be 
LA L 
S 13 
OCT Vl274C1)7 
J .1' 
LA L 
5 18 
OCT 8274111 
J .BIS 
80 OUTCL,13)aOUTCL,13).XD 
J • lUI Be OUTCL,13)aOUTCL,13,.XD/12.0 
D2I RETURN 
ENO 
PAGE C ••••• SUBROUT1NE PRNT ••••••• 
e •• SuBROUTINE FOR WRITING OUT DATA ••• PRNT ••• 
SUBROUTINE PRNTCJ) 
REAL L,ABL 
COMMON IBLK1/CONV,CNY,CONPY,SPAC,SCL1,SKL,SKF,SCAC,NYR,OBH,OB5, 
10BJ,OAH,OAS,BASIDC~),IB,A(le),8C10),C~V,WH,WS,PVC221',PN(20) 
2/BLK2/HD( 2,12, 8),SDC 2,12, 8',PR(Z&),NPR,NDH,NAH,NOS,NAS,IST 
3/BL,K~/POL(12"eKeC12),PKCC12),CPKeC16,12),IYR~,IYRB,NSB,"OGC15) 
4/BL~4/0UT(~2,t3',L'BLC32),IR!a,IMAN,ICNL 
eOMMON I~L~5/SRF5,SGIF,SSTR,SR~Sl,SGI'1,SSTRR 
LyRPa!'l'R8.J-l 
NT-l 
NTh 1 g 
"1Tl-8 
NT21g 
1 WRIT!(8,lee)(BASIDCI),I_l,S"L,YRP 
1021 'ORMATC1~11Ia0x,5A4,10X,IS) 
1~1 'ORMATCIISX,A.,7(8X,A4) 
Lilt 
L,2-S 
L,3-1 
L4-7 
DO 12 LLI1,2 
WRITfce,let)CHDG(I),I-L3,L4) 
00 1111 I-NT,NT! 
Ie wRtT!(S,le2)LABLCI),COUT(I,L),LIL1,L2) 
102 'ORMATCSX, •• ,7CF10.3') 
00 11 I -NTI, NTT 
11 WRITECS,1e3)L,ABLCI),COUTfI,L),L.Ll,LZ) 
1~3 ~QRMAT(SX,A4,7C~le.e]) 
Ll-' 
LZ-13 
L3-& 
L4-1~ 
12 CONTINUE 
IFCNT_l)13,13,14 
1~ wRIT!ce,te.)OAH,OBH,OBJ 
10A FnRMATCII~V~,3HOA-,Fl~.3/2,.,3Hoea"15.3/1gX,4HOBJ-,FI 5.~/) 
J .115 
14 WRITE(~,104)OAS,OBS,OBJ 
C •• SETUP TO OUTPUT SALT OATA 
1~ LA NT 
S 11 
"eT 1'12741Q1 
J .Slg 
LA IST 
5 1'2 
Cle T ('127.11'1 
J .gg 
NT-U 
NTh32 
NTI_!! 
NT2a22 
J .1 c... PLOT INSERT 
c •••• INS£RT IN PLACE 0' OD RETURN •• 
C •••• S~W A ON PLOT DATA ••••• 
PAGE , e ••••• sUSROUT%N! PRNT ••••••• 
99 !leT "USU 
C •• IPLT-VAR,I~,LD-D!LAV MS ,SC.SCAL! 'ACTOR,XOe8.fS 'OR 12 INT!RVALS 
J .81' 
21 TYPE' 21111 
2~1 ~OR~AT(SH SET B I) 
OCT 025ue 
OCT B2~SGl0 
J .80 
C "USE PEN 
CALL QWL88C'131"I,IE) 
TVPE 21!12 
2~2 'ORMATC9H lPLT •••• /) 
READCS,2'3)IPLT,ID,LD,SC,XO,IL',ILW,IDA,H 
203 FORMATC3IS,SX,2'10.0,4IS) 
XlCC.NYR 
lOCO-J-l 
XOI-XXD·12.I*XD/XXC 
XDeXO/XXC 
POXl-0.1 
liP-XCI 
CALL QWJ~ARCXp,e4,If) 
CALL QWJDAPCPDX1,0!,IE' 
LAD.IO·LD 
~ CALL QIOLVeLAD) 
• C LOWER PEN 
CAll QWLBSC"28'00,lE) 
CALL. alOL v C%LIoI' 
r'CIOASH.lE.0) GOTn23 
!SPAC.leASH-, 
IDS. ISPAC+lDASH 
LOO-LOlIns 
XOASH-3·rOASH-l 
XOASlohXOASH/2.0 
lIL-XD/XOUH 
ltS-)(L/~.0 
23 DO 3111 1-1,12 
PDX-OUTCIPLT,I)/SC 
CALL QWJDARCPDX,15,IE) 
CALL QSOLV (ID) 
IFCIOASH)2e,25,24 
24 XP-XP+XL 
CALL QWJDARCXP,e4,IE) 
CALL QSOLVCLOD) 
C DASH LINE LDOP 
00 2!5 L-l,UPAC 
CALL QWLB8C'13'1'I,lE) 
CALL QIDLYOL") 
lIPUP+XS 
CALL QWJOAR(XP,0A,IE) 
CALL QleLVCLDO) 
CALL QWL8BC'121100,I!' 
CALL OIOLVrILW) 
lIPeXP+XL 
CALL QWJDAR(XP,04,IE) 
CALL aIDLVCLDD) 
25 CONTINUE 
J .2S 
28 XP.XP+XD 
1\ () 
PAGE 3 C ••••• IUBROUTIN! PRNT ••••••• 
CALL aWJDARCXP,04,IE) 
CAll alDL velD) 
2S CONTINUE 
30 CONTINUE 
C "ETURN PEN TO INITIAL LOCATION 
CALL QWJDARCPDX1,05,IE) 
CALL QIDLVerO) 
CALL QWLB8C'130fe0,IE) 
CALL QSDLV CIL') 
CALLaWJDARCXDI,04,IE) 
CALL DIOL VCID) 
J .21 
80 IFCJ.NE.NYR) GOT081 
CALL OWJ~APCPOX1,1ll4,IE) 
Bt RETURN 
END 
~ ) '~ } ( ) ( ) , ') 
CIt 
~ 
PAGE C***** SUBROUTINE SALS~ ***** 
c 
c 
c 
c 
C 
SUBROUT!N! SALSMtJ,K,IPT,!'RT,~NG,PSUNG,GWSt.CO~.WAGS) 
REAL LABL 
COMMON IBLKl/CONV,CNY,CONPY,SPAC,SCL1,SKL,SK',SCAC,NYR,OBH,OBS. 
10BJ,OAH,DAS,BASIDCS),IB,A(18),S(11),CSV,MH,WS,'YC28),PNeZI) 
2/8LK2/HO( 2,12, 8),SD( 2,12, 81,'R(28),NPR,NDH,N4H,NDS.NAS,IST 
~/8LK3/PDLC1Z),CKCCt2),PKCC12),C'KC(18,12),IYRN,IYRe,NS8,HOG(I" 
\ A/8LK4/0UTC~I,13',LABLC31',IRES,IMAN,ICNL 
COM~ON IBLK5/SR'S,SGIF,SSTR,IR"I,SGI'1,SSTRR 
LA IP'r 
S 11 
OCT 12'410 
J .28 
SfT UP SALT A VALUES 
CALL SSPCSRIV,J,K,l) 
CALL SSPCSTRB,J,K,2) 
CALL aSPCSCCR,J,K,~) 
CAl.l. SSPCSCNI.,J,K,A) 
CANAL DIVERSIONS 
UlhPR (1') *SCNL 
,,,FSIPRC21'*(SCNI.-SIR) 
SIRCIUhCSV 
I' CCOR) 14, 14, 15 
lA INGle.e 
J .18 
15 SNGICSCOR/COR)*UNG 
18 SUNGI,NG+PR(22).',UNG 
SSIISRIY+STRS+8UNG 
IGI'ICPRC8'-PRC1I)*ALOG18CSSI»*SII 
IFCSGI'.L!.8.e) IGI'.1.8 
SSTRIISI-SCNI..SGIF 
CALL DOUT I' IPRT GT 1 
I'CIPRT,18,le,17 
17 CALL DOUTC K,22, SeNL) 
CAl.L DOUTC K,23, SUNG) 
CALL DOUTe K,24, 551) 
CALL COUTC K,28, SGIF) 
lET UP A 
18 A(3). SIRC/SKL 
r,CWAG5)2e,28,21 
21 CSIRISIRC/WAGS 
CCIIRICSIR*(1.1.'RC24"*SK'/SKL 
A C4' .-testR 
J .19 
28 AC4,10.0 
19 R!fUR ... 
WORK ON ~ 
21 AR'51 .e(4'*SKL*SCAC/l~. 
CIS. e(5)*SKL*12.B 
5SALT. -B(e)-SKL 
I(KII( 
CALL sSP(saGr,J,KK,~, 
CALL SSPCSGAG,J,KK,81 
GWINIAR'S+SGY'l+laGI 
CALL GWROUTCGWS2,GWS1,PRtll),GWIN) 
GDSI(GW.I+~WS1).B.5 
GWUIGWSI 
PAGE 2 e***** SUBROUTINE SALIM ••••• 
C 
GWhPR et;,) *GOI 
GEFSIGOS-GWS 
SSO. SITRR.GEFS.SRFSl 
DI'FhSSO-SGAG 
oUIO ... "I'FS 
ADIF'IIDI',S*CSv 
OBS.OBS.ADI"S*ADIF'S*WS 
CALL COUT I' IP~T GT B 
IFCIPRT'~5,25,24 
24 CAl.L OOUTCKK,ae,SSALT) 
CALL DOUTCKK,21, ell) 
CALL DOUTCKK,25, SaGI) 
CALL OOUT(KK,27, ARFS, 
CALL COUTC~K,28, GEFS) 
CALL COUT(KK,20, GWS) 
CALL OOUTCKK,~0, SID) 
CALL OOUTC~~,31, SGAG) 
CALL DOUT(~K,32,nIF'S' 
25 RETURN 
[NO 
Table A.S. Labels on tables of printed output, OUT(I,L). L is the month and I is the data type. 
a. Water 
I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
b. Salt 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
Mnemonic 
LABL(I) 
TEMP 
PPT 
SNWI 
WAGS 
PHET 
PET 
AET 
SM 
CNL 
UNG 
QSI 
QGI 
GIF 
ARF 
GEF 
GWO 
QSO 
GAG 
DIFF 
Mnemonic 
LABL(I) 
SSLT 
CSS 
SCNL 
SUNG 
SSI 
SQGI 
SGIF 
ARFS 
GEFS 
GWS 
SSO 
SGAG 
DIFS 
Description 
Temperature (OF) 
Precipitation (inches) 
Snow water content at the end of month (inches) 
Water applied to agricultural ground surface (inches) 
Phreatophyte evapotranspiration (inches) 
Potential crop evapotranspiration (inches) 
Actual cra p eva potranspira tion (inches) 
Soil moisture level (inches) 
Canal diversion (Ac-ft) 
Ungaged flow (Ac-ft ) 
Total surface inflow (Ae-ft) 
Subsurface inflow (Ac-ft) 
Influent groundwater flow (Ac-ft) 
Agricultural return flow (Ac-ft) 
Effluent groundwater flow (Ac-ft) 
Groundwater outflow from basin (Ae-ft) 
Computed surface outflow (Ac-ft) 
Recorded surface outflow (Ac-ft) 
QSO-GAG (Ac-ft) 
Description 
Soil-salt (tons/acre) 
Concentration of soil-salt (tons/ac-ft) 
Salt in canal diversions (tons) 
Salt in ungaged flow (tons) 
Salt in total surface inflow (tons) 
Salt in subsurface inflow (tons) 
Salt in influent groundwater flow (tons) 
Salt in agricultural return flow (tons) 
Salt in effluent groundwater flow (tons) 
Salt in groundwater outflow from basin (tons) 
Salt in computed surface outflow (tons) 
Salt in recorded surface outflow (tons) 
SSO-SGAG (tons) 
60 
APPENDIX B. CACHE VALLEY CALIBRATION DATA 
I. Input card list 
II. Total listing of output 
61 
1 19b7 2 ~~~P~?lP~22F~1~P~11P~12P~13P~31P032P033pe30P0~'P02ep~27P~28P~~3 
VA~ OC~ NOV DEC JA~ FEB ~AR VA~ APR MAY JU~ JU~ AU~ SEP AhN 
EMP pPTS~w!.Ar,SP~ET PET AET S~ CN~ UNG QSI QGI GIF ARF GEF G~O ~SU ~AGDIFFSSLT 
CSS5CNLSU~G SSISOGISGI~ARFSGEfS GWS SSOSGAG~IFS 
.~,~ .~~~ .pe~ .~6~ .057 .083 .~~~ .1ql .102 .1~4 .~~6 .~84 
.9~~ .7~f, .~~~ .530 .740 .8e0 .9g~1.1201.1901.1~~1.~~0 .gg~ 
.p~" .7d~ .~8~ .~5~ .88m .810 .86~1.020 .99~ .93~ .~1~ .~7~ 
.P~l .71~ .~2~ .~~e .&60 .810 .?4~t.0901.1~~1.1001.~50 .9~0 
.220 .29P .2;0 .290 .290 .280 .74~1.1bZ1.27~ .730 .40e .190 
.g~p .2g~ .29~ .290 .290 .280 .220 .60V .73~ .93rl.05r,1.~9~ 
1.~~~ .2~~ .29~ .2 QP .290 .280 .22~ .5H~ .~5~1.~6~1.2~~1.11~ 
.~~~ .29~ .29~ .29P .290 .280 .22~ .320 .42~ .8801.31~1.~4~ 
.~~~ .7e~ .65~ .64~ .7.0 .860 .~a01.~ij01.1301.1101.0~P .~90 
.d~~ .290 .290 .290 .290 .280 .A50 .500 .7e01.010 .g70 .830 
.4~0 .?9~ .290 .2P0 .290 .280 .370 .62~ .770 .820 .780 .610 
.?~0 .29r. .2g~ .29~ .290 .28e .22~ .5701.110 .Sg0 .7~0 .200 
1.e'01.e5~1.8~01.8501.8'01.8501.8501.8~01.5501.8501.8501.850 
1.~5~1.~2~ .7~~ .e~~ .8e02.1301.36~1.41~1.42~1.4201.41~1.360 
.Sl~ .76~ .9~? .~6~ .530 .530 .~5~ .61~ .68~ .77~ .~2~ .e3~ 
.~~0 .A7~ .42~ .35~ .~30 .330 .3 A0 .3~0 .420 .4a~ .~1~ .~l~ 
1.37~1.~~.1.12~1.01~1.3001 •• 901.56~1.5~~1.~101.44~1.411,1.380 
0- 2 READ SUISAUN DATA 
~ CACHE VALLEY 27 U 19 n 27 
SCALE FACT100001'00020000 100014 •• 1 
09~ 2~50e 30~00 0At U 501 ''''0 Ieee 
15~P 8333000 0~~ 580 aeal 3000 
1000'~~0 2!0 000 .50 IU 2S1fJ 
.ee 
.00a 
0ea 
aee 
2~~0 
1118 
aoa 
CACHE C~PS 1 52429 2 2756~ 3 
CAC~E CRPS e 3Q2 9 3 19 
CACHE PH~A 12 7515 1~ 1~~e3 14 
enl • 50120 !5 U8g 6 4127 
883 1l a75 
15771 15 '776 18 7775 
A A 8 1 e • 3 
(14l(, 12F 4. 1) 
107353 !i t.1 45'2 382 21g 255 all 181 .1116 ~115 5U 5g1 707 1501 
t~7353 ~ ~e A7~ 379 1~4 1~9 28. 388 3915 ,o6 Sg1 1512 827 558 
A2S~82 , ~7 .44 380 212 257 381 387 ~14 517 592 812 ell 5g9 
42~~8: ~ ~8 .8' 3158 1154 130 1.7 311 .I~ '18 1501 711 83e ,.7 
427271 5 157 418 4115 226 21; 352 318 ~25 '37 810 717 728 830 
427271 5 68 506 39P 20. 183 2g4 .17 .22 5.1 811 712 821 e~a 
A2~lg0 5 87 .8~ 407 228 2SI 31g 385 .22 5~7 la7 731 731 53; 
425190 5 ~8 .99 3ge 21~ 197 204 403 .17 54~ 1527 729 881 59a 
C!4X,12F4.2) 
45~ 
.~7 
455 
.U 
.81 
.52 
." 4U 
7 
011 
11 Sill 
289 
10735~ ~ ~7 l' la7 20' 12' •• 15a al3 110 ~5e 71 22 7P ,.8D 
10735~ 3 58 Pl 115 188 61 171 01 78 1~8 aOG aa 321 39 [515 
'25~82 3 87 32 114 158 le8 e. 2.8 3P5 178 317 ., 3 22 1714 
.25082 ~ 58 120 .1 168 120 213 188 119 1a6 a81 e 31' .7 1788 
'2727C ~ 67 67f20 179 171 .82873181" 332 A3 7 321831 
427271 3 e8 t18 48 2~8 103 215 281 157 155 322 a ~7. al 2180 
A25186 3 ft7 4~ 1~1 171 183 74 338 .45 19& ~58 37 Ilia 1989 
4251815 , 68 100 12 238 13. 28e 277 200 137 322 11 3.4 32 2211 
(13XI1,l'F!5.I'I) 
10 aee 1ge7 18e701g300244802578123'10377.05508058'10~8eg00704a88.1072880530140 
1~ 855 1~68 1 69g7 7272 7123 511e 3282 4491 420e 2127 2559 4179 27'8 1565 51680 
100865TOS1967 ~10 47~ 4~e 450 .40 ~e0 370 360 3&0 410 500 510 
t00885TO'196~ ~I'I~ .~0 d40 470 .50 440 .ae 380 375 400 .50 451 
(lJXI1,12F~.~' 
1005112 lill'l7 
1~"'912 19158 
11/10!,112 T051 Q67 
100912TOS19t18 
lrtCll93r ,c,~7 
10:110:5['1 1 ~5e 
'''''''Q~'''T['lq1~HI7 
1~093"'TD51!)6B 
1!ltU2:5 1;67 
1~11~23 1"6£4 
101",2;3'1'051967 
l(1'lt"23TClSloES 
l~lM(' 191'i7 
4!"l 
8/1 
2f1mOl 
200111 
1:56eo 
17301 
1(';6 
17A 
~1:! 
:\li~ 
177 
le~ 
225!" 
3!531'1 
172' 
24!5 
7.2rJ1 
10~"'0 
2e3 
298 
0192" 
15"11'1 
219 
22P 
79 
126 
lIS'3 
16S0 
11e" 
1440 
1P!0 
18~ 
?!'i0i 
J14 
17~ 
18V) 
24"0 
3!5~21 
1"5 
25~ 
15740 
87!51'1 
2~8 
202 
4'511" 
5780 
220 
230 
91 
99 
l~ee 
U!UI 
l1MI 
1~00 
1!~1!I 
188 
241 
284 
174 
17!) 
272'" 
37!50 
1'5 
240 
15370 
7e!H!1 
20' 
2"'1'l 
4550 
!'i6611J 
2213 
230 
122 
12~ 
1050 
un 
U50 
116a 
178 
178 
224 
2.2 
172 
1751 
e~7e 
3.80 
225 
285 
eUI 
15950 
2110 
21' 
4430 
sua 
U4 
184 
159 
012 
900 
aelll 
D48 
1150 
182 
170 
215 
323 
171 
178 
2530 
.251 
200 
2!S1 
522a 
8800 
175 
180 
3870 
5180 
225 
185 
540 86!5 747 7~4 4'5 1~1 102 .200 
2660 9g2 473 354 182 211 135 6eee 
le7~ 15;0 2510 a'00 ag51 275e 22se 
790 1200 1850 a.el a95e 2710 2311 
1~3~ 24601295026130 8A~1 33a0 21ge 62840 
1710 21e~1034021egl 534a 273e 1890 51~41 
151 143 lA0 1~9 143 1'0 180 
159 161 148 lA7 151 1~8 188 
~153 998 4e~0 4.3111 15e0 740 •• , 1.e01 
'43 12~0 J17~ 4120 1280 72S .82 13250 
169 165 le8 170 175 lae 182 
175 172 170 1158 le6 186 16e 
53!5~ 892~2~J00163A0 :5600 3910 3410 50380 
S48~ 1593013830 8480 3000 3530 3150 63020 
17~ 145 14~ 155 205 235 250 
23~ 2~4 205 240 2ge J20 315 
8520 g57e3328m'2621283501542111730189810 
772~t04802801503981e2183013g90107.e1720a0 
1513 13' 1.e 15!5 185 Ig!5 198 
155 1'0 14' lea 190 2el 2e~ 
57'0 9B5024630151301 9240 7520 8730101030 
8110 796013881'1 93g0 7~40 652a 5g30 85370 
225 22e 226 227 227 228 R2g 
185 188 18d 187 188 188 189 
, 01lHI;: '91;8 
10,ne~Tr"SlQ6" 
10U6111 TDS19S8 
10!t'9r\ 1967 
10H,ge ue8 
101kl9l',TDS1967 
101390 TD!IIIQI!'lA 
10\1:55 ISl!57 
101135 19~8 
10113!5T051!~~' 
1011:5STDS1gee 
C13XI1,1?F!I;.",) 
101090 19157 7A2r 8740 837e 8320 5220 1552~ ge713328152620aI35115.2811711'888el 
t~~~~ n7!5~ 769~ 595~ 6690 77201~4602806039810208301399010740112000 
~~3 2~8 2~5 200 175 150 135 14~ 155 185 195 198 
10109~ 196A 
101~9~TDS1~67 
101~Q~TDSIQnA 
(13X,Il,12F5.e' 
19~ 2~? 2q~ 2~~ 180 155 140 145 160 190 200 203 
10~855DIQ67 ?~4Q 
10M865D1968 lR3~ 
100865TDSIQ67 51~ 
1~~865TDS1968 50~ 
10~93~DI967 1~6~ 
1~~93001g5R 173~ 
10~g3JTn~1~67 IGn 
10~9~r.TDSIQ6~ 174 
101~?501967 1847 
1~1~25D19fiS 3~77 
101023TDSIQ67 166 
101~23TDS1~66 174 
101r6p01967 2~14 
101M6~Oln6n ~~~~ 
t01e5~T~31967 ~7~ 
101e.6ZTDS1966 ?4~ 
10\~9~0196~ 2134 
1el~9~OlQ6B 3~~4 
101~9~TDS1967 2~3 
lel~9~TO~1"~P 19A 
10113501957 19Y~ 
10113~DIQ69 ?739 
101135TOS1967 219 
101135T~5196R ~?9 
( ) (, ) 
~ 
470 
4 :>,1 
o 
" PI~
185 
[6 
184 
10 2 
.1 
o 
la') 
::!'iv1 
422 
55r, 
2f'18 
?!'l;> 
2~0 
23C) 
~, 
r1 
45~ 
d4r 
f1 
~ 
190 
le8 
l1 
i7, 
2l1~ 
?p 
(i1 
1i'~ 
24(' 
31::! 
341'" 
2~15 
2r,(l1 
(1 
p 
22~1 
23B 
(. 
45('1 
4i~ 
11 
01 
176 
178 
17(; 
1134 
n 
(1 
225 
2F~ 
211 
37 
20Vl 
2rf) 
(.l 
o 
224 
184 
( ) 
o 
t'1 
44l~ 
450 
o 
" 162 
17~ 
o 
:iI 
162 
17el 
o 
~ 
2\;10 
2"0 
lQO 
11> 
175 
lR~ 
o 
~ 
225 
1~5 
o 
~ 
390 
44~ 
o 
o 
151 
159 
;, 
(,?I 
151 
1::>9 
" (JI 
17~ 
235 
152 
169 
15;) 
155 
rJ 
(,J 
225 
185 
o ~47S13530415742401417250 
17162938818284252071551310806 
370 36e 380 410 5~~ 510 
400 3dO 370 360 450 450 
o 751821eS4 8400 3300 2190 
21601004~20690 5340 2730 1890 
143 14~ 139 143 150 160 
151 148 147 151 158 158 
o 1B271072220oS81ti77412050 
1199'21461277217~0710836 754B 
143 140 139 143 150 160 
151 148 147 151 158 168 
o 4~87128541200~10~00 5000 
1437145601531110000 ti5~0 4500 
145 143 lu5 2~5 235 250 
284 205 24~ 290 320 315 
~ 4423123Sl2140J012030 8000 
13~614~311~1G116"~~ 9000 7000 
135 14~ 155 1~5 195 19B 
140 145 160 190 2~~ 203 
o 3103 8696 9000 70B0 6000 
972 985~ ge00 6500 60~0 5000 
226 226 227 2~7 228 229 
185 186 !~7 188 188 189 
( ) ; ) 
(13)(1 l,12F5.{~) 
QGl Glol e~33 63~3 ~33~ 633~ 6333 633~ 6333 6333 6~33 6333 6333 6333 76004 
QGI r. .. 633~ 6J~~ ~3~~ 6~'1 63'3 6131 6331 6333 6333 6133 6333 6333 76004 
QGY CON ~;1"'1 3.1\', 3\:)., 31~iJ 3011 :~~~ 3"P.I 3a0 3~0 300 3~3 300 300 QGI CO~ :\M' 3~,1 J(l0 3tH" 3(11(.\ 300 3a~ 300 3111111 300 31110 300 300 
V It~ G~ 24 ~4 24 24 24 ~4 24 24 24 24 24 24 
VIN GI.I 2" 24 24 ::14 24 ;!4 24 24 24 24 24 24 
VI~Cn~ 13~0(11132~nI32fl~132~~132~~132~~1320~1320~13200132a0132~013200132001 
VINCON 13?~~1320(11132~(1113200132301323013203132~~1320e132001320013200132001 
BA T C:~j 12~ 12Vi 12'" 121l 12V1 12;1) 12111 1211 120 120 120 120 
BAT Gh 12;1 1201 l~n 1?~ 12 ~~ 12~ 12Cl 120 120 120 1:20 120 
BATC£:It. gQ71 997~ Q971 9974 9974 9974 9974 9974 9974 9974 9974 9974 9974 
BATCON 9~7,1 qQ74 9974 9974 9974 9974 9974 R974 9974 9974 9974 9974 9974 
CUT Giol 36!'1 30Vl 36V1 36\:1 360 36t1 361'1 363 36" 31Hl 360 360 
CUT GW 15~ 36~1 3fit'l 3 ,HI 3F.iVl 360 36~ 36", 360 360 360 360 
CUTCON 5~~~ 50A0 ~~t1~ 5~0~ 5~0~ 5"'00 5000 5~~0 5000 50~0 5e~0 5000 5000 
cureON ~0~~ 5~~J 5~3e 5B~~ ~~0~ ~~~~ 50J0 ~000 50~0 5000 50~0 5000 5000 
(1~l(Il,12P!i.I'I) 
Iii! \ 17.1 19!i7 ?71ll0l 512 fl 0 
" 
0 o 2880 3170 9720 9270 6550 34802 
10117Q1 IgllB 294r1t n7 r, 0 111 q ~ 5640 5030 9820 74~0 5120 37660 
11i!117~T051967 451'1 52111 54(1 5t1t0 471-1 36;) 290 25rJ 240 4.1l0 52., 480 
10117~TDS1168 431'1 49i' 5"'1) 503 480 440 420 350 3~0 400 460 500 
101175 1;l5; 14~4r1t 5~7A 4340 282~ 5'i0 200 01407017660438104013032600176100 
llH 175 l!HIS 1 16~1 531 413 4il0 263 5~ " 2725 2814 4292 3119 3120 19350 
101175TDS1Q67 45'" 52Pl 541'1 50111 470 36i'l 290 250 240 400 520 480 
101175T0511)68 430 45~ 530 54" 480 44~ 420 36 Ii! 350 425 450 55 00 
lIH180 1967 1 24e~ 4380 5440 60~a 5630 814111122601759018870 3150 4200 5400 94200 
10118V1 lR~a 1 695~I~J~A 99;4 9371 76781257~10370 4861 ~913 136 3034 1186 87450 
1 ~ 1181HOS 1967 7\H1 6iHl S3,~ H;~ 465 41ili1l 34~ 300 3Pl3 750 825 750 
101113'2lT0519M 00 5~1t1 01!1 :;1(l 4S~ 453 41[1 42il 360 1300 550 912 
0-
W 
VERIFY READ ~PH NOpeI) ••• PL,P~,NL 
2 Q a 2 
"5:1 UGJI'I:!I :!U!!II ~fJe lIn 7001000 0111 110 l1li11 In 
!I;lI~ ~~~30!l1'" 1!I~11J 'h1l0 5511 25ee .,111 arne Ulil 10110 
~,~t"!~~~:- ~OIA 01('1:1 ~t~1I 0411 15U QlI0 
20~ U000 330"0 001 lUlt201'01Hl U00 31lJ"~ 1/JIIJ0 eel 
15"1" ~ ~33'~lItllJ 1'J00 8tH! 1I1lU!1lJ 3'10 amel "raee 11111 121. 
I'" f' It:! 1~ ~ 3 1 1 a 2 1 10 2 , 4 4 1 218 11/1 10 II 
CAChE Vi I.LF ( 1'1'57 1~51l Z7 14 1 ~ 23 
1("."\-["~ 1 '.~rV'''iA 2fJ1.v'~~· I~ 1.~.'!':1V1 
.I(~'" :?15.r.r" ,\"'.?I:'" .",~,,,, 1.~t10$lr'~'~r>.(II 
• 517' .~ 6 ~ 3 ~ .. .." ; 1 '1; • ~ .. r" ~... • ~ ~ ~ 7 • 5 rH~ 3 • ;, l'fI~ 
61'17.f1IW'I .r-n,;: • elf''' .3VI'I .1404.:l.1t'l 
27 
144. r"'1'1I"11I 
.OH10 .Ci11"~ 
5.A00 J.'i0.c 
.10'?! 
.e~A 
.80t(; .OJei' 1.lee 
.~~~pr~5 12Af7.3321'1312 4391. ';660156 • .1~0Vj769 
52429. 2756~. f;d~R. 5e:"2~. 9459, 4~~7. 
275. 15'U'il/:!. 
269. 392. 3. 683. 
7SHi. l~eI5J. 1!1771. 5776. 7775. 52700. 
.~1I4P0 .11l132 .V'l3985 .32906 .~6229 .~3175 .00191'.: 
.. ]lrl::?~ 7 • ,.,~ ('I ~ 1 
.00449 
."'''1\31l1 .14259 .30100 .29925 
• I (J9K(1 .14753 
.f.F.~ .5H~ .48~ .4b5 .026 .5~a .00111.0~51.13A .933 .814 .710 
1.1391.r.3~ .9~8 .81 4 .P911.0181.10~1.1411.1631.1A61.1971.181 
1967 4"' •• 1;> J!J.3; 22.1'- 26.92 31.3? 37.;2 
41.67 52.67 59.57 70.75 71.65 61.!!7 
lQ5~ 4~.:5il 311.55 19.42 16.97 27.97 39.25 
1\",.9~ ~2.71il SA.?? 71'.57 53.fl0 55.67 
lJ:.=;7 .44 1.18 1.713 1.56 .55 2.50 J,. ~p. 1.57 3.37 .5i1 .1~ .36 
1"58 1.29 .41 2.Ql7 1.Z5 2.16 1.85 
1.38 1.33 3.07 
.lk' ~.P.3 .36 
1<"167 ltHllr: •• l;l 1 93(.H'.v,p: 244'l1li.0:1 257SVl.I11'" 23011il.eet J7741l.0i£l 
~5P1,",~1I. ~C"l !:I';4H'.eoVl 481{t9(l.I,.1 ti7" 41'. k'I~ Bb490.!W 72680.BtJ 
1"61\ /iQ o 7 (~. "'1 0721-'.0(>1 7 t ?;'III. '!l0 51 ~I'i(,). 1~6 32620.0('1 4491~.!'l0 
.1 ('V!61". (II" 2t?7~.P~ 2~69(1.~~ 41790.(10 2758[1.elJ 15650.00 
Ill'::7 16~"l7.(>," 15219."0 15112.I'rl 14716. ell 12940.00 2kl353.e0 
~26fi~.(?I!i1 lP.:2~37.00 11531il4.~0 516~5.00 31028.1'Ii:l 24602.00 
II 19613 22r.41 • ''0 1 r.l91 p. r·A 187('3.00 17195.~1~ 18155.00 24423.0kl 
?97;J:?V!;I 5ll I1 53.?C'l 82844.11:.1 376;;2. (lvl 27796.lOi/I 22307.00 
1°':;7 7 42(1. ~,' 157411.017' 637~.IilQl 5320. (~n 5'-20."('1 6~2~.01'J 
~~71".QI!'I 332~fl.01il 5262;J.IiW 2835!'1.(11<1 1542~.~~ 11730.<10 
lQ6P' 1 0:>'(117',. "V, 87~!i'. v'('l 7liCl", ... Hl 696V1.t'l!7, 659~.02 772(:1.00 
, r,.d~"". 1';,'" ?Rf.'f'''.r,:~ 'Q",r:..~O\ ~rJlfo1 ,",rJ\ .I~~ 1 ~q9vl. V,;i1 1~74[IJ.Vl0 
6 1 '1f.7 12? ,~~." " <122.1J~ :1.i.2. VlOi t113. !?(~ 190."0 152.00 P(1TST ACT 2 
.:-H" ~39~(..0" ;-12!)O.0~ H15532.~J'" 73,:J(la.~0 50490.00 
37.r:'il<1 169.00 .2r",,, .:'IQQII .28~' .0251 .:"564 .lfl\~~ .U~l .lCJo65 .li1'~1 6 1 'lEO: 17n~5.W· 0::; I'i f, • : .• (.~ 3i11il."", 1 ~. f1(" 
ep."lc. !~e 9~"'21.eo0 ~hH!18.91c:l 8Q1654.00 5r!:l79.1'10 36744.iZ!0 .1 r'!12 .0(1"'3 .215152 .1/l999 .4~98 .0004 .ggg!) 
7 19,,7 5837. C',i' 6837. :.". 6837.0)01 5837.00 6R37.00 15637.00 
6P.37.!"'~ 5837.i0 6637.-'0 6837.~i1I 68.57.01tl 5837.00 
7 1 ~f'\@ 6 11 37 • (.It, "'837.('1(1'1 /i8:J7.001 6837. 01 ", 6837.010 5637.00 
61";>'7.1711> f'\837.ri'l 5537.OJ~ 5~17.~0 6837.00 6837.00 
R 10 "7 4?"'".;. - . 49"8;:. r:C'! 5S740.(l!0 6332:1.Q'0 568b,l. ;W 87G~(1.~0 
I '2r."".. :"rt 192B~0.00 20953~.iH'J A5130. ~HJ !i14111"'.00 93150.00 
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C:AC:I4E VALLEY WA"!'ER 1987 CACME VALLEV SALT 1967 
'IAFf OCT NOV DEC JA~ FEe '14R VAR OCT NOV OEC JA~ FEe joUR 
T!MP 45,'24 30.374 22.124 26.024 31.324 37.724 SSL,T 2.518 2.70~ 2.709 2.894 2.114111 2.2BG 
PPT ,442 1.1BI'I 1.781!1 1.5155 .5~0 2. ~h'2 CSS 7.015' 7.1107 7.500 8.1151 6.372 4.877 
S~Wl .0BPI • 0111Pl 1.780 ~.205 1.978 •• 644 SCNL, 42~". 119. lie. 157. 45 • 3~. 
WAGS 1.020 1.199 .01. .1Aw 1.7bo 3.C44 SUNG 29158. 27153. 21573. 3200. 6;)85. !:I:5!11. 
PI;ET 2.0111 .091 .413 • 434 
.'61 1.k!lS0 SSI 20028. 19494. 21839. 2338f'!. 2~71(11. 34297 • 
PET 1.1159 .538 .au • 248 .332 .634 SQG! 721"5. 70115. 70815. 70815. 708!5. 7~tf5 • 
AfT 1.231 • 52' .1518 • 21515 .353 • 660 SGIF 0. 0. 0. 0 • 0 • 0 • 
S~ 3.1140 4.473 ".UJ 4.195 5.509 ~.~i2!9 ARFS 12803. 11411. 10827. 10521. 1021'. 9/558. 
Ct-lL, 12202. 422. 312. 213. 1ge. 1:52. (iHS 124fJ!. 15708. 15"U. 17U0. 17300. 17211. 
UNG 107150. 0773. 02:57. 10605. 2h167. ~41J1. GWS 21. fl. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
~SI 4~13e. 44312. 48829. 'S1191. '57017. ~2ii!3~. 580 29881. 315131. 38710. .te6U. 43073. 514']9. 
~GI 15837. 15837. 8837, 6837. 6837. 5837. SGAG 34137. 3""73. '2350. 43028. 315037. 47610. 
GI' 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. III. OIFS -4255. -.t742. -J8!551. -23"15. 7135. 3878. 
ARF JJeSl. 2151315. 1551. 711. 170. 1128. 
GEF 7280. II.tSg. U1l4. 8328. 7817 • 76~5". 
GWO PI. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. VAR APR polAY JUN JUL AUG SEP ANN 
eso 381!1e • 52528. 1515492. ,aeoe. 6'7211l. 897~~. SSL,T 1.85' 1.984 1.820 2.0~e 2.270 2.442 26.1187 
GAG ,2840. 4S1582. 158740. 15:5320. 55ee0. 117e~0. C!! 3."33 ,.,82 3.823 5.tIl!5! 8.5'7 9.382 77.31515 
OIFF 
-:ne4. 28'6. -32'7. -5223. 78621. 2195. SC~L 0. 7524. 211117. 3e453. 28\,153. 2lil771. 121456. SU~G .g4 •• 0@16. 1612". 10337. ~g2~. 4:)77 • es0C!5il7. 
55I 41636. 62470. 61H 74. 152~~J. 7~0815. 1'i2260. ~17887 • 
VAR APR MAY JUN JUt. AU" .;EP AI~'" Sf2Gt 7!!1U. 7085. 7085. 708~. 7085. 7;,85. 8~1!J27 • 
TEI'IP 41.874 152.674 !5S1.57. 70.74S1 71.6.51 151.874 45.841 SGIF 0. 0. 0. ~ .. l1. G. 0. 
~ PPT 3.580 1.577 3.J77 .507 .101 .362 17 • 532 A"'S 121552. UseD. usn'0. 21282. 21481. 191dU. 174460 • 
"I !~\111 .1'1 • 0Ul .1190 .Iue .000 .300 .15415 GEFS 1788&. 1942Q. 22111. 24'571. 28:;:22:. 2157~2. 233752 • IoIAGS 4.082 3.12178 7.141 5.511 3.15651 :t.754 ;U.152 GW! 0. 1". 0. 111. 0. ~. 0. 
PHET 1.118' 3.1525 5.1BIS7 7.945 7.623 4.543 35.090 SSO 59324. "38~. 78585. 54Wjl-2. 839;54. 76554. 157875~. 
PET 1.227 3.387 4.958 6.250 !).187 ;:.79:) 26."31 SGAG 5116151. 77477. 83731. 61310. 82003. 811:iS2. 684713. 
A!"T 1.3015 3.287 4.05115 5.e22 5.3~3 2.702 25.868 OIFS 2672. ·92. .5145. 26g2. 193~. .4"22. -5952. 
51'! I5.I5lI!! 5.iU !5.5U1 4.708 3.143 3.I/l~S ... 5;0 
CNL Pl. 289315. 7S1U8. III !5fi 32 • 73~88 • 5041JtII. 3~l/l8g~ • 
UNG 194Vlg. 4015516. 711410. 41111. 22~:59. 17 ,,.,il. 311667. OA- -59152.710 QSI 111l7132. 208643. 2351804. 15.750. 14186' • 1142_1d. 130Z212. oEl- 1.1110 QGI 8n7. 8U7. en7. 5837, 5837. 81537. 8211l44. 06.1- 2. 
roll' 0. 0. Ill. 0. 0. III. 0. 
ARF os.g. 203154. 2:5313. 213m8. 161522. 67Z5. 111:5150. 
GEF Og28. 1157715. U!539. 25241. 25027. 221152. 17l!55g. 
GIilO 0. 0. 21. 0. "'. 0. 0. eso 11'081. lSl853e. 211l74U. 8519153. 910J2. 8U\48. 11!5l1lgJ3. 
GAG 122el!l0 • 192850. 2l!lSlS30. 815130. 91<100. ~3151!1. 115ag02. 
Ollf' -~!5:58. 57se. -2117. 4623. -387. -51:111. -10e8. 
OA- -1961.289 
oe- 1.1531 
OSJ- 2. 
CAC~E VALLEY WATER 
VAR OCT NOV DEC 
T!I1P 48.499 38.~.9 UI.424 
ppT 1.29:i' .417 2.875 
SNlrll .800 .01110 2.17' WAGS 2.101 •••• • 015 PIo1ET '.2153 • 932 .352 
PET 1.311 .!50e • 175 
lET 1.28\ .!5~9 • 195 
8 M 3.88" 3.7ge 3.825 
CNL 1711815. eee. 34111. 
UNG lAn5. 121587. 11151. 
r.1SI 10"46. 10~317 • 101154. QGI 6831. 6831. 5n7. 
GIli' 0. 0. 0. 
UF 34153. 1518. -247. 
GEII' 18020. 13571. U:s8!5. 
GwO ~. 0. !!I. QSO ll1U3. 115287. lU7!52. 
GAG U8!53111. U98:!' • 12138718. 
OI,F 2723. 154521. 5882. 
0- VAR APR MAY JUN 
• T!P4' 41.049 52.no 58.724 PPT 1.3ee 1.335 3.I1l" 
SNWl • 301 .021 • IU 
WAGS 2.778 5.17a 1.401 
PHET 1.1505 3.1531 5.3ee 
PET 1.iS8 3.3Dl 5.194 
AET 1.242 3.3715 15.197 
SI1 5.1518 5.518 5.511 
CNL. 887O. Sl0~21. 80818. 
UNG 2!5g2~. 4:57ei4. s7eee. QSI 971;87. 13A487. 156484. QGI 15837. sa37. e837. 
~t' 0. "'. 0. u, elise. 15918. U7S5. 
GH 90!'i0. 13781. 20541. 
GWO III. 0, 0. QSO 101415. 8!54B5. 122841. 
GAG 103700. 81700. lUU0. 
DI'F .. U83. 3705. 541 • 
OA- -78515.4015 
as. 3.ue QRJ. 7. 
1ge8 
JAN FE8 
16.974 27.974 
1.067 2.1e;~ 
3.1A2 4.:57g 
.IIIU .1213 
.273 .501 
.1~e .2£17 
.17~ .318 
3.458 3.913 
37. UI. 
10092. 17706. 
78347. 158683. 
1583·7. eS37. 
1/1. !!I. 
15. 278. 
8502. 7814. 
0. ~. 
85725. 76488. gnu. 79t11111. 
-11P84. -3121. 
JUL AUG 
11.51. 83.S;9 
.100 ~.832 
.01Z11Z' .00~ 
3.g2111 15.228 
7.809 ~.749 
5.214 3.911 
5.AS9 3." 1 
3.128 :5.3Ci4 
80e54. 50579. 
~0211. :2;l!287. 
1~96~3. 75M3. 
6837. 6837. 
0. 0. 
a9115 • 2'U8Sl. 
2eg79. 2!H!26. 
0. 0. 
'53989. 5!S72ti. 
~41011l. 6;~10. 
-110. -2283. 
MAR 
3Sl.24!;1 
1. S~~ 
1.27:.-
5.162 
1.211 
.71~ 
.764 
~.:l1-' 
169. 
47A;A. 
116,,27. 
O~31. 
0. 
e18 • 
7:5:57 • 
d. 
12.0283. 
1215211.10. 
-1916. 
SfF' 
15:5.874 
.35~ 
.~2'e' 
2.U5 
3.1'117 
2.177 
2.1Sl4 
5.271 
~5744. 
1~573. 
53~30. 
btl37. 
B. 
14334. 
276111. 
0. 
44890. 
46180. 
..3289. 
ANN 
44.SU 
18.962 
• 951 
31».707 
33.3S0 
215.218 
25.523 
4.538 
3715899. 
307793. 
1215604. 
!2044. 
0. 
11 ~eSl9. 
lP3822. 
0. 
109P,,5P. 
11~4747. 
-5587. 
, \, 
\ j 
VAR 
SSLT 
CSS 
SCNL 
SUNG 
SSI 
saGI 
SGIF 
AR~S 
GHS 
GWS 
SSO 
SGAG 
DI"S 
VAR 
SSL T 
CSS 
SCNL. 
SUNG 
SSI 
SQGI 
SGIF 
UFS 
G!,S 
GW~ 
SSO 
SGAG 
OIl'S 
CACHF VAL~EY SALT 
OCT NOV OfC 
:i'.!!5~ 2.6~~ 2.757 
7.712 8.1:51 9.008 
!'I!523. 1~!5. 92 • 
4019. 3483. 3031 • 
~8370. 15411177. 51291 • 
7085. 7085. 7U!5 • 
0. 0. 0. 
17729. 17646. 16338. 
26126. 25 468. 247"1. 
0. Ill. 0. 
81182. 79A52. 7SIlli8. 
84121. 74267. 12107. 
-2938. 15184. 3921. 
I\P~ I'4AY JUN 
2.10~ 1.873 1.702 
A.A6~ 3.9~5 3.55S1 
21530. 289152. 28370. 
7622. Sl393. 126152. 
387!53. 37211. ."g3. 
7085. 70815. 7885. 
0. 0. 8. 
148911'. 1778~ • 21783 • 
21642. 22e09. 24e33. 
i!I. 0. B. 
~8878 • A234Sl. 15.1504. 
577U. 43953. 59385. 
UDA. -UI1/l3. -4781. 
Oh 132DII.071 
rl£h 4.141 
OBJ. 7. 
" ) 
JAN 
2.856 
;.w7:i 
10. 
2612. 
40434. 
7085. 
~. 
1:5311l8. 
23e7~. 
". 
e4303. 
67ua. 
-358A. 
JUL 
1.909 
7.1iI!l7 
257715. 
7803. 
4I!1Sl1!5. 
7085. 
0. 
2~e85 • 
2180 •• 
0. 
!'52~4!5. 
33199. 
1S134!5. 
1'1158 
FEb 
2.9ti0 
8."20 
3. 
6333. 
3189P. 
708:5. 
~. 
14389. 
22931. 
0. 
154828. 
5,933. 
2894. 
'\IJG 
2.059 
4.!54 A 
19205. 
5!51~. 
3111917. 
7e85. 
r.. 
24Sl3e. 
3011131. 
0. 
4j:142!5. 
!50!5!53. 
-1128. 
\, 
c'- ) 
"14R 
2.347 
:".~:53 
3~. 
19~eI~. 
:54251. 
1305. 
~. 
13471. 
21999. 
.II. 
7622!il. 
77l74. 
·g44. 
SEP ANt-. 
2.219 2ij .Ug 
4.!ilS!'i 77 .AI1lSl 
139015. It!35152. 
"2~5. 861'1:54. 
2~t'I!51. 504:577 • 
7~6!5. 85027. 
~. 0. 
247~~. 224Sl78. 
31/1967. 302e73. 
e. 0. 
43285. 733113. 
41501. 713871. 
1784. 19242. 
~ ) 
INITIAL VECTORS 
PHASE 1 2 3 4 S 
C8J 11 • D. 8. ., . ". 
PAR 
1 .0921 .ee" .080 .2190 .100 
2 2~.00P! 2s.e00 2f5.~~C" ~!5.50~ 2e.~~0 
3 29.5~0 30.0m0 2M.500 3~.500 31.~e~ 
A .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 
~ 1,400 1.450 1.4210 1.4~0 1.45~ 
e 1200121.212121 122100.000 110iH'J.00~ 1~~~0.000 112'e".~00 
1 .400 .800 1.0210 .40~ .e~p' 
8 .0210 
.""PI 1.00V'1 .000 .~Jv.; g 
.000 .11121 .0~0 ."'00 .~~~ 
10 ."01l! ,el0 .000 .~00 ."'t1C 
1 1 1.~PI" 1.'!e 1.JJ~~ 1.~00 1.~0kJ 
12 '33:5.0QJ0 8333.000 83!3.000 8333.000 e33:5.00~ 
13 ,000 .rae0 .~"'''' .000 .a~~ 14 .~g0 .e00 .59~ .eee .e00 
15 ~.~0~ e.elJ0 e:.('10~ ~.00~ ~.~~~\'I 
1~ 3.50'" 2.!500 ~.~0~ 3.~00 £.~Vl'" 
17 4.00'" e.000 4.00"1 4.2100 d.0~0 
18 2.500 2.e00 ~.~flI~ 2.:500 2. ~~~, 
19 .2~0 .000 .250 .2e0 ,2~1t' 
20 1.09.10 1.100 1.20~ 1.1~0 1.0~0 
21 1 PG!lt'It,. 0(19C1\ 90"0.000 ;000.000 lPJP!0~.000 1000~.~00 
22 .2~0 .!502! .e0~ .2~0 .2~0 
~3 .C'l00 .000 .00" • lH!H~ .~0~ 
2~ .!50~ .~25 •• 2~ .450 .~7S 
2e .,,~'" .040 • 07;~ .e80 • V) rl ~~ 
26 4.000 2.'5'" 2.~0~ 2.~~0 2 • :5 ~ ~~ 27 .",5", .010 .~7WJ .0b0 .r~6" 
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APPENDIX C. MANAGEMENT PROGRAM DETAILS 
I. Reservoir parameter description (Table C-l) 
II. Input statement list and explanation where different from the main program OPVER 
III. Program list 
IV. Explanation of additional output 
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Table C.1 Description of reservoir parameters. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
RES(I) 
Mnemonic 
STI 
CSTI 
STMN 
STMX 
Al 
C1 
C2 
BPS 
A2 
C 3 
(4 
Description 
Beginning storage (acre-feet) 
Beginning salt concentration (PPM) 
Minimum usable storage (acre-feet) 
Maximum allowable storage (acre-feet) 
Reservoir area at zero storage intercept (acres) 
Coefficient in area vs. storage equation 
Exponent in area vs. storage equation 
Break point storage value between area vs. storage equation described by 5, 6, and 7 above and the 
one described by 9, 10, and 11 following 
Reservoir area at zero storage intercept for equation above BPS (acres) 
Coefficient in area vs. storage equation 
Exponent in area vs. storage equation 
Note Area versu~ storage equation is of the form: 
Area = Area mter,'cpt + Cl (storage) C2 
Table C.2. Input statement list and explanation where different from the main program OPVER. 
Control cards 
MNEMONIC 
ITY IPL 
Description 
3 Read management data (card type MA below) 
4 Read reservoir data (card type ME. below) 
5 Read acreage and parameters only (see Table A-4 for order and description) 
Card Type Format Mnemonic Description 
MAl 
MA2 
MBI 
(I OX,7Fl 0.0) CTM 
PDV(I),1=1,3 
I 
2 
3 
DIVL(I),1=1,3 
1 
2 
3 
(10X,12F5.2) SMLV(I), 
1=1,12 
,IOX,7FIO.0) RES(I),I=I,14 
71 
Aver. monthly temperature 
below which no canal 
dIversions are allowed 
under management control 
Proportion of canal diversion 
from: 
Main stem 
Local tributaries 
Ungaged inflows 
Monthly average flow level 
(ac-ft) below which no 
diversions are allowed from: 
Main stem 
Local tributaries 
Ungaged inflows 
Soil moisture levels 
(inches) 
Reservoir parameters (see 
Table C-I for order and 
description) 
'I 
~ 
PAGE C *** MANAGEMENT **MNGMNT*. 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
REA~ LAe~ 
COMMON IB~Kl/CONV,CNy,CONPV,&PAC,SCL1,SK~,SK"SCAC,NYR,OB~,UBS, 
10BJ,OA~,OAS,8ASIO(5),IB,CSV,WH,~S,SKGC12),XKG,IOTA,SMAV,AR'S1 
2/BLK2/HDC 2,12,le),aOC 2,12, 7),PRCZ8),NPR,NDH,NAH,NOS,NA$,lST 
3/BLK3/PDL(12),CKCC12),PKC(12),tPKCC15,12),IVRN,IVRB,NSB,HOG(15) 
'/BLK4/0UTC42,lJ),LABLC42),IRES,IMAN,IC NL 
COMMON le~K5/Sal,AGw(24),AGSC24),OP 
l/BLK5/CTM,PDY(3),DIYLC3),SMLY(12),SCONF,OSCF 
2/BLK7/RES(14),KMN,KMX,JMN,JMX,SMAX,SMIN,PET 
3,RAV,ARC,RSR,RIv,TR8,UNG,RPSM,SM1,C~~,~IR,SRlv,STRe,sUNG,SCNL,SIR, 
4SARD,SRSR 
1 PAUSE 1 
100 'ORMAT(15I5) 
READce,100)ITV,IPL 
I,CITV)8g,1,J 
3 GOTOC.,S,8),ITV 
ITV-l READ DATA WITH DATPR 
-2 SET-UP PARAMETERS 
AND OPERATE AND PRINT 
IPL-l 8ASIC ONLY 82 SUBBASIN ONLV 
-J MANAGEMENT -4 RESERYOIR DATA 
-5 ACREAGE DATA AND PAR 
-3 OPERATE AN~ PRINT WITH CATA IN 
4 CALL DATPR(IPL) 
J .1 
OPERATE SIMULATION MODELS AND PRINT RESULTS 
:I lENT-l 
IREhl 
J .11 
g tENT-2 
IREhl 
10 CALL HVCSMCIENT,IRET) 
J .1 
gg STOP 
END 
() 
PAriE 
.*.*SU8ROUTINE OATPR •••• 
SUBROUTINE DATPR(IPL) 
REAL LABL 
COMMON 18LKl/CONV,CNV,CONPV,SPAC,SCL1,SKL,SK',SCAC,NVR,OBH,OBS, 
10BJ,OAH,OAS,BASID(5),IB,CSV,~H,WS,SKGC12),XKG,IOTA,SMAV,ARFSl 
2/B~K2/~DC 2,12,10),SOC 2,12, 7),PRC2~),~PW,~OH,NAH,NDS,~AS,IS~ 
3/8LK3/PCL(12),CKCC12),PKCC12),CPKCC16,12),IV~N,ItR8,NS~,HDGC.~J 
4/ALK4/0U TC42,13),LABLC42),IRES,IMAN,ICNL 
COMMON leL~:l/SS1,AGW(24),AGSC24),DP 
l/BLKe/CTM,PUV(3),DIVLCJ),aMLV(12),SCO~F,O!CF 
2/BLK7/REaCl.),KMN,KMX,JMN,JMX,SM.x,aMl~,PET 
DIMENSION N(10),C.CC15),I1C16),DCA(le,,~CAPC16),F~T(lC),DOC2,12), 
lDDCC2,12),IXC2) 
C .* IPL.l BASIC DATA ONLY 
C •• IPL-2 SUBBASIN DATA ON~V 
C •• IPL-3 MANAGEM~NT DATA ONLY 
C ** IPL84 RESERVOIR DATA ONLV 
C .* IPL.5 ACREAGE AND PARAMETE~5 ONLY 
1 GOTOC10,2e,300,400,20),IPL 
10 ~EAo(e,100)NSB,IvRe,NV~ 
100 'OR~ATClele) 
101 FORMAT(20A4) 
READCe,lel)CHOGCI),I-l,1~) 
READCS,111'CLABLCI),I·l,42) 
REAoCe,102) CSKGCI),I-1,12) 
C.*.**REAO IN PROPORTION DAVLIG~T HOU~S ANO USE COEFFICIENT! 
READC5,102)CPOLCI),1-l,12) 
102 'ORMAT(10X,12'~.3' 
DO 11 L-l,le 
11 READCS,112)(CPKCCL,I),I.1,12) 
C *** WRITE INITIAL OATA 
WRITECS,103) 
103 FORMAT(1~1,5A4,12Ie, 
WRITEC5,10f)NSB,IYRB,NVP 
WRITE(5,101)CHDGCI),I·1,1~) 
WRITE(5,101)CLABLCI),I 81,42) 
wRITEce,102)CSKGCI),I-l,12) 
WRIT!(5,102)(POLCl),I·l,12) 
00 12 ~.l,le 
12 wRITEce,112)'CPKCCL,I),I-l,12) 
19 RETURN 
C *** READ SUB-BASIN nATA 
21 REAOC6,104)(BASIDCI),I-I,e),NPR,NOH,NAH,NDS,NAS,IRES,IMAN,ICNL,IB 
15T.l 
IFCNDS.GT.0)IST·Z 
PEADCe,102)SKF,SKL,SCL1,WH,WS 
REAOCe,Zla) CP~CI),%.l,NPR) 
104 FORMAT(5A4,1215) 
C .** READ CROP ACR!AGE6 
0021 I-l,le 
21 CACCI)-S.0 
10e 'ORMATC1~X,I~",.~,I3,F7.0,I3,F'.0,I3,".0,I3,F7.0,I3,F7.0,t~,F7.0 
1) 
SPAt-I.1 
SCAc·e.e 
R[AOce,10e)Cll'I),OCACI),I.l,11) 
READce,10e)C!lCI),OCACI),I.12,le, 
\ ) 
" W 
PAGE 2 C ****SUB~OUTINE DATPR **** 
00 25 1-1, tel 
Liller) 
IF(L)25,25,22 
22 CACCL)IOCA(I) 
IF(I-12)23,24,24 
23 SCACISCAC+CACCL) 
J .2~ 
24 SPAC.SPAC+CACCL) 
2S CONTINUE 
e **. COMPUTE PROPORTIONI 
00 28 I-1,HI 
I~(I-l2)2e,2,,27 
25 ~CAP(I)-CAC(I)/SCAC 
J .21 
2' PCAP(I)-CAC(I)/SPAC 
21 CONTINUE 
C *.* COMPUTE SCALE FACTORS 
CIYIl.e'SCAC 
CONYISCAC/12.0 
~ONPV-SPACI12.0 
CNY I 12.Ii!I/SCAC 
ICONF-1.01735.8 
C •• 
32 
33 
34 
35 
C **. 
0IC~-735.1 
COMPUTE WEXGMTEO UIE COEF. 
00 35 11 1,12 
SPKC-0.0 
SCKCIQJ.0 
DO :u Lll,ie 
SCPICPKC(L,I)*PCAP(L) 
IF(L-12)32,33,33 
SCKCISCKC+SCP 
J .34 
SPKCIIPKC+SCP 
CONTINUE 
CKC CO -SCKC 
PKCC!)ISPKC 
WRITE OUT DiTA UP TO TMIS POINT 
IVRN IIVRB +NVR-l 
WRITECS,103)CSASID(I',lll,5),IYRB,IVRN,NPR,NOH,NAH,ND5,NAS,I~ES, 
lIHAN,ICNL,IB,IST 
WRITEC5,l08)SKF,SI(L,SCL1,WM,~S 
WRITE(5,US) (PRO) ,II1,NPR) 
2e5 FOR~ATCle,e.3) 
WRIT! (5, 10') 
WRITECS,10" CSY,CONY,CONPY,CNY,SCONF,OSCF 
le' FOR~ATC/'10x,4'15.'/') 
WRITECS,20e)CCAC(I),II1,ll),SCAC 
WRIT!(S,2A5) (CACCI),II12,lS),SPAC 
208 FOR~ATC1"F8.0) 
WRITECS,l(8) CPCAPCI),!ll,15) 
lee FORHATC/leX",10.S/) 
WRITEcerl07) 
wRIT!(e,U2) CeKCCI),lll,12) 
WRITE CB, 1011) 
WRITE(e,102)(PKCCI),Ill,12' 
WRIT!C8,10I) 
IPCIPL.!Q.5)R!TURN 
C .** INPUT HVDROLOGIC ANO SALT OATA •• 
PAGE 3 C "'*SUBROUTINE DATPR •••• 
e **. STREAM FLOW WATER MUST BE FOLLOWED STATION BV *. 
STATION WITH SA~T CONCENTRATION OATA ••• •• 
EXCEPT FOR RED'D RESERVOIR RELEASFS ••• 
R[~O(6r1n) (N(I),I-lrllll) 
C .*. 
e ••• 
38 
39 
37 
38 
DO 381-1,~IYR 
DO 3'l-1,1? 
DO 381<-1,11" 
HO(I,L,K)-Pl.0 
DO 391C11,7 
50(I,I.,K)-0.0 
Cg.NTINUE 
CONTINUE 
00 7V' 1.1.1~ 
NN-NCI) 
I.A NIIi 
S /0 
OCT 1!2'.0' 
J .70 
LA I 
I /2 
OCT 132'412 
J .!5~ 
e *. INPUT TEMP ANO PPT 
XCINN 
COLll.fI/XC 
~!AD(s,lel)C'MT(L),~ll,10) 
DO .. 0 l..l,NN 
DO 41! JIS,NVR 
RUOCe,F'1T)COOCJ,K),K I 1,12) 
DO 47 1<11,12 
., HDCJ,K,I)IHOeJ,K,I)+OOCJ,K)*COL 
4S CONTINUE 
49 CONTINUE 
J .'0 C ** IN~UT ST~EA~FLOW OATA 
~0 MII-2 
RUD (8,101) (''''T e~) ,I. 11,10) 
DO 59 l..l,NN 
DO 51 J-1,NVR 
51 READCe,FMT)IX(J), (ODCJ,I<),K1l,12) 
I.. A TST 
S 12 
OCT 02'.10 
J .55 
~A I 
5 11m 
r:lCT 1'12'407 
J .5S 
00 53 J l l,NVR 
READ(e,FMT'I~XO,(ODCCJ,I<),KI1112) 
DO 52 1<11,12 
IXP-IX(J) 
52 SO(J,I<,M)-SO(J,K,~)+DDCJ.K)'ODC(J,K)*SCONF.10.'*IXP 
!'!3 CONTINUE 
55 DO 57 J.l,NYR 
DO 58 K11,12 
IXPlIx (J) 
!5e HOCJ,K,I)IHOCJ,K,I)+OD(J,~)*10 •• *IXP 
PAGE 
~7 
59 
70 C··· C •• 
79 
UHi! 
sa 
C •• 
89 
DQI 
DD 
J0Q! 
Jill ~ 302 
JL'l3 
40\!1 
304 
e •••• !UBROUTINE OATPR •••• 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
W~IT! DATA BY TYPE AND YEAR 
MYOROLOGIC •• 
00 8Ql 1-1,10 
00 7; J-1,NYR 
l.YRP_IVRB+J-1 
W~ITE(e,10g)I,I.YRP,CMOCJ,K,I),K-1,12) 
~ORMATC2X,I3,I~,eF11.2/12X,eF11.2/) 
CONTINUE 
SALT .. 
LA UT 
S 12 
OCT UH10 
J .!HI 
00 De 1-1,7 
00 8D J-l,NYR 
LYRP-IYRB+J-l 
WRIT!(e,109)I,LYRF,CSOCJ,K,I),K a l,123 
CONTINUE 
RETURN 
READ ce, 301) C TM, (POV C I) , 1-1, J) , COl VL (1) , 1-1,3) 
~ORMATC10X,7F10,1!I) 
WRITE (8,302) 
~ORMATC1Mf,10X,10MMANAGEMENT II) 
WRITEce,3(111)CTM, (OIVLCI) ,1-1,3) 
WRITEC8,102)CPOVCI),I-l,3) 
REAOce,3~3) (SMl.YCI),I-l,12) 
wRITEce,303) (S~l.YCI"I.1,123 
~ORMATC1"X,12F5,2) 
RETURN 
REAO(8,301) (;ES(1),I-l,14) 
wRITEce,304) 
FOR~ATCiM",10X,gHRESERVOIR II) 
WRITE(e,107) (RES(I),I-l,14) 
"ETURN 
END 
" ) 
PAGE C •••• ~YoRol.OGIC SIMUl.ATION *.*~YoSM.*. 
SUBROUTINE ~YOSMCIENT,IRET) 
RHL. L.ABL 
COMMON IBL~1/CONV,CNV,CONPV,5PAC,SCl.1,SKL.,5KF,SCAC,NYR,O~H,O~S, 
10BJ,OAH,OAS,8ASIo(5),IB,C5y,WM,WS,SKGC12),XKG,IDTA,SMAV,ARF!l 
2/BLK2/~oC 2,t2,10),SOC 2,12, 7),PR(2b),NPR,NO~,NAH,~OS,~AS,IST 
J/BLKJ/ p ol.(123,CKCC123,PKCC12),CPKC(16,12"IYRN,IYR8,NSB,HDG(15J 
4/BLK4/0uT(42,13),LA8L.(42),IRES,IMAN,ICNL 
COMMON IBl.K5/SS1,AGW(24),AGS(24),OP 
1/eLKe/CTM,POV(J),oIVL.~J),SMLY(12),SCONF,OSCF 
2/B~K7/RES(1.),KMN,KMX,JMN,JMX,SMAX,SMIN,PET 
3,RAV,ARO,RSR,RIv,TAB,UNG,RPS~,SM1,C~L,WIR,SRIV,STRB,SUNG,SCN~,SIR, 
45ARO, SlUR 
IPRh0 
I~(I~~T+IR~T.l.E.3'IPRT·l 
INITIAl.IZE OBJ!CTIV! FUNCTIONS 
OBH-e,0 
OBhe.0 
OBJ-0,0 
OAH.3.0 
OAhlll.0 
INITIALIIt SN~~, GROUNO WATER, SAl.T IC'S 
SNII/1.PR C') 
GW1.IIR (12) 
GWS1.PR (21) 
SM1-PR(17) 
UFl aPACt9) 
UFS i-PR C2!5) 
SU-PRC21S) 
00 9 ~.1,2A 
AGW(L.)-1.0 
9 AGSeL)-e.0 
IoTA.P!! (18) 
I~(IDTA.LT.l)IOTA·1 
KIOh2.· PR(1S) 
I~(KIOT.~T.1'KIOTal 
)(KG-SKG(KIOT) 
C 00 FOR !ACH yEAR 
00 200 J.l,NYR 
C INITIALIZE ANNUAL VALUES 
DO 10 L-1,A2 
10 OU T el.,13,.",.", 
00 11 L-1,12 
AGW(L)·AGIoI(L·12) 
AGIII (L+12) -0.0 
AGS(L.'.AGSC~·12' 
11 AGSCL+12).".0 
C O~ FOR EACH MONT~ 
00 lIHI KK.1,12 
l(aKK 
C INS~AT A ••••••••• 
20 CALL HSP(T ,J,K,l) 
CAl.L. HSPCIIPT,J,K,2) 
CAl.L ~SP(RIV,J,K,3) 
CALL HSPCTR8,J,K,4) 
CALL MSPCCOR,J,K,5) 
CALl. HSPCCNL,J,K,5) 
, ) ~ ) 
" •
~ 
PAGE 2 C.**t HYDROLOGIC SIMULATION *.*HYDSM.** 
ARO.0.0 
RSlh0.1'1 
RAV.I/!.0 
COMPUTE pnTf.NTIAL EVAPTRANS 
EKT.0.0173*T-0.314 
IFCEKT.LT.0.3)EKT·0.3 
!T'.!KT*T*PDL(K) 
PEhCKC (K) *ETF 
I'HET.I'KC(K)*ET' 
LA IRES 
S 10 
OCT 027407 
J .14 
CALL RESRV(J,K,l,ETF,II'RT) 
C DETER~INE RAIN, SNOW AND SNOWMELT 
14 IUIN.0.0 
SNMT·0.&! 
I'(T-PR(3»le,16,1S 
15 SNW1.SNwl+PPT 
J .11 
1e RAINappT 
17 IF(T-PRC2»lP,1P,18 
18 lA SNWl 
A 10 
OCT 027404 
J .1111 
SNW2.SNW1*EXPC-PR(1)*CT-I'R(2») 
SNMT.8NW1-SNW2 
IFCSNW1.LT.SNMT)SNMT.SNWl 
SNW1ISNW1-SNMT 
19 RPSM.RAIN+SNMT 
I'NETa(PHET-RPSM)*CONPV 
IFCPNET.lT.0.0)PNET.0.e 
PWNG.PR(7)*CPPT-PRC8» 
IFCle.GT.0)PWNGIPR(7)*CRAIN.PRC8» 
tF(PWNG.LT.0.0)PWN;10.0 
PSUNG.PR(6)*SNMT.PWNG 
UNGICOR*PR(5)+PSUNG 
CANAL DIVERSIONS 
CALL CANALC i,T,K) 
LA IRES 
S 10 
OCT 027407 
J .113 
CALL RESRVCJ,K,2,ETF,II'~T) 
113 SR'.CNI.-WIR 
WAGS·CWIR*CNV)+RP8M 
C COMPUTE SOIL MOISTURE LEYEL 
SM2.SM1+WAGS-PET 
SMAYICSM1+SM2)*0.5 
DP.Sf'l2-PR(15) 
IFCOI')41,43,49 
41 IF(SM2 -PRC1S»42,43,43 
42 SMGISM2 
00 45 NS Ml l,5 
AETII'ET*SMG/PRC15) 
SM2ISM1+WAGS-AET 
SMDFaABS(SM2-SMG) 
PAGE 3 C*.*. ~VOROLOGIC SI~ULATlnN .**HYDS~* •• 
IF(SMOF-.01)48,48,44 
44 SMGICSM2+SMG)*0.5 
45 CONTINUE 
J .48 
43 HhPET 
48 01'1".0 
SMAYI(SM1+SM2)*0.5 
J .55 
49 AEhPET 
SM2. PRCt!5) 
55 SM1.S~2 
SM.8Ml 
CROUT! 01' 
KIOThK+IoU 
IFCNAS-S0)80,60,151 
60 AGW(KlnTA).CP 
J .152 
e1 AGWCK)IDP 
~2 CALL GWROUTCA~F2,AR'1,XKG,AG~CK») 
ARF·CARF1+ARF2)·0.5*CONV 
ARF1IAAF2 
13 QSII~IY+TR~+U~G+RSR 
GIFICPR(9)-PR(10)*ALOG10CQSI»·~SI 
IF(GI'.LT.0.0)GI'10.0 
STRIQII-I'N[T-WIR-GIF 
C CALL oouT 
IFCIPRT)22,22,21 
21 CALL. DOUTt K, 1, T) 
CALL DOUTt K, a, PPT) 
CALL DOUT( 1<, 3, SNWl) 
CALL DOUT ( 1<, 4, WAGS) 
CALL DOUT( K, 5, PHET) 
CALL. OOUT( 1(, IS, PET) 
CALL DOUT( 1<, D, eNL) 
CALL. COUTC 1<,10, UNG) 
CALL cOUTe K,11, 011) 
CAll COUTe K,13, Gl') 
22 LA IST 
S 12 
OCT 127.10 
J .23 
CALI. SALSMCJ,I(,l,IPRT,PIUNG,G~Sl,COR,WAGS) 
23 CALL MSPCGAG,J,KI(,I) 
CALL ~SPCQGI,J,KK,7) 
GWIN.QGI+GIF.ARF 
CALL GW~OUT(GW2,GW1,PR(11),GwIN) 
GOWICGW2+CW1)*0.5 
GWlwGW2 
GWOII'A (13) *GClW 
GfFIGOW-GWO QSO.STR+GE"F 
01"1 QSO-GAG 
OAH.OAH+OIFF 
C SCAI.! Dl" A~D oeH TO INCHES 
ADIFFIOIH.CNV 
08H.OBH+ADIFF*AOIFF 
C CALL DOUTC ) IF II'RT .0 
33 IFCIPRT)35,35,35 
~ 
!'AGE c •••• ~vDRO~OGtC SIMU~ATION ••• ~VnSM ••• 
3e CALL OOUT(KK, 7, AET) 
CAL~ OOUT('K, 8, 8M) 
CALL DOUT(KK,12, QGI) 
CIL~ OOUTCKK,14, AR', 
CALL DOUTCKK,l~, Gf') 
CALL OOUT(KK,le, GWO) 
CALL DOUT(KK,17, QSO) 
CILL DOUTCKK.18, GAG) 
CALL DOUT(KK,lg, DIF') 
C C"~PUTE OBJECTIVE ~UNCTION 
3~ OBJ.WH.OBH.WS.OBS 
tn CONTINUE 
C !'RINT IF IPRT CiT 0 AND KK.12 
IFCIPRT'2~0,2a0,19' 
195 CALL PRNT(J) 
200 CONTINUE 
ItAG! 
ItAG! 
RETURN 
END 
C GROUND NATER ROUTING SUBROUTINE 
SUBR~UTINE GWROUTCQOa,Q01,XKG.QI) 
Q02.QI·CQC1-QI,·EXPC-l./XKG) 
RETURN 
ENO 
e ••••• SUBROUTINE HSP •••• 
SUBROUTINE HSPCD,J,K,I) 
REIL LA~L 
COMMON 18LK1/CONV,CNy,CONPy,S!'AC,SCL1,SK~,SKF,SCAC,NVR,OB~,OBS, 
10BJ,OA~,OAS,PASIO(5),I8,CSy,WH,WS,SKG(12),XKG.IDTA,SMAV,ARFSl 
2/BLK2/HO( 2,12,10),SD( 2,12, 7),PP(28).~PR,NDH,NAH,~OS.~AS,IST 
3/BLK3/POL(12"CKC(12),PKC(12),CP~CCle,12),IYRN,I1RB.~SB,~DG(l~) 
4/BLK4/0UTC42,13),LA8LC42),IRES,IMAN,IC~L 
COMMON IBLK5/SS1,AGW(2.),IGS(24),OP 
l/BLK8/CTM,POYC3),DIVLC3),SHLV(12),SCONF,OSCF 
2/BLK7/RESC1.),KMN,KMX,JMN,JMX,SMAX,SMIN,PET 
D.MD(J,K,I) 
RETURN 
END 
!'AGE 
( ) 
C ••••• SUBROUTINE SSP ••••• 
SU8ROUTINE SSP(D,J,K,I) 
REAL LA8L 
COMMON IBLK1/CONV,CNV,CONPY,SPAC,SCL1,SKL,SKF,&CAC,NVR,06H,Od5, 
10BJ,OAH,OAS,BASIO(S),IB,CSV,WH,w5,SKG(12),XKG,IDTA,SMAV,4RFSl 
2/BLK2/MO( 2,12,10',SOC 2,12, 7),P~C28),NPR,NDH,NA~,NOS,NIS,IST 
3/BLK3/POLl\2"CKC(12),PKC(12),CPKC(15,12),IV~~,ly~~,N59,MOG(15) 
4/eLK4/nUT(42,13),LA~Le~2),IR~S,IMAN,ICNL 
COM~ON IBL~5/SS1,AG~(24),AGSC24),DP 
l/BLKe/CT~,PDV(3),~IVL(3),SMLV(12).SCQNF,OSCF 
2/BL~"RESC14),K~N,KMX,JMN,JMX,SMAX,SMIN,PET 
o.SDeJ,K,I) 
RETURN 
!NO 
~ ) ~ ) 
~ 
~ 
PAGE C ••••• SUBROUTINE DOUT * •••• 
SUBROUTINE DOUT(K,~,XO) 
REAL LABI. 
COMMON 181.~I/CONV,C~V,CONPV,SPAC,SC~1,S~I.,SKF,SCAC,Ny~,OSH,OS5, 
lOBJ,OAH,OAS,BASIO(S),le,CSV,~H,WS,SKGC12),X~G,luTA,S~IAV,ARFSl 
2/81.K2/HO( 2,12,10),SDC 2,12, ,),PR(28),NPR,NOH,NAH,~OS,NAS,IST 
3/eI.K3/POI.(12"CKC(12),PKC(12),CPKCC16,12),IYR~,I~RB,NSB,HOG(15) 
'/B~K4/0UT('2.13),I.ASI.('2),IRES,IMAN,ICNL 
tOMHON IB~KS/SS1,AGWC2.),AGSC24),DP 
l/BI.Ke/CTM,PDVC3),DIV~(3),SMI.Ve12"SCO~F,OSC' 
2/B~~7/REa(14),KMN,KMX,JMN,JMX,SMAX,SMIN,PET 
OUTe~,I()-l(O 
LA ~ 
S 11 
OCT 21274187 
J .85 
LA I. 
S 13 
OCT 11l2741'!7 
J .8~ 
LA I. 
S 18 
OCT 11127407 
J .85 
LA I. 
S 118 
OCT 027407 
J .et 
loA I. 
S In 
OCT 1!12741117 
J .8!! 
LA I. 
S 121 
OCT 1!2741'J7 
J .85 
LA I. 
S 137 
OCT 027407 
J .85 
~A I. 
S 141 
OCT 027407 
J .85 
LA ~ 
S 142 
OCT 111274217 
J .85 
80 OUTCL,13)-OUTCL,13)+XO 
J ,SI" 
8~ OUTCL,13)-OUTCL,13).XO/12.0 
n RETURN 
gl OUT(33, K)-OUT(30, K)*735.8/0UT(17, K) 
OUT(33,13)-OUTC33,13'.OUTC33,~)/12.0 
OUTC34, K)-OUT(31, K)*735,&/OUT(18, K) 
OUT(3.,13)-OUT(34,13,+OUT(34,K)/12.0 
J ,80 
END 
PAGE C*****SUBROUTINE PRNT ****** 
C SUBROUTINE FOR ~RITING OUT OATA ***P~~T*** 
SU8ROUTINE PRNTCJ) 
REAL LABL 
COMMON IBLK1/CONV,CNV,CONPV,SPAC,SC~1,SKI.,SKF,SCAt,Ny~,Q~H,v~5, 
10BJ,OAH,OAs,BASrO(5),IB,CSV,WH,WS,SKG(1'),l(~G,rDTA,SMAV,ARFS1 
2/81.K2/HDC 2,12,10),SDC 2,12, 7),P~(28),NPR,NOH,NAH,NDS,NAS,IST 
J/B~KJ/FO~(12),CKCC12),PKC(12),CPKC(16,12),IVRN,IYR8,NSB,~DG(15) 
'/BI.~"OUT(42,13),LA8~C42),IRES,IMAN,ICNL 
COMMON IB~Ke/SS1,AGW(24),AGS(2.),D~ 
1/B~Ke/CTM,POV(3),DIV~C3),SMLVC12),SCONF,OSCF 
2/BLK7/RE!Cl~),~MN,KMl(,JMN,JMl(,SMAX,SMrN,PET 
~Y~FI.IYR8+J-l 
IPRTF_l 
NT-I 
"IThlg 
NTl-e 
"IU-g 
1 W~ITE(e,100)(SASIO(I),I-l,5),~Y~P 
100 FORMAT(1~1112ex,5A~,10X,I5) 
1~1 'ORMATe II!5X,A4,7ceX,A4,) 
IF(IFlRTF-2'2,3,4 
2 WRIT!ce,3I21n 
J ,:5 
3 WRITE (8,302' 
J .!5 
• WRIT!(e,3~3' 
5 1.1-1 
301 FORMAT(/40X,5HW4TER 
31212 FORMATC/40l(,SHSA~T , 
303 'ORMAT(/4I!1X,9HRfSERVOIR 
~2-5 
~3-1 
1.4-7 
DO 12 1.1.-1,2 
wRrTECS,101)C~O~CI),I-~3,1.') 
00 lI!I I-"'T,NTl 
10 WRITECS,10Z'LASLCI),(OUT(I,I.),L-Ll,1.2) 
102 'ORMATCSX,A.,7CFI0.3), 
00 11 I -NT2, NTT 
11 WRITEce,103)LAII.CI),COUTCI,L),I.-Ll,~2) 
103 FORMAT(SX,A4,7('10.0» 
1.1-7 
1.2-13 
L3-& 
1.4-15 
12 CONTINUE 
C.. SETuP TO OUTPUT SALT DATA 
15 LA NT 
S 119 
OCT 027402 
J .Sl9 
LA UT 
S 12 
OCT 027410 
J .pg 
IPRTF_2 
" •
PAGE 2 C ••••• SUB~OUTINE PRNT •••••• PAGE 3 C ••••• SUBROUTINE PRNT •••••• 
NTI20 C 
NTh34 
~T112t 
11112-22 
J .1 
99 L.A IRES 
S 10 
OC" 027404 
J .Qgg 
: SET UP TO OUTPUT RE5E~VOIR 
L.A NT 
S 134 
OCT 02"U 
J .999 
IPRTFI3 
NTI~!! 
NTh42 
NT1a~!! 
NT2136 
J .1 C c... P~OT INSERT 
C •••• INSE~T IN P~ACE OF 99 ~ETURN •• 
C •••• SSw A ON '~OT DATA ••••• 
999 OCT 0231500 
C •• IP~TIV'R,ID,~O-DE~AY MS ,SCaSCAL.E FACTOR,XO-0.08 FOR 12 INTERVAL.S 
J .51 
21 TYPE 211l 
C •• I" SSW B IS ON R!AD P~OT PARMETERS •• 
C •• I" ssw e IS OFF GO TO NEXT VEAR •• 
201 FORMATCI5H SET e I) 
OCT 02!5000 
OCT U!!58fJ 
J .8e 
C RUSE PEN 
CAL.L QWL86('030000,IE) 
TYPE 202 
202 FO~MATC9H IP~T •••• /) 
~EAOCI5,2(3)IPL.T,IO,L.O,IC,XD,I~F,IL.W,IOA5H 
C •• I~I'- OELAV TIME FOR ~AISING THE PEN •• C 
C •• I~WI OELAV TIME FOR ~OWERING THE PEN •• 
C •• 10ASHa ~ P~OT 10LIO ~INE •• 
C.. IllS NOT VALID •• 
C.. - 2 '~OT 2 OAIHES PER •• 
C •• TIM! PERIOD •• 
C.. 1 3 PLOT 3 OASH!S •• 
C.. - 4 PLOT 4 DASHES •• 
C .. AND SO ON •• 
213 FORMATC~Ie,!5X,2F10.0"Ie, 
XXCINYR 
nDIJ-l 
XOIIWXO·12.I*XO/XXC 
XOIXO/XXC 
POX110.0 
XPlxDI 
CAL~ QWJOAR(XP,04,IE) 
CALL QWJDARCPDX1,0!5,IE) 
~ADlrD+LO 
CA~L QSOI.Y(LAD) 
, ) 
LOWER PEN 
C'~~ QW~B8C'a20000,I!) 
CALL QSO~ Y C%~III) 
IFCIOASH.L.E.I) GOT023 
%SPACIIDASH-1 
IDS. ISPAC+IOASH 
L.ODII.O/IOS 
XOASHI3·YOASH-l 
XOASHIXOASH/2.0 
XL.IIIOtxOASH 
XIIXL/2.0 
23 00 31 111,12 
POXIOUTCIPLT,Il/SC 
CALL QWJOAR(POX,0!!,IE) 
CALL QIOL. V (IO) 
IFCIOASH)26,2e,24 
24 XP1ltP.XL 
CA~L QWJOARCXP,Z4,IE) 
CALL QSOL Y C~OO) 
OUH LINE LOOP 
DO 2~ L1t,ISPAC 
CALL QWL88C'030000,IE) 
CA~L QSOLVCILn 
XPIXP+XS 
CA~~ QWJOAR(XP,04,IE) 
CAL.L QSOLYCLOD) 
CALL QWL8B('02~000,IE) 
CALL QSOLYCILW) . 
xPIXP+XL 
CALL QWJOAR(XP,04,IE) 
CA~L Q8D~YC~OO) 
2e CONTINUE 
J .25 
215 XP.XP.XO 
CA~L QWJDARCXP,04,tE) 
CAL~ QSDL VCLtl) 
28 CONT!~UE 
31 COtolUNUE 
RETURN PEN TO INITIA~ ~OCATION 
CAL~ QWJOAR(POX1,e!5,IE) 
CALL. QSO~'f(tO) 
CAL~ QWL88('030000,IE) 
CALL QSOLV(ILF) 
CA~LQwJOAH(XOI,04,1!) PAGE 
CA~~ QSCLV (IO) 
J .21 
81 !FCJ.NE.NVR) GOTOl1 400 
CA~L QWJOAR(POX1,0',IE) 
81 I'(J.NE.NVR)GOT08~ 
LA IRES 
S 10 
OCT 0274iU 401 
J .e4 84 
WRIT! RESERVOIR EXTREMES 402 
II(MNI1 
11(1)(11 41n 
IFCKMN.GT.(5)IKMN.a 5!! 
IF(I(MX.GT.I5)IKMIIIZ 
C ••••• SUBROUTINE P!IINT •••••• 
Wllllnce,40l'1) 
FORMATCI130X,18HRESfRVOIR EXTREMES 
KIIKMlt+IKMX 
WRIT[(15,401) SMAX,~OG(I(I),JMX 
I(III01N+II(I'1N 
WRITE(I5,401) SMIN,HOGCKI),JMN 
FORMATCI13!!X,F10.~,6H leFT ,A4,I~) 
W~ITE (6,402) OA~ 
FORMAT(/30X,4~OAH-,F10.0) 
WR ITE ce, 4(3) OAS 
FORMATC/30X,4HOASI,F10.0) 
RETURN 
END 
'- ) 
~ 
'IiO 
PAGE C***** SUBROUTINE SA~SM ••••• 
C 
C 
c 
SUB~OUTINE SA~SMCJ,K,IPT,IPRT,PSUNG,GWS1,COR,~AGS) 
REAL LABL 
COMMON 18~Kl/CONV,CNV,CONPV,SPAC,SC~1,SKL,SKF,SCAC,NYR,08H,085, 
10BJ,OAM,OA8,BA&IOC5l,I8,C8V,w~,WS,SKw(12),XKG,IOTA,SMAV,ARFSl 
2/BLK2/MDC 2,1Z,1a),SOC 2,12, 7),PRC2a),NPR,NO~,NA~,NOS,NAS,lST 
3/B~K3/PO~(12l,CKCC12),PKC(12),CPKC(16,12),IVRN,IYRB,NSB,~~G(15) 
4/B~K4/0UT(42,13),~AB~('2),IRES,lMAN,ICN~ 
COMMON /BLK5/SS1,AGW(24),AGSe2.',op 
1/BLKS/CTM,PDV(3),DIV~C3"a"~V(12),SCONF,O&t' 
2/B~K'/~ES(14),K~N,KMX,J"N,JMX,SMAX,SMIN,PET 
3,RAV,ARD,RSR,RIV,TRB,UNG,RPIM,S~1,CN~,WIR,SRIV,STR8,SuNG,SCN~,SIR, 
4SUD,SUR 
SET UP SA~T A VA~U!a 
CAL~ SIPeSRIV,J,K,l) 
CA~~ SIP(STRB,J,K,2) 
CA~~ aSP(ICOR,J,K,3) 
CA~~ SIP(SCNL,J,K,.) 
SARD.e.e 
SRIR •••• 
LA IRES 
5 10 
OtT 117." 
J .13 
CA~L R!SRVeJ,K,3,ETF,IPRT) 
13 IFeCOR)14,14,15 
1. SNha.1 
J .15 
15 ING.caCOR/COR)*UNG 
15 SUNG.SNG+PR(22).PSUNG 
CANA~ DIVERSIONS 
CA~L CANAL( 2,T,K) 
SR'S.PR(21)*(SCN~·aIR) 
SIRC.UhCSV 
IFCWAGS)28,a8,21 
21 CSIR.SIRe/WAGS 
cellR.eSIR·Cl.a-PR(24» 
J .lD 
2S CCSIRwI.e 
COMPUTE SOl~ .ALT E"~UENT 
l' sa •• IS1+'IRC+PRC21, 
I'(DP)3I,311,31 
311 DPhl.1 
J .4. 
U SSG.SSI 
DO 35 NSSTal,5 
SSAV·CSS1·aSG) ••• S 
eShSUVISMAY 
CSSE,.csa.PR(24).CCSIR 
OPSwCSSH*OP 
ssa.lll+llRC+PRC27)-OPI 
IID'.ABltI12-SIG) 
I'CIID'-.I,)4',4.,34 
34 SSGwcssa+sSG).'.5 
35 CONTINUE 
38 saZ.SSG 
4a SSAV.CSS1+SS2).a.!5 
PAGE 2 c •••• * SUBROUTINE SALSM * ••• * 
CSS-12.0*SSAV/SMAV 
SSAL hSS2 
SSI-SU 
ROUTE RETIJRN FLOw SALT 
WIOThK+IDTA 
IF(NAS-5e)e~,e0,el 
80 AGS(KIOTA).OP5 
J .62 
81 AGSCK)wOPS 
82 CALL GWROUTCARF$2,ARFS1,XKG,AGS(K) 
ARFSICARFS1·ARFS2'*0.~.SC.C 
UFSlwARFS2 
SSI.SRIv.STRe.SUNG+SRSR 
SGIF.eP RCg)-PR(10)*ALOG10(SSI»·SSI 
IFCSGIF.LE.~.~) 5GIF10.0 
SSTR-SSI-SCNL-5GI' 
C CALL OOUT IF IPRT GT 0 
IFCIPRT)1!,18,17 
17 CALL DOUTC K,22, SC~L) 
CA~L DOUTe K,23, SUNG) 
CALL DOUTe 1(,2', SSl) 
CALL COUTe 1(,28, SGIF) 
C WORI< ON B 
1 e I(I(IK 
CALL SSP(SQGI,J,KK,S) 
CALL SSP(SGAG,J,KK,8) 
GWSNIARFS+SGIF.SQGI 
CAL~ GWROUTCGWI2,GWS1,PR(11),GWSN) 
GOSw(GWS2+GWS1)·a.e 
GwUwGWS2 
GwSw"R C1~' .GOS 
GEFSIGOS-GWS 
SS~.SSTR.GE'S.SRFS 
0IFFS,SSI'l-SGAG 
OU.OU+DI'I'S 
ADIFFS.OIFFS·CSV 
08SwOBS+ADIFFS·ADI"S.WS 
C CA~L DOUT IF IPRT GT 0 
IFCIPRT)Z5,2e,24 
24 CAL~ OOUT(KK,2a,SSALT) 
CA~~ DOUTCKK,21, CIS) 
CA~L DOUT(KK,25, 5QGI) 
CALL OOUTCKK,27, AR'S) 
CALL DOUT(KK,28, GEFS) 
CALL DOUT(KK,29, GWS) 
CA~L DOUTCKK,30, sao) 
CA~L DOUT(KK,~l, SGAG) 
CA~~ OQUT(KK,32,DI'I'S) 
25 RETURN 
END 
• o 
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SUBROUTINE RfSRV(J,K,IOP,ETF,IPRT) 
REAl. I.ABI. 
COMMON le~Kl/CONV,CNV,CONPV,S'Ae,SCI.1,SKI.,SKF,SCAC,NVR,08M,OBS, 
10eJ,OAH,OAS,8ASIO(5),Ie,CSV,w~,WS,SKGC12),XKG,IDTA,SMAV,ARFSl 
2/BI.K2/HOC 2,12,10),SDC 2,12, 7),PRC28),NPR,NOH,NAH,NOS,NAS,IST 
3/BI.K3/POL(12),CKCC12),PKCC12),CPKCC1S,12),IVRN,IVRB,NSB,HOG(15) 
~/BI.K~/OUT('2,1~),I.ABLC42',IRES,IMAN,ICNI. 
CO~MON 18I.K5/SS1,AGWC24',AGS(24),OP 
l/BI.KS/CTM,P~V(~),DrVI.C~),SMLV(12),SeON',OSC' 
2/BI.K7/RES(1.),~MN,KMX,JMN,JHX,SMAX,SMIN,PET 
3,RAV,ARO,RSR,QIV,TRB,UNG,RPS~,SM1.CNI.,WIR,SRIV,5TRe,SUNG,SCNI.,SlR, 
'SARO, SRSR 
C JIVR.,KIMNTH,ET'IMOO BC TEMP 'ACTOR 
C RAVIR!S WATER AVAI.. 'OR CANAL DIV. 
e AROIACTUAI. CANAl. RELEASE (WATER OR SAI.T) 
C RSRITOTAI. RELEASES CWATER OR SAI.T) 
I'CIOP-2)10,30,70 
1111 JtcIJ+K 
LA JK 
S 12 
OCT 11127'10 
J .13 
C INITIALIZE 'IRST HNT~, 'IRST YEAR 
5ThRES (1) 
CSUIREI (2) 
SHA)(ISn 
SMINIST! 
JMNIIYRB-l 
JMhJMN 
KHNI12 
ICMh12 
C SET UP HOhTMLY DATA 
13 CAI.I. HSP(RIN,J,IC,g) 
CALL HSPCRfL,J,K,18) 
CALI. HSP(PPT,J,K,2) 
RAV_IiI.0 
AROI2l.0 
EVp-CPKe(16,~)·ETF 
OSEP-PPT-EVP 
CAI.L ARfACSTI,AI,RES) 
C OP!RATE RESERVOIR 
~III RSIhR!LHRO 
OSTIRIN-RSR+OSE'*AI/12.111 
STlSTI+DST 
CAI.1. AREACST,A!,R!S)-
AVI(AI+AE)/2.0 
OSTIRIN-~SR+DSEP.AV/12.' 
nISTl+OST 
LA lOP 
S 11 
DC T 1827410 
J .32 
C COMPUTE WATE~ AVAILABI.E FOR IRRIGATION 
RAVin-RES (;,) 
I'(RAV.I.E.e.0)RAVI0.0 
RETURN 
\ / 
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C C~fCK ~OH STORAGE AGAINST MAX AND MIN 
32 IFCST.Gt.RES(4»GO TO 33 
I'CST.LT.R~S(3)' ~o TO 3~ 
J .40 
33 EXRS-ST-RES(') 
RSIhRSR+EUS 
ST-RES(4) 
J .~1iI 
~4 STCKIST+RSR-RESC3, 
I'CSTCK)35,35,~7 
3~ STlST+RSR 
RSRIIII.1iI 
ARO-IiI.\!! 
IFCST.LT.0.0)ST-~.e 
J .40 
37 RSRISTCK-RES(3) 
STIRES C:5) 
RSRXIRSR-REI. 
IFCRSRX)'B,~~,38 
38 IF(ARD)e0,60,~g 
5; IFCARO-RSRX)'e,.a,82 
152 DARD-UtO 
ARO-~SR)( 
CNI.ICNI.-OARO+ARO 
J .'0 
150 AROIIII.III 
C INITIALIZE NEXT MONTHS STnRAGE 
.0 OSIST-STl 
aThSTY 
STI 1ST 
C SET U, OUT IF IPRT GT e 
!FCII'RT)'0,!50,'1 
'1 CALI. OOUT(K,3~, EvP) 
CALI. DOUT(K,;,a, OS) 
CAI.I. COUT(K,~7, ST) 
CAI.I. OOUT(K,38, FlEI.) 
CALI. DOUT(K,3g, RSR) 
CAI.L OOUT(K,40, ARO) 
C CHECK EXTREMES 
50 EMhST-S~iI)( 
LA EMX 
SKP 
J .51 
SMAX-ST 
JI4)(-IYRB+J-l 
KMX.IC 
J .152 
51 EMN-SMIN .. ST 
loA !MN 
SKit 
J .~2 
SMINIST 
JMN-IYU+J-1 
KI4~hl( 
52 RETURN 
C IO~I:5 DO RESRV SAI.T 
70 ~SI.TI-STT*CSTI/735.e 
CALI. SSPCRSIN,J,K,7) 
( ) ~) 
CD 
-
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IFCRIN)U,80,81 
81ll CRU 811.1ll 
ARMF811.0 
J .8!! 
81 CRSI8RSIN*73!!.8/RIN 
RMF8F1RC23) 
ARMF8RMF*RIN/RSR 
I'CAR~'.GT.RMF)ARM'8RMF 
8~ CRO-A~~F*CRSI.Cl.0-ARMF)*CSTI 
ASSA-CRO.ASA/73~.8 
ASLT.RSLTI+RSIN-RSSR 
CRS_RSLT*735.8/ST 
IFCST.LE.e.0)CAS-0.0 
IFCIPAT)7!!,7!!,71 
71 CALL OOUT(K,41, CRO) 
CALL OOUTCK,42, CRS) 
C INITIALIZE FOR NEXT MONTH 
7!! CSTI-CRS 
C PROPORTION SALT OUTFLOW TO ARO ANO RSA 
SAR08CRO*ARO/735.8 
PAGE 
SA5R-RSSR 
RETURN 
END 
SU!ROUTIN! AREA(S,A,RES) 
DIMENSION AES(14) 
IFCS.LT.Ill.0) GO TO 11ll 
IFCS.~T.RES(8)' GO TO 1 
C.-RUeU' 
A8RES(9)+AES(10).S**C4 
J .12 
C28RES(7) 
._RES(!!)+RESce).S.*C2 
J .12 
10 .-RES C!!) 
12 RETURN 
ENO 
PAGE c *. CAN~~ DIVERSIONS .*. CANAL ••• 
SUBROUTINE CAN'L(IOP,T,~) 
REAL ~ABL 
COMMON IBL~1/CONV,CNV,CONFlV,SPAC,SCL1,SKL,SKF,SCAC,NYA,O~~,OdS, 
10BJ,OAH,OAS,BASIOce),IB,CSV,W~,WS,SKGC12),XKG,IOTA,SMAV,ARFSl 
2/BLK2/HOC 2,12,11!l),SO( 2,12, 7),PR(28),NPA,NOH,~AH,Nr5,~AS,IST 
3 I B L K 31 FI 0 L (12) , C I( C ( 12) , PI< C C 12' , C P K C (16 , 1 2) , I Y R ~~ , I Y R fl , NSF.! , ~ Li G ( 1 !:) J 
4/BLK4/0UT(42,13),L'BL(42"IA~S,IMAN,ICNL 
COMMON IBLK~/SS1,AGWC24),AGSC24"D~ 
l/BLKe/CTM,POV(3),OIVLC3),SMLV(1'),SCONF,QSCF 
21BLK7/RES(14) ,I(MN,KMX,JMN,JMX,Sr~AX, SMPJ,PET 
3,RAV,ARO,ASR,RIV,TRe,UNG,RPSM,SM1,CNL,WIR,S~lv,srRB,SUN~,SCNL,SIR, 
• S AlII 0 , SUR 
LA lOP 
5 11 
OCT 0274U'! 
J .elll 
LA ICNL 
S 10 
OCT 021407 
J .40 
l'CT.L!.CTM)GO TO 40 
WRQ-PET+SMLVCK) 
WRO-WRQ·SH1-RPSM 
IFCWRO.LT.e.0) WRo-e.0 
WR-\lIRO*CONV 
CNL8WR/PR(14) 
C OETERMINE SOURCE OF DIVERSIONS 
POR-l.0-POV(1)·POVC2)-POV(3) 
RVO_POV(1)*CNL 
TBO-POVC2'*CNL 
UNO_FlOV(3)*CNL 
RSO-FlOlhtNL 
RWAO-RIV-OIVLC1) 
rF(RW~o.LT.~.0)RW'D.0.e 
TWAO'TRB-OIVL(2) 
IF(TWAO.LT.II.0)TWAo.e.1ll 
UWAO-UNG-OIVL(3) 
IFCUWAO.LT.II.Ill) UWAo-e.0 
RXCS·RWAO.RYO 
TXCS-TWAO.TBO 
uxtS-UWAO-UNO 
IUC_0.1ll 
TXC811.~ 
UXt-II.1I 
IFCRXCS)10,11,11 
10 rtVO_R\IIAO 
RXC--RXCS 
11 IFCTXCS'12,13,13 
12 TBD_TWAO 
nc.-ucs 
13 IFCUXCS'14,15,15 
14 UNO_UWAD 
UXC'·UXCS 
1!! RSXQ-PXC+TXC+UXC 
IFCICN~.!Q.2) RSO-RSO+RSXQ 
ARC.RSO 
PAGE 2 c •• CANA~ DIVERSIONS ••• CANA~ ••• 
IFCARD.GT.RAY)ARO.RAV 
CNLIRVO.TBO+UNO •• ~O 
.m WIA'CN~.~R(14) 
,,!TURN 
C CANAL. aA~T 
el LA ICNL. 
S Ie 
OCT 127.17 
J .ee 
c eO~PUTE eONCENTRATIONS 
CRY.e.G!! 
CTBI0.0 
CUNle.0 
IFCRIV)S4,e.,81 
51 CRV.SRIV/RIV 
54 IF(TRB)ee,6e,6S 
e!5 CTBISTftB/TRB 
se IFCUNG)ee,e8,~' 
e7 tUN,SUNG/UNCi 
88 SCNL'~VO.CAV+TBO.CTB.UNO.CUN.ARO 
8~ SIRcSCNL*PR(14) 
RETURN 
END 
82 
Table C.3. Explanation of additional output. 
Mnemonic 
CNCF 
CNGO 
EVP 
DLTS 
STEM 
RRLS 
TRLS 
ARD 
CRD 
CRS 
Description 
Salt concentration of computed outflow 
Salt concen tration of gaged outflow 
Evaporation from reservoir 
Change in storage 
Storage at the end of the month 
Required reservoir release 
Total reservoir release 
Agricultural releases 
Salt concentration of reservoir outflow 
Salt concentration of reservoir storage water 
83 
APPENDIX D. CACHE VALLEY MANAGElVIENT DATA 
I Input card list 
II. TotaJ listing of output 
84 
? REA~ SU&8A~IN DATA 
r:ACM~ VALL ... 21 14 19 23 27 
t ~EAO BAUC nNLY "CALF ~ACTI~ 01"1'11-1"'-'2..,I"1\" 'l'IlVI!.4.0 
1 t9~7 2 " j- ~ 'iVlI1 Hl'lfl, vlN'1 U501~~01300~ 41a\! IlJal1l 000 000 
P~2~P~21P~2~D~10PBIIP012P01~P031~032P033PI30P025P025P027P028P023 l'Sr" /"'3 .., .". (I. ~ '1pr, Ii 111 111 0 3~;'~ 4000 2:511Hl 250 1150 
VAk OCT NOV OE~ JAN FEB MAR VAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP ANN Itl.-l .. tlj}I~;' 2'1;· 0(,..1 4"i0 1580 2500 0t5~ 
Tt~P PPT~N~lW~r.SPHET PET AET 5M CNL UNG QSI OG1 GIF ARF GEF G~O QSO G4GD1rrSSLT ::AC:1~ Cr,nS 1 ~24;?~ , 27~6~ 3 eS58 4 50020 5 II'5~ 6 4827 289 
C5s~CNLSU~G ~SISQ~ISGI'AP'SGE'5 GWI laOSGAGDI~S CACHE CRPS fl 392 Q 3 1 A 1583 11 275 
7~ (Ii 15 153 ee 87 83 90 101 102 lra.! 115 84 ~ACi-'F' ~~R!. P 7510; I' !'1~1'i3 14 15771 15 5ne 16 777'5 
A1 ALF A 51., 7~ 15~ 63 74 ee gg 112 1111 110 105 518 4 4 ~ 1 /'i 4 1 1 A2 PAST 2 8e' 74 5e 55 88 81 81S 102 051 03 01 87 (1·' x .1?F 4. , , 
A3 AOHA :5 ,tA 77 82 55 5& 81 94 108 115 liB U5 U U 7 '53 5 e7 452 3~2 219 255 281 381 4e5 516 584 6510 7157 6157 455 44 SMC;F.' 4 22 2' 29 29 U 28 74 118 127 73 40 Ig 1;1/:)53 '3 ~& 4'~ 37 9 194 16g 28' 380 3g6 ~06 ~91 692 627 558 437 
4!5 CCllhi !5 09 2!; 29 U 29 21 22 80 73 O~ U8 11' 425;'82 ~, 4 •• 380 212 257 301 357 '14 517 592 6512 591 e9g .55 46 SUAT t lr2 29 29 29 29 28 22 58 95 105 120 111 42'511l82 ~8 4~~ 358 164 130 247 380 403 518 601 700 835 547 '251 A7 POTA 7 22 29 29 29 28 28 22 30 42 88 131 134 42'271 ~ ~, 478 4~6 22~ :7P 352 3g6 42~ 537 600 717 72g 630 481 A8 Qpr:'" e 9('1 7" e5 6A 74 815 98 108 113 111 1~5 90 427271 ~ 68 5~e 399 2~4 183 294 .07 422 541 810 702 821 5.0 .52 
111111 TOMI-IV. 4~ 2S1 29 29 29 28 45 50 75 11111 97 n 4251!)~ ~ e7 483 407 228 286 319 lIS 422 537 507 731 739 839 481 
II 11 SMTr<11 AI' 29 29 2$1 2D 21 37 8~ 77 IJ2 'Ie 81 "~~1 Q~ ~ ~~ 4~Q 39~ 215 197 29. 403 417 ~43 ~27 729 081 5ge 484 
1113 eEANt~ 25 20 29 29 28 U 22 87 111 80 75 20 ( 1 4 x, 1 'F A. ~, 
Cl ,"wMC 1 1115 18" 185 III!! U5 155 185 t8! 185 185 155 US 1!1I735~ :5 
('., 15 I"" 204 124 44 158 203 109 3515 78 22 79 1'1151 
C2 ioI .. Gw 2 125 10~ 7~ e5 80 113 138 141 1'2 1'2 141 138 l"n53 
, !'i8 01 16 188 !'il I'll 518 715 136 298 22 321 39 15t5 
C3 MwGT ~ 81 78 96 58 53 53 5'5 51 88 77 82 53 42'5~e2 ~ '7 ~2 I\A 1~& 1t.l!! 54 2'8 395 170 3~7 45 :3 22 1714 
C4 L"GT 5~ 47 42 35 n n 34 3B 42 41 51 51 42'1~1I2 1 ~d 12:~ 41 16~ 129 2t3 lee 119 106 2~1 5 311. 4' 17g11 
~1 OPWT 137 128 112 101 133 l4" 15e 15!5 151 14. 141 13t1 427271 :.\ ft.7 e7 12C 179 171 48 al7 318 1~7 332 43 7 32 1IJ31 
42"271 3 68 116 48 238 103 211 201 157 155 322 2 47. 28 a05"1 
42~let5 3 f:7 4J 131 171 1(\3 74 3315 44e 105 355 37 11 12 151611 
CD 4;?!518('i ~ 6A 19"" ~2 236 134 266 277 200 137 322 11 344 32 2211 
UI (13xIlol~F~.") 
1Pl 865 Hf)7 18""7~1930~2448~2!5'II2301037740e505e55410'80p067040e8'8072.80536140 
tel 1'1;:1 l;~R l Gg;7 7272 '123 51~8 3282 '491 4206 2127 256" 417g 2758 1565 51680 
10,'11115 T[iS 1 Qfi7 ~H\'I .71i1 450 4!50 440 3"0 37:11 360 380 410 500 510 
10:lB65 T CS19e»8 !5i/1!'1 450 44P .70 4!50 44;' 4Cl0 380 375 400 450 .50 
(I "d!, 1~r5.") 
te!'l9 \? 19ft.7 4'1 79 91 122 1!59 6.0 865 747 754 4!55 138 102 4200 
/ 1 VI·1912 , .. ''is ae 1215 9Q 123 IU 2e60 11112 473 354 162 201 135 6081 HI,'9 t 2TDS \ 0~7 2""~1i\ 1~5~ 131i\QI 10!50 000 1075 1!500 2500 28~0 2S150 2750 2250 
10W.H2TCS1'Hi8 ~0~0 1~~0 1350 1000 860 7S10 1200 1850 2400 21150 2700 2300 
1"loll23 11167 312 250 241 224 215 583 "SIB 453Q 4430 1510 740 44111 14800 
1"11'23 1 Sl!5ij 385 314 284 242 323 7'3 1200 3170 '120 1281 7U 482 13250 
1~11<123Tl'\s,aI!!7 !" 176 \74 172 171 I~Q 165 166 171i1 175 18e 182 
1 Ill:'? 3 TD S 1 Q (\ II 18:'1 11l?! 179 1711 17' 17(5 172 17" 108 166 165 158 
Irl~(\~ 1!I~7 2250 2480 2720 2570 2530 535~ 811202GJ0~163'0 3800 3S110 3410 80380 
1\, 1'~ /'iI' 1~1'8 ~53~ ~5~n 375~ 3410 ~250 548~ eSl3~138~0 8483 30~0 3630 315~ 63020 
1l'H ~/'!(~TDS 1 91'i7 171'1 1!15 175 225 200 1701 145 143 165 21115 235 250 
1 " 1.'>;,' Tl';; ~ ')68 24'1 2'1;; 24l'! a5 2U 235 204 205 240 21/0 32'" 315 
l~hig('J l~t'I' '.20 6740 8370 6320 5220 5520 9570332B0'25aI21~50154a01173018g510 
1~l('19C l'lee 1~3~~ 875~ 7!ge eeee eloe 7120S041~280S0308102083013000S0741172e01 
Uq~Q(lTD~11)67 ?~ ... 2Aij 205 2U 175 1!5~ 135 140 155 185 105 U8 
131"'9~TDSlQe8 1911 2"'2 2111111 205 180 155 140 145 1150 180 200 203 
lP1135 19~7 492A A51~ 4'50 4430 3170 5750 98!5~2463015031 0240 7520 6730101030 
t~\I'3~ 1ge~ 6811'1 5780 5550 5230 5el0 el1~ 7~O~13e80 ;380 7040 1520 ~830 85370 
1011~5Ti)S1967 219 22" 2?0 224 225 225 221 226 227 227 228 228 
1"11~5n)~II)t!1l! '29 23!1! n~ 1&4 185 1&~ 185 185 187 188 188 180 
cnxI 1, 1 ,,, .... 9'~ 
1 !I! 1.l1f'l'" IQII7 7~2~ 6'~~ b37~ 6328 5220 e52~ g57e332e05252028J5015420117~018g100 
101"9~ :;61l! 1'3~~ 87~~ 7~9~ !9S0 le8e 7720104b028~6~3981U2083~13gg010740172000 
1'" t "'9"T .... ~ 1 !.II" 1 iltil3 ;r.A 2"'5 2 QUI 175 150 135 140 155 185 195 198 
llell!"S/~TDS1!)bll 19f1 2'32 2(:'11" 205 180 1!1~ 141'1 145 UI0 191' 200 20;' 
Ct3X,!1.12F~."" 
103f16,r 1967 264g ~ ~ 0 I 0 o 547813530415742.01417250 
1 1110865t'1!Cl!5A 1~35 
" 
'" 
0 0 o 17182938818284252071551;'10805 
11111118~!5TnS1ge7 !'1'" '7~ 4tH~ 45e •• e ~g0 370 ;,80 388 '10 5e0 1510 1~'"8"15TD~11)1'i1i 5;1('1 45gt 441(11 470 '!!QI 441/J 41'10 :5!0 370 380 450 450 
UI'2I9~~F'l1967 1380 a 1'1 e' e 0 o 75182101. 8410 33H0 2191 
Ul~Q3r,r, 19M 173111 r, (II 0 0 ~ 211~100'020e90 53'1 2730 1880 
lC11Q1g3Q1T051ge' 1511 180 19l!1 176 182 1151 1'~ 140 138 14~ lS0 U0 
10i11S/!QlTOSI068 174 185 188 178 179 1'9 151 148 147 lSl lSI 151 
10102501987 184' III ~ I!l 0 l!I o 3827107122001511577'120151 
10tlll~501968 3377 I!I III 0 e o 119912148121121781710838 715.1 
Ul~23TOS1067 t5!1 184 US 178 152 1'1 1.3 141/1 139 143 150 U0 
lI!Ill'1~3TOSlQ5" 174 192 213 1U 170 159 151 141 1'" 151 151 UI 1f1108111019(1;7 2214 0 0 0 1/1 
" 
e 45871281541111111180 15111 CD101"~t'J019~1\ J!51!'''' III 0 0 e ~ 1437145501531110000 1501 4511 
o-'91P15"TnSI961 170 185 \75 2215 2ee 1i'11l 1.5 143 us 205 U5 25e 
U05/3PITOS 1 967 16~ l~PI lU 17S lSI ! 51 1'3 1'1 130 1'3 1511 180 1"'~93r/ITCS1P68 174 185 188 178 170 159 151 148 147 US 1 158 lS8 (13xtl,I~F!I.I1" 
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Mol" Rt.S 11/1""'" • 250. 1000. J5000. 15. .00785 1.00 I1A" ~E.~ 21ilJ00. 
-230. .01952 1.00 \ !'I ~t.AC ACREAGE A~D PARAMETE~S 
CAC:~E VALLF.'I' 27 14 \ 19 23 27 ~r~L! FACTlp~~~1~eI"C'l211'0e~ 1~0~1'4.0 
1i1ge ,,~~ .. -.: 311'5"'", rA0 145011'1"'00001t1 400 300 au 001 t~~t'i A'3~III(IIr. 1':P!L'l ~80 5000 J"~fl IIi/lQl0 2500 250 1150 1 "OI!'10~r'Q\ 25~ 0~0 45G1 08111 2~n 
''''Ill ~ACHE r.RPS I !l44~9 ~ ;?7!16:5 3 60,e ~ 52P12~ !I 9469 6 4827 289 CACHE rRPS 1\ 3IJjl 9 ~ 10 583 11 27!5 CAC:~E PI'IRA 12 
'!II" n l"el5:5 S4 15771 15 5776 115 7775 
lA1C62 TIjS1 Qt;p ~'5 2'S0 240 ass 2150 235 211l' 205 240 age 32111 3lS 
101~Sli/lOlg67 2134 422 312 2U 18111 102 o 4423123821'000120"" 100111 
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APPENDIX E 
EXTENSION OF SALINITY DATA 
This appendix consists of selected extracts from 
Cloward (I q7 3) describing the procedure used to develop 
salinity data for the Cache Valley subbasin model. 
Description of work 
A salinity monitoring network on the Bear River 
system of Utah, Idaho, and Wyoming was established to 
coincide with the United States Geological Survey net-
work as described by Waddell (1970). Monthly salinity 
samples were analyzed for a IS-month period between 
July 1971 and September 1972. The data collected from 
six stations of this network were used to calibrate a 
simulation model of the hydrologic and salinity (TDS) 
flow systems for the Cache Valley subbasin. In addition, 
comparisons were made to determine the degree of 
correlation between stations with respect to particular 
parameters at a given station. 
Procedure 
Combinations of three basic techniques were em-
ployed to generate missing data. The first technique 
involved statistical correlations between stations within 
the Bear River system, particularly consecutive stations or 
stations within a particular subbasin and stations with 
similar watershed characteristics. Also different elements 
of salinity, such as calcium, sodium, and magnesium were 
examined to determine the existence of relationships 
between individual ions at a station. 
The second and perhaps most important technique 
involves linear curve fitting by the method of least squares 
analysis using orthog( Illal polynomials, combmed with 
statistical correlation, tu determine a line of best fit for all 
historical data at a given station. Salinity is assumed to be 
a function of flow and hme Several transformations of 
flow and time are made and set equal to x or the 
independent variable in the curve fitting procedure The 
corresponding concentrations of total dissolved solids are 
set equal to y, the dependent variable. First, second, third, 
and fourth order equations are fitted to the data for each 
of the possible independent variables or transformations of 
flow and time This proceJure produces a quantity of 
prediction equations equal to four times the number of 
transformations. The eqllation of best fit is determined by 
correlation and is seledcll to be the relationship which 
predicts the salinity concentratIOn for that station. 
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The line of "best fit" and the original data are 
plotted by means of a digital plotter. However, if in the 
judgment of the operator a particular transform or 
equation is more satisfactory than the equation selected 
by the computer, it is possible for the operator to override 
the computer and specify any transform or equation. The 
mean value of the dependent variable for each year for 
which data are required is computed and the intercept of 
the linear equation is shifted so that the linear equation 
will pass through this mean. This, theoretically, gives the 
line of best fit for any particular year. The model then 
plots the best fit line for the year in question and the 
weighted monthly average salinity concentration is com-
puted. If desired, a verification is possible by comparing 
predicted and measured monthly values for a given period. 
The third technique which was used for providing 
missing data relies on a certain amount of judgment, 
which is necessary for most hydrologic systems. This 
process involves visual inspection and "hand fitting" of 
curves to available data. All available data were plotted, 
and the visual line of best fit was marked on an overlay. 
The line was then shifted to fit the year in question. In 
this technique judgment was made as to the acceptability 
of the data to satisfy the continuity of the model. 
After a predictive equation which best fits all 
existing data has been chosen, the equation is fit to a 
given year by shifting it in the y direction so that the line 
passes through the mean for the year. On this basis 
salinity predictions are made. From these daily estimates, 
monthly average values, weighted by the daily water flow 
rates, were computed. 
The computer program also includes a verification 
routine as an option so that if it is necessary to verify the 
results, actual measured data for a given time period are 
entered into the computer and the predicted value for any 
particular day is compared, by use of correlation coeffi-
cients, with the measured data. 
At the present, there are no constraints on the 
computer model to restrict the curve to physically 
realistic bounds. Constraints of this nature could be 
applied, and this would represent an improvement in the 
technique. For the work done by this study, it was 
possible for the computer to generate physically unrealis-
tic values. Also for particular stations where power 
generating stations were immediately upstream, and in 
cases where there were large point source salt inputs. the 
computer technique was unable to adequately fit the 
erratic data. In these and other cases, hand curve fitting 
was used. When this procedure was necessary, a line of 
visual best fit was overlaid on the existing data and the 
line was shifted to fit the year in question. Where 
necessary, comparisons were made with immediate up-
stream stations and the curve shifted accordingly. J udg-
ment was exercised as to the ability of the data to satisfy 
the continuity requirements of the model. 
Establishing initial apparent relationships 
for individual stations 
The initlal work tor this phase of the study, 
involved the hand plottIng of the concentration of total 
dissolved solids and each of the individual ions which were 
measured. These data were plotted for each station, as a 
function of time and as a function of flow. For certain 
stations where temperature was available, total dissolved 
solids as a function of temperature, time, or flow. or a 
combination of any of these, was also plotted. The 
objective of these plots was to detect apparent relation-
ships between concentration and the independent vari-
ables tor each station. This initial work established the 
feasibility of continuing this phase of the project. Well 
over 400 hand-made plots were developed from existing 
U.S. Geological Survey data. Because of the time and 
effort involved, hand plotting of this nature is not 
recommended. OptlOns now written into the computer 
program can perform this function rapidly and com-
pletely, and, in addition. provide some initial predictive 
results. 
Polynomial curve fitting 
for data predictions 
After a visual analysis of the data plots described in 
the previous sectlOn had been made, it was decided that 
an attempt would be made to curve fit the data with 
linear polynomials. The technique selected to fit these 
polynomials was d least squares analysis using orthogonal 
polynomials. The reasons for using orthogonal poly-
nomials were the ease of programming, the relatively low 
amount of storage required for the technique, and the 
accuracy of the predicted results. 
WampleJ (1969) conducted a study initiated by the 
National Bureau of Standards to examine the adequacy of 
linear least squares curve fitting. A fifth degree polynomial 
for which the exact solution was kno~n, was solved by 20 
different computer programs with 20 different methods 
of linear least squares curve fitting to assess their 
accuracy.' Different algorithms for each program were 
used to obtaIn the coefficient of correlation of the least 
squared fit and each test was run on several different 
computers USIng both double precision and single pre-
cision. By comparing the reported coefficients it was 
found that orthogonal householder transformations or 
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Graham Schmidt orthonormalization was the most accu-
rate technique. 
Least squares curve fitting by 
orthogonal polynomials 
The fitting of observed data by formulas or equa-
tions can be accomplished by many methods in two 
distinct manners. One is to have the formula satisfied 
exactly at the observed points. This approach is used 
when interpolation formulas are developed to estimate 
values between known points. The other is to have the 
formula satisfied exactly by only a few observed points 
but be as close as possible to all points. A curve whose 
equation contains too few parameters to permit it to pass 
exactly through all given data points may be desirable. 
For instance, a straight line passing as close as possible to 
each data point may be more useful and have more 
significant information than one which passes exactly 
through each point. This is especially the case when it is 
expected that the data have a linear relationship, but due 
to experimental error, do not fall exactly on the straight 
line. 
Apparent physical system relationships 
Physical chemistry books have indications and 
relationships which state that thermodynamically the 
concentration of a dissolved constituent is a function of 
temperature and mixing, mixing being related to enthalpy 
or the sum of in ternal energy and mechanical energy. 
Based on these entities, an attempt was made to predict 
salinity concentration as a function of flow, which takes 
into account the mixing phenomena, as a function of 
temperature (if possible) and a function of date. It is 
obvious that these three variables, which will be used as 
independent variables in a curve fitting analysis, are not 
independent. The temperature of the water is principally 
controlled by the quantity of runoff and the temperature 
from the snow packs in the mountains. However, because 
of the seasons of the year, runoff is quite periodic with 
time. As flow and temperature both depend upon time, it 
is apparent that all three are interrelated. Because the 
exact relationship or interrelationship of these variables is 
not known for a particular watershed, transformations oJ 
these three variables were used as the independent variable 
for predicting total dissolved solids concentration. Trans-
formations such as flow x time, flow x flow x time, etc., 
are used by simply changing the dimension statement and 
adding any transformation desired to the program. The 
number of these transformations is limited only by the 
capacit} of the compu ter. 
Initial work done included 15 transformations of 
flow and time. An attempt was made to include tempera-
ture but because of the extreme inadequacy of tempera-
ture data it was excluded. 
Because of the periodic nature of date, flow, and 
time, it appeared desirable to find the most highly 
predictive linear or first order relationship which related 
concentration to date and flow A sine transformation was 
applied which linearized this periodic relationship as 
concentration = (flow) sin [date (36:'/n)]. 
The amount of computing time, necessary tu 
compute this transformation, predict a linear fit. calculate 
the correlation coefficient and verify the results, was large 
compared to the time to do other transformations. It was 
therefore not feasible to ~alculate this curve and predicted 
data for every station. The curve and data were calculated 
for several stations to exhibit its usefulness if computer 
time is not a constraint. 
Statistical correlation between stations 
Because the objectIve of this phase of the study was 
to provide data for calibration of the management model, 
it was necessary to supplement the curve fitting analysis 
described in the previous sections. Several authors indi-
cated that correlation to establish a relationship between 
stations for a particular salinity or hydrologic parameter is 
a desirable technique enabling an investigator to predict at 
one station in terms of another. 
It might he expected that consecutive stations on 
the river system would correlate welL concentrations 
varying only by a constant. This was found to be the case 
for most stations on the Bear River where there was not a 
reservoir or similar obstruction between the stations. 
For stream flow inputs within a particular basin, it 
was also expected that stations would correlate well, as 
the geography, geology, climate, wind pattern character-
istics, and runoff characteristics are similar for most 
streams within a subbasin. 
Canal diversions can be expected to correlate 
well with the immediate upstream station since they are in 
effect consecutive stations on the river and since there 
should be little use and very little inflow-outflow between 
the canal diversion and the immediate upstream station on 
the river. Because of the complexities involved in predic-
ting missing data, all statIOns within the Bear River system 
were correlated with each other, and where necessary, 
correlatIOns we\.' made between stations which were not 
in the same baSIn and whIch were not consecutive. 
Justification for doing this, however, is that the watershed 
characteristics are very similar for the two particular 
stations. The wind movement, precipitation, and climatic 
factors wruch dre predommant in the intermountain area 
effect most of these stations m a similar way. Even though 
they are man} miles apart it is possible to obtain good 
correlations. 
Correlations OJ measurements were not made for 
the groundwater because of the complexity and expense 
for a study of thIs nature However, work done by Dixon 
et a1. (1971) indicates that the groundwater concentra-
tion of salt at any particular point in a groundwater 
system is relatively constant. Therefore, groundwater 
would have a linear effect upon the concentration in the 
river. Assuming that the effect of groundwater with regard 
to salinity is indeed linear, groundwater interactions 
should not hinder the prediction technique used in this 
study. If the effects are not linear the polynominal nature 
of the predictive technique should account for the 
nonlinearities. 
Effects of reservoirs on 
salinity concentrations 
Work by Grantham et a1. (1971), assumed that 
reaches which were bounded by reservoirsona river system 
were completely mixed and had a constant concentration 
of salinity within these reaches. However it was felt that 
this, at best, only approximated the situation in these 
reaches. Work done by Nunan (I972) on Bear Lake also 
indicated that the reservoir was com pletely mixed and 
that the output concentration should therefore be a 
constant value. However, this could not be verified at the 
Bear Lake outlet. It might be because of short circuiting 
through the reservoir which Nunan's sampling stations did 
not consider. 
Because most of the reserVOIrs on the Bear River 
system are managed for power output, the input and 
output flow concentrations vary over a wide range. This 
caused correlations between stations which are directly 
below a reservoir with any other station to be impossible. 
The greatest challenge to predicting values was at points 
below these reservoirs. Since power generation require-
ments were so erratic, the flow of the river varied greatly. 
The salt concentration in the river also varied erratically 
and was very difficult to predict. During sampling at 
stations below power plants, the height of the river could 
be seen to vary 4 feet in a matter of minutes. An overall 
averaging of the power demand for this period was helpful 
in coming up with values for these stations. 
Results 
Salinity samples for the period July 7, 1971, 
through September 10, 1972, were analyzed. Correlations 
for most stations were predictable for within station ion 
concentrations. Total dissolved solids and other ions such 
as sodium and calcium, correlated inversely with flow, as 
would be expected. Calcium and magnesium correlated 
well with carbonate and bicarbonate for most stations and 
also correlated well with hardness. Several ions such as 
sodium, chloride, and other ions correlated well with 
temperature, increase in temperature tending to indicate 
increasing concentrations of these ions. 
For consecutive stations on the Bear River itself, 
unless there was some type of physical obstruction such as 
a large reservoir, power generating stations, etc., high 
correlations were obtained. The correlation coefficient for 
Bear River at Border with Bear RIver below Smith's Fork, 
which are two consecutive stations, was R = .96, Bear 
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River at Border correlated with Bear RIver at Harer with a 
~orrelation coeffiCIent of .87, Streams from similar 
watersheds such as Montpeher Cleek, St. Charles Creek 
and Logan RIve1 ~orrelated wIth each other with correia 
tion coefhuents R : ,T' BlacksmIth Fork. Little Bear 
River. Cottonwood Creek also correlated with correlation 
coefficients near .80 The only canal diversion which was 
sampled was Chapman Canal, the next closest station to it 
was Bear River belo\\l Woodruff Dam; they had a 
correlation coefficient of .76. These correlation coeffi-
cients are for TDS tor many stations it was possible to 
use predicted values from only one transformation from 
the modeL such as concentration as a function of flow or 
concentratIOn as a functIon of tune or the periodic 
transformation It was found that the periodic transforma-
tion gave the best results for a linear fit. Included in the 
model at thIs tIme are only five transformations' TDS as a 
function of flow. TDS as a function of time, TDS as a 
function of flow times time. TDS as a periodic function of 
time weighted flow and TDS as a periodic function of 
time. At many statiom. it there IS a large gap between 
data pOints, the model has a tendency to go negatIve or 
very positive. In other words, a peak develops in these 
places. When this happened, predicted data in this area 
and predIcted data on either side of this area could not be 
used It was necessary to use a combination of TDS as a 
function of now to get ~ertain values, and TDS as a 
function of date '\' gr t other values. The periodic 
transformations were nOT used after the imtial results were 
obtained because it took too much computer time to 
calculate the sine transformations. The coefficients of the 
predictive equations are good only for the particular 
station for which they wei e derived and cannot be applied 
to any other station. 
The precision of the predIctive technique is excel-
lent. Given a particular set of Incomplete data, the missing 
1 
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o 
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data can be supplied with good duplication time after 
time. The accuracy of the procedure is good, on a log time 
basis (at least a month). The weighted average concentra-
tion should be within 5 percent of the actual value. 
Relationships between salinity phenomena 
and observed flow-TDS relationships 
Figure E.l shows the general relationship of flow to 
TDS that was exhibited by the stations which were 
exammed by this report. As water moves through the soil 
mantle. it picks up dissolved solids. When there is little 
mitial soil moisture there is little dissolved solids available 
to be transported. This would account for the flat portion 
of the curve shown below. As the flow through the soil 
increases the potential contact time with the soil decreases 
and the type of surface may change (i.e. surface runoff). 
The overall concentration would decrease with increased 
flows. This would tend to describe the sloping section of 
the curve. The flat section of the .:urve. to the right of the 
sloping section, which indicates no mcrease in concentra-
tion with time after a given point, can be explained by the 
following hypothesis. As the flow increases, the dilution 
just described continues. However, the increased flow also 
mcreases the scour and leaching of the soil. These two 
actions counterbalance each other. producing a constant 
value on the curve. 
The results from analysis of water samples for 
selected stations are given in Appendix F. The values in 
these tables for chemical parameters are expressed in 
milligrams per liter except for hardness, which is ex-
pressed in milligrams per liter as calcium carbonate, 
conductivity which is in micromhos per centimeter, pH 
which is in pH units, temperature in degrees centigrade, 
and discharge in cubic feet per second. 
Flow in CFS 
Figure E.l. TDS vs flow-general relationship. 
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APPENDIX F 
TABULATED FIELD SAMPLE DATA FROM THE BEAR RIVER SYSTEM. 
Monthly samples are from July 1971 to September 1972 at selected USGS gaging station sites. Sample numbers 
correspond to those used by Waddell (1970). The values of the chemical parameters in these tables are expressed in 
milligrams per liter except for hardness, which is expressed in milligrams per liter as calcium carbonate, conductivity in 
micromhos per centimeter, pH in pH units, temperature in degrees centigrade, and discharge in cub feet per second. 
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Sample H 3 Bear River near Utah- Wyoming statE' lin!', 
Date 
July 7 
Aug, .., 
Sept. 8 
Oct. 6 
Nov. 11 
Dec. 9 
Jan. 14 
Feh 10 
Mar. 10 
April 18 
May 16 
June 15 
July 19 
Aug. 15 
Sept. 10 
Disc.harge 
(ds) 
686 
13j 
240 
74 
83 
70 
50 
47 
56 
102 
840 
975 
186 
53 
53 
Ca 
36 
18 
23 
44 
40 
12 
40 
48 
40 
26.4 
22.4 
32.8 
46.4 
17.6 
Mg 
o 
11 
7 1 
o 
8.5 
11. 2 
12.7 
5.6 
6.8 
14.4 
14. 1 
11. 2 
2.9 
7.0 
20.4 15.5 
a Verification run on this station. 
- .. 
Na 
1.8 
1.7 
2. 1 
2.0 
2.5 
1.2 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
1.3 
.7 
.7 
3.0 
2.1 
K 
1.4 
Y 
.9 
1.2 
.8 
1.0 
.3 
• 3 
.3 
65 
.45 
.45 
.5 
.5 
HC03 
84 
155 
98 
150 
152 
52 
156 
122 
98 
76 
60 
102 
124 a 
62
a 
74 
C0 3 
o 
o 
o 
10 
8 
8 
8 
o 
4 
4 
o 
4 
o 
~10 
o 
S04 
8.2. 
'>.6 
7.3 
2.0 
9.0 
9.0 
4.0 
7.0 
• 1 
.1 
6.0 
2.0 
5.0 
CI 
lo8 
1. ~ 
1.4 
2.0 
2.5 
1.0 
b. 5 
2.5 
2.0 
3.5 
2.0 
1.5 
1.8 
1.6 
1.6 
TDS 
98 
6'1 
83 
175 
200 
74 
131 
143 
124 
66 
53 
89 
102 
105 
Total 
Hardness 
78 
92 
87 
90 
136 
76 
152 
130 
128 
120 
104 
128 
128 a 
73
a 
74 
Specific 
Conductance 
19j 
80 
235 
157 @ 25 
220 @ 10 
141 @ 25 
213@ 10 
154 @ 10 
110 @ 25 
202 @ 10 
145 @ 25 
180 @J 10 
125 @ 25 
155 @ 10 
III @ 25 
132 @ 10 
95 @ 25 
206 @ 10 
146 @ 25 
195 @ 10 
86 @ 25 
430 @ 10 
259 @ 25 
136 
164 
pH 
7.4 
7. 3 
7. 3 
8. 7 
8.7 
8. 7 
8.6 
8.5 
8.7 
t!.6 
7.4 
8.5 
8.2 
7.9 
8.2 
Temp (C) 
13 
14.3 
12.5 
0.7 
o 
-0. 1 
o 
2.9 
4.0 
8.8 
8. 5 
9.2 
1b.8 
1.3. B 
Tlme 
1:30PM 
8:30PM 
12: 15PM 
11:15AM 
9:55AM 
9:45AM 
10: 15AM 
1:15PM 
1:50PM 
12:10PM 
4:00PM 
12:15PM 
4:20PM 
3:20PM 
5:25PM 
00 
'I 
Samp1p # 7 Sulphur Creek bplow dam. 
Uate 
Dischargt-
(cis) 
------ --------
I uly 7 
Aug. 
~ept. ~ 
Oct. 
Nov. 11 
Dec. 9 
Jan. 14 
Feb. 10 
Mar. 10 
Apr. 18 
May 16 
June 15 
July 15 
Aug. 17 
Sept. 11 
4. b 
28 
14 
9.7 
4.9 
4.9 
4. 1 
32 
'-13 
11 
73 
Ca 
45 
50 
49 
79 
90 
69 
110.4 
116.0 
120.0 
101. 6 
38.4 
59.2 
57.6 
71. 6 
43. 6 
a Verification r,m on this station. 
Mg 
D.4 
29.5 
2.2.7 
o 
10 
1.8 
25.4 
4.9 
7.8 
2.4 
17. 1 
18.5 
22.4 
19.2 
20.9 
Na 
12.4 
23. 1 
14.0 
10.8 
16.5 
17.2 
21. 0 
21. 0 
19.0 
8.0 
9.0 
13 
16 
K 
3.5 
4.8 
5. 1 
2. 1 
2.0 
1.8 
2.0 
2.5 
5.4 
2. 5 
2.5 
2.0 
2. 8 
HC0 3 
247 
250 
238 
250 
268 
124 
214 
288 
262 
172 
72 
214 
208a 
233 
170 
C03 
6 
o 
o 
10 
8 
o 
o 
8 
4 
8 
o 
4 
4 
~10 
21 
S04 
53 
48 
45 
31 
36 
40 
30 
33 
19 
19 
25 
25 
39 
Cl TDS 
18 314 
14.2 358 
15.0 360 
10.0 323 
12.5 336 
11.0 236 
14. 5 131 
16.0 378 
6.0 382 
347 
9.0 193 
10.0 250 
8.8 212 
11. 3 337 
12.2 291 
Total 
Hardness 
247 
246 
213 
186 
266 
180 
380 
310 
332 
264 
166 
224 
236a 
258 
195 
Specific 
Conductance 
440 
440 
450 
340 @ 25 
470 @ 10 
350 @ 2':> 
500 @ 10 
530 @ 10 
370 @ 25 
510 @ 10 
no @ 25 
560 @ In 
400 (Q) 2~ 
500 @ 10 
360 @ 25 
450 @ 10 
330 @ 25 
420 @ 10 
310 @ 25 
430 
450 
510 
520 
pH 
8.0 
8.0 
8.0 
8. 7 
8. 6 
8. 1 
8.2 
8. 2 
8. 3 
8.3 
7.9 
8.4 
8.4 
8.4 
8.8 
Temp Ie:) 
2Z. 
20. 8 
18.6 
8 
2.5 
o 
-0. 1 
2.3 
4.8 
8.8 
13. 1 
17.2 
17.8 
16.3 
Time 
2:15PM 
7:20PM 
1:00PM 
11:50AM 
10:40AM 
10:20AM 
11:05AM 
1:55PM 
2:20PM 
1:25PM 
4:30PM 
1:00PM 
1:20PM 
2:40PM 
4:50PM 
Sample # 8 Yellow Creek. 
DIscharge 
Date (cfs) Ga Mg Na K HCO J 
July 7 4. 8 b2 14.6 12 1.., 254 
Aug. 5 .76 5~ 13.0 21 1.7 275 
Sept. 8 0 52 18.3 14 1.3 262 
Oct. 6 3. 1 67 0 18.5 1.7 210 
Nov. 11 1.72 109 14 24.0 1.7 308 
Dec. 9 2.53 108 21 21. 0 1.6 222 
Jan. Not 
Accessible 
Feb. Not 
~ Accessible 
• Mar. Not 
Accessible 
April 18 127 92.8 4.9 202 
May 16 117 42.4 12.2 6.5 1.5 74 
June 15 16 53.6 28.3 9.0 1.5 210 
July 19 14.3 72 16. 5 16 2.0 204 
Aug. 15 13.8 74 34.8 31 3.3 293 
Sept. 10 4.0 89.2 21. 4 299 
a Verification run on this station. 
Totai 
C03 S04 Cl TDS Hardness 
0 32 23 317 215 
0 23.2 18.4 298 198 
0 31. 2 25. 1 304 205 
10 25.0 157 168 
4 34.0 507 330 
0 30,0 2~.5 504 356 
12 53 215 252 
0 19.5 10.5 138 156 
16 18 19.5 232 250 
8 25 22.3 212 248 
0 23 16.3 439 328 
17 28 8. 1 452 311 
\ / 
Specific 
Conductance 
455 
410 
360 
340 @ 25 
480 @ 10 
400 @ 25 
560 @ 10 
570 @ 10 
400 @ 25 
500 @ 10 
360 @ 25 
390 
480 
490 
670 
75( 
\ 
\ ) 
pH 
7.9 
8.0 
8.0 
8.5 
8.5 
8.6 
8.5 
8.5 
8.7 
8.4 
8.2 
8.5 
Temp (C) I "J r~'le 
21. 5 3:20PM 
22.5 6:40PM 
20.5 1:55PM 
9.5 12:45PM 
O. 1 11:20AM 
0 11:10AM 
6.0 2: 15PM 
12.0 3:00PM 
16.2 11:00AM 
17.9 12:45PM 
17.- 0 1:50PM 
15.8 4:20PM 
Saznple # 11 Chapznan Canal. 
Discharge Total Specific 
Datto (cfs) Ca Mg Na K HC0 3 C03 S04 CI TDS Hardness Conductance pH reznp (C) Tlzne 
July 7 44 62 0 6 1.6 19 ) 4 15 7.3 162 94 204 8.4 19. 3 4:20PM 
Aug. 5 1.0 42 0 11 2. 1 181 2 13.2 7. 1 181 102 500 8.3 22.5 9:25PM 
Sept. 8 49 48 0 8 2.0 178 4 18 7.4 173 105 360 8.4 16.2 2:45PM 
Oct. 6 36 57 1.3 10.8 1.7 220 10 7.5 195 148 290 @ 25 8. 5 9 2:00PM 
400 @ 10 
Nov. 11 1.0 73 9.7 1.3 208 4 7.0 202 184 220 @ 25 8.5 0.8 12:20PM 
330 @ 10 
Dec. Not 
Accessible 
Jan. Not 
Accessible 
Feb. Not ~ Accessible ~ 
Mar. Not 
A<...cessible 
April 18 55 90.4 6.3 210 12 19 430 252 450 @ 10 8.5 4.9 11:35AM 
295 @ 25 
May 16 112 25.6 8.8 2.7 .65 50 0 8 6.0 261 100 249 8. 9 11. 0 2:20PM 
June 15 22.4 24.0 12.2 2.0 .65 212 0 .9 4.0 424 110 217 8.6 15. 1 2:00PM 
July 18 26.4 52.4 27.2 14 2 212 8 15 10.6 212 243 450 8.4 17.2 12:10PM 
Aug. 15 39.3 53.6 29. 9 21 2.7 237 ~10 IB 15.9 344 257 500 8.4 IB.3 1:10PM 
Sept. 10 32.2 52 21. 6 201 25 24 11. 7 297 219 460 B.8 15.2 3:55PM 
-8 
Sample # 14 Bear River below Woodruff DaITl. 
Date 
July 7 
Aug. 5 
Sept. 8 
Oct. 6 
Nov. 11 
Dec. 9 
Jan. 14 
Feb. 10 
Mar. 10 
April 18 
May 16 
June 15 
July 18 
Aug. 17 
Sept. 11 
Discharge 
(cfs) 
385 
12 
13 
26 
31 
35 
91 
94 
473 
713 
915 
Ca 
46 
45 
43 
48 
55 
70 
66.4 
73.6 
80.8 
89. 6 
23.2 
33.6 
34 
37. 6 
40.4 
a Verification run on this station. 
Mg 
.7 
3.3 
.4 
o 
7.4 
o 
9.3 
6.8 
13.7 
13.2 
15. 1 
8.8 
15. 1 
14.1 
12.8 
Na 
7 
8.2 
8.0 
17.0 
15.3 
17.5 
42 
18 
18 
4.5 
3.5 
14 
19 
K 
lob 
1.7 
1.8 
2.2 
1. j 
1.6 
1.5 
1.5 
2.5 
1.0 
1.5 
I 1:\ 
HC03 
202 
181 
193 
150 
180 
110 
20S 
196 
206 
232 
52 
120 
12Sa 
136 
155 
C0
3 
o 
l 
o 
20 
8 
4 
4 
12 
4 
8 
o 
o 
o 
~10 
8 
S04 Cl rDS 
17 11 155 
181 
184 
13. l 8.3 
18.310.1 
15.0 61 
13.0 254 
17.5 17.S 215 
27.0 39.5 337 
27.0 15.5 264 
10.0 
21. 0 
11. 0 
5.0 
12 
11 
14 
3.5 300 
325 
6.5 150 
5.5 309 
S. 1 128a 
18. 2 228 
13.5 l32 
-r ot:d 
Hardness 
lIS 
126 
109 
106 
168 
IbO 
204 
212 
258 
278 
120 
120 
147
a 
152 
154 
Spec die 
Conducta nee 
201 
l67 
190 
l58 Cd' 25 
350 II; 10 
ao @ 25 
330@> 10 
400 @ to 
290 @ 25 
440 @ 10 
310 @ 25 
400 I.Q2 10 
l51 @ 25 
360 @ 10 
271 (ci! 25 
450 (a1 10 
330 0-: 25 
380 
240 
301 
340 
360 
, ) 
pH 
7 '1 
7.9 
7.8 
'1.0 
8.9 
8.4 
I). S 
8 . ., 
8.4 
8.5 
9. 1 
8. 6 
8. 2 
8.4 
8.5 
, ) 
reITlp (C) 
21. 2 
26. 3 
21. 0 
9 
3. 1 
l. c, 
2.5 
1.5 
2.3 
6.5 
12.8 
17.5 
18.0 
19.1 
14.8 
TiITle 
5:00PM 
5:20PM 
3:15PM 
l: SOPM 
1:05PM 
1l:50PM 
12:10PM 
3:10PM 
11:45AM 
11:00AM 
1:55PM 
l:30PM 
11:25AM 
1l:50PM 
~:25PM 
§ 
Sample # 20 Big ( reek 
Dat~ 
Discharge 
(ds) Ga Mg Na K HC0 3 C03 S04 Cl TDS 
Total 
Hardness 
--------------------------------------- - - --- - ----------
I uly 7 
Aug. 
Sept. 8 
Oct. 6 
Nov. 11 
Dec. 9 
Jan. 14 
Feb. 10 
Mar. 10 
April 18 
May 16 
June 15 
July 18 
Aug. 17 
Sept. 11 
a 
Not 
Accessible 
58 
56 
50 
66 
66 
94 
82.4 
80. 8 
80.0 
82.4 
22.4 
67.2 
62.4 
57.6 
59.6 
Verif" ahon run on this station. 
1 ~ 7 
19.5 
20. j 
o 
10.0 
4. 6 
6.8 
4.4 
9.8 
5.9 
6. 3 
13.2 
20.7 
24.1 
14.3 
8. 1 
7.8 
7.8 
4.6 
4.6 
4.2 
7.0 
11. 0 
9.0 
2.0 
5.5 
6 
6.7 
1.0 
1.0 
8 
1.2 
1.1 
1.2. 
.7 
.7 
.65 
.28 
.65 
1. 1 
252 
203 
281 
ao 
2U 
298 
228 
202 
208 
190 
78 
196 
212a 
225 
194 
o 
o 
o 
10 
6 
o 
o 
4 
4 
12 
o 
8 
o 
o 
o 
1 I_ Z 8. 2. 2.06 
8. 8 8.1 216 
9. 1 8.8 198 
6.5 290 
7.0 229 
7.0 8.5 136 
10.5 275 
12.0 8.5 266 
15.0 4.0 287 
10.0 16.0 427 
.5 
8.0 
9 
8 
9 
4.5 56 
10.0 261 
8.6 212 a 
6. 7 264 
6.6 232 
201 
220 
108 
162 
206 
254 
234 
220 
240 
230 
82 
222 
241
a 
243 
208 
Specific 
Conductance 
380 
460 
380 
275 @ 25 
360 @ 10 
230 @ 25 
350 @ 10 
290 @ 10 
400 @ 25 
350 @ 10 
250 @ 25 
350 @ 10 
232 @ 25 
38 @ 10 
270 @ 25 
400 @ 10 
273 @ 25 
310 
400 @ 10 
250 @ 25 
430 @ 10 
310 @ 25 
440 
400 
pH 
7.8 
7.9 
7.8 
8.5 
8. 5 
8.2 
8.2 
8. 3 
8.5 
8.4 
8. 6 
8.5 
8.3 
8.3 
8.2 
Temp (C) 
16 
8 
12.8 
7 
O. 9 
0.5 
o 
0.3 
1. 1 
3.0 
12. 1 
9.5 
9.2 
11 
9.8 
Tlme 
6:00PM 
4:30PM 
4:00PM 
3:15PM 
3:50PM 
1:45PM 
1:20PM 
11:50AM 
10:40AM 
10:00AM 
1:05PM 
10:00AM 
10:45AM 
12:05PM 
2:40PM 
-o 
~ 
Sample # 21 Bear River near Randolph. 
Date 
July 7 
Aug. 5 
Sept. 8 
Oct. 6 
Nov. 11 
Dec. 9 
Jan. 14 
Feb. 10 
Mar. 10 
April 17 
May 16 
June 14 
July 19 
Aug. 15 
Sept. 10 
DIscharge 
(cfs) 
308 
95 
134 
106 
126 
196 
118 
1760 
1110 
1330 
2820 
295 
67.5 
51.8 
Ca 
58 
61 
55 
83 
93 
87 
80.8 
58.4 
49.6 
112.0 
24.8 
48.0 
56 
67.2 
81. 2 
a Venfication run on this station. 
Mg 
19.8 
25.7 
22.6 
o 
1.8 
o 
8.3 
11. 2 
29.3 
o 
19.5 
17.6 
Na 
16.8 
28.2 
21. 3 
29.0 
32.0 
29.5 
4.0 
32.0 
10.0 
18.0 
30. 6 46 
29. 6 
15. 6 
35 
K 
5.3 
3.6 
4.3 
1.7 
1.7 
l.6 
.7 
.3 
1.5 
3.0 
2.5 
2.0 
HC0 3 
312 
332 
308 
260 
242 
192 
23h 
182 
196 
232 
66 
186 
318a 
252 
248 
C03 SO 4 
7 32 
10 44 
5 33 
10 
o 
o 
o 
4 
o 
8 
45 
9 
30 
17 
Total 
Cl TDS Hardness 
37 
23 
28 
469 226 
408 258 
400 230 
2'1.0 223 
31. 0 290 
~4. 5 300 
421 
5.0 18l 
8.0 440 
550 
196 
238 
210 
236 
192 
244 
278 
o 
4 
15 8.0 136 142 
192 
266a 
18.5 18.5 211 
8a 40 
o 
17 
31 
39 
( ) 
2.5 
32.9 387 
33.4 379 
290 
267 
Specific 
Conductance 
507 
550 
510 
'i50 
330 @ 25 
460 @ 10 
490 @ 10 
350 @ 25 
410 @ 10 
290 @ 25 
440 @ 10 
320 @ 25 
600 @ 10 
420 @ 25 
430 
400 
430 @ 10 
310 @ 25 
560 
660 
pH 
8. 6 
8. 5 
8. 6 
8.3 
8. 3 
8. 1 
8. 1 
8.5 
8.2 
8. 3 
9. 1 
8.5 
8.4 
8. 2 
8. 6 
Temp (C) 
22. 3 
27 
21 
11.5 
0.4 
0.3 
- O. 1 
4.1 
8.0 
14.0 
20.9 
17 
18 
16. 3 
Time 
7:00PM 
2:55PM 
4:35PM 
4:00PM 
4: 15PM 
2:15PM 
2:00PM 
3:25PM 
6:05PM 
12:35PM 
6:25PM 
10:15AM 
11:40AM 
2:20PM 
-S 
Sarrlplt> ,f l6 Srrliths Fori<. 
Date 
July 8 
Aug. 
Sept. 8 
Oct. 6 
Nov. 11 
Dec. 9 
Jan. 14 
Feb. 9 
Mar. 9 
April 17 
May 16 
June 15 
July 18 
Aug. 17 
Sept. 11 
Discharge 
(ds) 
678 
298 
162 
131 
91 
40 
171 
78 
65 
176 
1090 
1090 
372 
215 
198 
Ca 
')2 
48 
43 
58 
55 
58 
85.6 
59.2 
61. 6 
69. 6 
22.4 
36.0 
48.4 
52 
51. 2 
a Verification run on this station. 
Mg 
6.8 
15. 1 
17.2 
o 
8.9 
o 
o 
2.9 
20.0 
14.6 
9.3 
14.6 
26.5 
12.2 
9.7 
Na 
2.5 
2.8 
2.1 
2.5 
6.9 
2.1 
2.0 
4.0 
.7 
1.3 
3 
2.4 
K 
1.3 
.9 
.4 
1.3 
1.3 
1.0 
.7 
.3 
.65 
.65 
.5 
.6 
HC0
3 
184 
180 
196 
150 
130 
78 
168 
110 
156 
160 
64 
134 
134a 
139 
141 
C0 3 
o 
o 
10 
8 
o 
o 
o 
o 
8 
o 
4 
o 
o 
4 
S04 
56 
48 
58 
45 
38 
35 
34 
8 
13 
26 
31 
42 
Cl TDS 
2.6 184 
1. 9 220 
3. 1 207 
12.5 44 
2.0 223 
2. 5 213 
254 
2.0 219 
).0 217 
1.5 
3.0 
2.0 
o 
271 
90 
140 
219 
1.4 212 
Total 
Hardness 
158 
182 
178 
126 
174 
136 
202 
160 
236 
234 
94 
150 
a 
230 
180 
168 
Specific 
Conductance 
189 
296 
310 
350 
224 @ 25 
320 @ 10 
284 @ 10 
202 @ 25 
293 @ 10 
210 @ 25 
294 @ 10 
210 @ 25 
350 @ 10 
250 @ 25 
380 @ 10 
253 @ 25 
260 @ 10 
185 @ 25 
281 
296 
370 
350 
pH 
7.6 
7.4 
7.5 
8.6 
8.6 
8. 3 
8.2 
8.1 
8.0 
8.4 
8. 9 
8.4 
8.3 
8.3 
8.4 
Terrlp (C) 
8. 1 
15. 3 
17 
11 
4 
0.4 
o 
0.2 
5.7 
7.2 
5. 1 
11.5 
12 
15.2 
12.5 
Tirrle 
8:40AM 
1:45PM 
6:10PM 
5:20PM 
5:05PM 
3:30PM 
2:55PM 
3:40PM 
3:05PM 
4:45PM 
11:30AM 
4:30PM 
1:55PM 
2:45PM 
3:40PM 
Sample # .~ 1 Bear River below Smlths Fork. 
Discharge Total Specific 
Date (ds) Ca Mg Na K HC03 C03 S04 Cl IDS Hardness Conductance pH Temp (C) Time 
July 8 1190 63 19.0 14.2 3. 1 232 0 60 19 313 236 500 7.6 16.5 9:20AM 
Aug. 5 420 62 13.9 16.3 2.0 210 20 64 12.4 296 212 470 7.8 21. 7 12:50PM 
Sept. 8 400 59 19.5 16.8 2.7 219 4 57 18. 3 301 228 425 7.7 17.7 7:00PM 
Oct. 6 305 82 0 20.2 1.7 220 10 20.0 396 184 550 8.5 10.5 6:00PM 
Nov. 12 360 99 0 21. 0 1.7 214 4 2l. 0 360 240 350 @ 25 8.5 2.0 10:45AM 
480 @ 10 
Dec. 9 314 80 13.2 lO.O 1.4 122 0 54 23.5 286 190 500 @ 10 8.0 0.4 4:15PM 
350 @ 25 
Jan. 14 93.6 4.9 21. 0 1. 1 226 0 34 21.5 292 254 440 @ 10 8. 1 0.0 4:10PM 
310 @ 25 
-2 Feb. 9 90.4 1.5 20.0 1. 1 186 0 37 18.5 266 232 450 @ 10 8.0 O. 5 4: 10PM 320 @ 25 
Mar. 9 863 62.4 11. 2 20.0 5.4 154 0 27 18.0 574 202 330 @ 10 8.2 1.2 2:30PM 
222 @ 25 
April 17 1370 97.6 10.7 242 0 9 912 288 640 @ 10 8.2 7.9 4:30PM 
455 @ 25 
May 16 2210 53.6 8.8 8.0 1.0 68 0 27 12.0 129 170 450 9.2 10.2 10:55AM 
June 15 3090 57.6 21. 0 29.0 3.5 206 4 37 26.0 324 230 530 8.4 19. 3 5:00PM 
July 18 538 59.2 30.6 29.0 2.0 63 0 40 23.0 274 8.3 
Aug. 17 271 56 23.1 25.0 1.7 200 0 45 20.5 351 235 580 8.2 18.4 3:30PM 
Sept. 11 350 68.4 16.3 186 19 55 18.4 330 238 540 8. 7 13. 8 2:55PM 
\ 
, J , ) 
Sample # 32 Bear R lver near Border. 
DIS('.harge Total Specific 
Date Icis I Ca Mg Na K HC0 3 C0 3 S04 
Cl TDS Hardness ConductancE> pH Temp (CI Time 
-----
July 8 1190 61 14. 'i 44 3.5 321 0 71 23.2 301 212 500 8. Z 18.8 10:20AM 
Aug. 416 54 32.5 ~ ) 2.1 274 0 56 19. 3 294 268 470 8.0 20. 7 11:45AM 
Sept. 9 326 53 26.5 41 4.1 289 0 68 20.8 308 241 460 8.2 14.0 9:10AM 
Oct. 6 301 82 0 22.2 1.7 210 10 22.0 207 192 520 8.4 11. 0 7:05PM 
Nov. 12 312 78 10. 5 22.2 2.2 218 4 21. 5 302 238 320 @ 25 >3.4 0.8 10: 15AM 
460 @ 10 
Dec. Not 
Accessible 
Jan. Not 
Accessible 
Feb. Not 
Accessible 
Mar. Not 
-
Accessible 
0 April 17 1370 85.6 18 5 Z28 4 4.5 2198 290 580 @ 10 8.3 7.8 3:45PM VI 410 @ 25 
May 16 2150 25.6 ,'). 1 8.0 1.0 88 0 21. 5 10.0 115 126 410 8.5 11. 1 10:30AM 
June 14 3160 68.0 19.0 29 3.5 212 8 37.0 27.0 348 248 530 8.6 19.0 5:35PM 
July 18 526 57.6 48. 6 26 2.0 212 8 48 22. 3 344 410 8.4 18. 1 3:05PM 
Aug. 14 268 61. 6 23.3 26 1.8 212 0 51 21. 8 369 250 530 8.3 19.2 3:55PM 
Sept. 9 301 73.2 15.3 198 15 70 22.5 354 246 600 8. 6 14.7 4:25PM 
~ 
o 
0-
Sample # 34 Thomas Fork. 
Date 
July 8 
Aug. 5 
Sept. 9 
Oct. 6 
Nov. 12 
Dec. 9 
Jan. 14 
Feb. 9 
Mar. 9 
April 17 
May 16 
June 15 
July 18 
Aug. 14 
Sept. 9 
Discharge 
(cfs) 
99 
52 
32 
27 
27 
23 
43 
25 
89 
195 
679 
152 
61 
38 
30.9 
Ca 
62 
71 
63 
75 
77 
85 
108.8 
82.4 
72.8 
79.2 
22.4 
47.2 
62 
59. 6 
69.6 
Mg 
23.2 
14. 3 
20.9 
o 
8.7 
1.8 
3.4 
9.3 
31.7 
8.8 
10.2 
34.6 
3.4 
20.9 
11. 4 
Na 
100.2 
136 
114 
215 
172 
140 
140 
125 
220 
59 
13 
52 
90 
130 
K 
1.0 
1.5 
2.0 
2.6 
1.3 
1.2 
1.5 
1.5 
.7 
1.0 
.65 
1.0 
1.0 
1.3 
HC03 
236 
250 
218 
200 
200 
240 
208 
178 
202 
182 
80 
180 
176 
189 
179 
e03 S04 
o ,)l 
o 44 
o 40 
10 
4 
o 
o 
o 
o 
8 
o 
28 
16 
o 
15 
45 
44 
44 
44 
27 
9.5 
29 
44 
49 
55 
" ) 
Total 
e1 TDS Hardness 
218 
236 
223 
631 250 
562 l36 
586 243 
216 672 
236 687 
220.5 1024 
412.5 940 
302.5 722 
239.5 883 
79.5 676 
16. 5 89 
63.5 360 
128.7 
194 
212 
603 
639 
176 
228 
220 
286 
244 
312 
234 
98 
260 
169 
235 
221 
Specific 
Conductan<..e 
745 
870 
1070 
1190 
740 @ 25 
1050 @ 10 
970 @ 10 
690 @ 25 
1330 @ 10 
940 @ 25 
1130@ 10 
790 @ 25 
1220 @ 10 
850 @ 25 
640 @ 10 
450 @ 25 
350 @ 10 
245 @ 25 
530 
820 
1140 
1120 
, ) 
pH 
8.0 
8.0 
8.0 
8.5 
8.4 
8.0 
8.0 
7.9 
8.0 
8.4 
8.4 
8.7 
8.4 
8.3 
8.7 
Temp (e) 
14.5 
19 
11 
11.5 
2.0 
o 
0.1 
0.3 
l.O 
7.0 
4.9 
19. 3 
15.2 
19 
14 
T1DH" 
9:55AM 
12:lOPM 
8:35AM 
6:40PM 
11:30AM 
4:40PM 
4:45PM 
7:45PM 
1:55PM 
3:15PM 
10: lOAM 
5:00PM 
12:55PM 
1:55PM 
2:20PM 
~ ) 
~ 
SaInple # 36 Beat Rl' f-I at Harer. 
lJ21tt" 
July 8 
Aug. 'i 
Sept. 9 
Oct. 6 
Nov. 12 
Dec. 9 
Jan. 14 
Feb. 9 
Mar. 9 
April 17 
May 15 
June 14 
July 18 
Aug. 14 
Sept. 9 
Discharge 
(cis I 
1390 
566 
494 
416 
410 
265 
260 
350 
855 
1600 
2680 
3100 
614 
353 
339 
Ca 
71 
63 
55 
78 
78 
89 
92.8 
72. H 
58.4 
81. 6 
28.8 
86.4 
60 
58.8 
60.8 
Mg 
8.9 
20.1 
22.1 
Na 
1 'i. ~ 
z.t 
18. I 
o 35 
12.93 34 
7.2 
9. 8 
14.2 
20.5 
24.9 
15. 1 
7.8 
29. 9 
26.2 
16.7 
28 
32 
26 
21 
11 
32 
28 
38 
K 
LO 
1.9 
1.7 
1.7 
2.0 
1.4 
1. 1 
1. 1 
3. 5 
1.0 
3.0 
2.0 
1.8 
HC0 3 
299 
l65 
l73 
220 
222 
268 
232 
l18 
158 
224 
52 
224 
196 
206 
185 
C03 
o 
o 
o 
10 
4 
o 
o 
o 
o 
4 
o 
4 
12 
o 
15 
S04 
56 
52 
48 
43 
44 
n 
27 
14 
Cl TDS 
32.2 394 
33.7 361 
31. 3 393 
37.5 280 
36.5 343 
32 460 
32.5 339 
31 236 
7 462 
703 
20.5 14 337 
41.0 32.5 544 
48 
55 
60 
30.4 
41. 6 375 
34 354 
Total 
Hardness 
214 
240 
218 
194 
248 
l52 
272 
240 
230 
306 
134 
248 
273 
255 
221 
Specific 
Conductance 
504 
510 
540 
560 
350 @ 25 
500 @ 10 
510 @ 10 
360 @ 25 
470 @ 10 
350 @ 25 
500 @ 10 
460 @ 25 
340 @ 10 
236 @ 25 
580 @ 10 
410 @ 25 
440 
500 
400 
620 
600 
pH 
8.1 
8.3 
8. 1 
8.4 
8.4 
8.0 
8.0 
7.9 
8.0 
8.3 
9.0 
8.6 
8.4 
8.3 
8.6 
TeInp (C) 
lO 
22.5 
16 
11 
0.8 
0.3 
0.0 
11.4 
0.9 
7.8 
13. 'i 
19.8 
19. 1 
20 
15.8 
TiIne 
10:55AM 
10:15AM 
9:30AM 
7:25PM 
9:40AM 
5:10PM 
5:45PM 
4:50PM 
3:~5PM 
3:45PM 
8:10PM 
5:15PM 
3:20PM 
4:15PM 
4:45PM 
-o 
CD 
SaITlple # 40 Montpelier Creek abo e "I rngation weir. 
Date 
July 8 
Aug. 4 
Sept. 9 
Oct. 7 
Nov. 12 
Dec. 10 
Jan. 15 
Feb. 9 
Mar. 9 
April 17 
May 16 
June 14 
July 18 
Aug. 14 
Sept. 9 
DIscharge 
(cfs) 
59 
62 
20 
15 
13 
40 
14 
13 
46 
59 
129 
65 
60 
$6 
16 
Ca 
62 
60 
47 
74 
66 
74 
78.4 
70.4 
52 
52 
25.2 
56.8 
63. 2 
60.8 
60.4 
Mg 
23.2 
32.0 
22.8 
o 
9.0 
4.1 
8.8 
2.4 
26.8 
29.8 
5.6 
16.1 
14.8 
14.1 
13. 1 
Na 
9 
7.2 
10. 1 
8.2 
8.8 
4.4 
8.0 
6. 0 
8.0 
1.3 
3.5 
6.0 
6. 1 
K 
1.6 
2.9 
1.8 
1.2 
1.3 
1.2 
.7 
1.1 
.7 
.28 
.65 
1.0 
1.0 
HCO 
3 
242 
118 
232 
210 
188 
168 
186 
120 
196 
186 
62 
168 
170 
181 
172 
CO j 
o 
o 
o 
10 
8 
8 
12 
o 
8 
12 
o 
20 
8 
o 
12 
S04 
45 
38 
43 
.n 
42 
38 
32 
31 
8 
23 
25 
30 
37 
, 
'- ) 
Cl 
4.7 
5. 1 
8.1 
3. 5 
3.5 
2.5 
4.0 
3.5 
2.0 
1.0 
2.5 
2.5 
2.1 
Total 
TDS Hardness 
272 240 
291 281 
246 213 
113 
284 
l50 
228 
180 
369 
237 
120 
195 
258 
267 
166 
202 
202 
232 
186 
240 
252 
86 
208 
219 
210 
205 
Specific 
Conductance 
410 
390 
410 
293 @ 25 
430 @ 10 
300 @ 25 
400 @ 10 
390 @ 10 
280 @ 25 
340 (8; 10 
230 @ 25 
400 @ 10 
258 @ 25 
380 @ 10 
270 @ 25 
400 @ 10 
277 @ 25 
350 @ 10 
234 @ 25 
360 
370 
420 
290 
, ) 
pH 
8. -' 
8.l 
8.2. 
8. 3 
8.6 
8. ') 
8.6 
(.9 
8.6 
8.6 
8.5 
8.7 
8.4 
8. 3 
8.5 
~) 
Temp (C) 
13.8 
16.7 
11.8 
7 
6 
0.6 
2.5 
3. 5 
6.0 
6.2 
13 
12 
15.8 
11. 3 
TiITle 
1 :15PM 
8:00PM 
11 :40AM 
9:30AM 
12:05PM 
1:15AM 
12:05PM 
2:15PM 
1 :25PM 
2:50PM 
9:40AM 
4:30PM 
12:20PM 
1:10PM 
1 :45PM 
~ ) 
-o 
-0 
Sample # 45 St. Charles Creek abovE' diversions. 
Date 
July 8 
Aug. 5 
Sept. 9 
Oct. 7 
Nov. 12 
Dec. 10 
Jan. 15 
Feb. 10 
Mar. 9 
April 17 
May 15 
June 14 
July 18 
Aug. 14 
Sept. 9 
Discharge 
(ds) 
90.8 
46.9 
38.5 
38.5 
28 
22.2 
26.6 
61 
253 
318 
85.2 
Ca 
48 
51 
50 
69 
62 
68 
68 
60 
37.6 
37.6 
Mg 
13.7 
tl.4 
11. 7 
o 
10.5 
4.4 
12.7 
17.6 
36.6 
34.2 
16.8 14.2 
44.0 17. 1 
47.2 21.9 
46.4 22.8 
59. 6 13. 9 
Na 
15 
20 
18 
3.5 
3.5 
1.4 
1.0 
2.0 
.7 
.7 
2.0 
2. 6 
K 
3.7 
2.1 
2.8 
1. 1 
1. 1 
1.0 
.3 
.3 
.28 
.65 
.4 
.5 
HC0
3 
232 
235 
253 
230 
212 
208 
204 
206 
208 
184 
80 
164 
176 
203 
206 
C0
3 
o 
o 
o 
10 
8 
12 
12 
8 
8 
12 
o 
8 
8 
o 
6 
S04 Cl 
5. 1 2.8 
4.0 1. 3 
4.8 2.3 
2.5 
2.0 
2.0 2.5 
9.0 2.0 
3.0 4.0 
63 
.2 2.5 
.6 4.0 
3.0 2.5 
2.0 1. 2 
3.0 1.9 
TDS 
209 
193 
218 
54 
156 
191 
200 
142 
192 
149 
100 
100 
216 
213 
Total 
Hardness 
176 
162 
173 
158 
198 
188 
222 
222 
244 
234 
112 
180 
208 
210 
206 
Specific 
Conductance 
302 
360 
246 @ 25 
350 @ 10 
250 @ 25 
350 @ 10 
240 @ 25 
360 @ 10 
330 @ 10 
250 @ 25 
330 @ 10 
250 @ 25 
340 @ 10 
216 @ 25 
380 @ 10 
258 @ 25 
355 @ 10 
250 @ 25 
274 @ 10 
196 @ 25 
280 @ 10 
200 @ 25 
430 @ 10 
259 @ 25 
360 @ 10 
240 @ 25 
410 @ 10 
240 @ 25 
pH 
8.0 
7.9 
8.0 
8.6 
8.6 
8.6 
8.6 
8.6 
8.8 
8. 6 
8.5 
8.7 
8.4 
8. 3 
8.4 
Temp (C) 
9. 3 
7.5 
7.5 
5 
4.2 
2.5 
1.7 
1.3 
6.0 
6.9 
6.0 
7.5 
9.2 
9 
8 
Time 
12:30PM 
9:45AM 
10:50AM 
8:40AM 
8:30AM 
1:00PM 
3:05PM 
10:00AM 
5:45PM 
2:05PM 
6:50PM 
3:45PM 
4:20PM 
5: 15PM 
5:45PM 
.... 
-o 
Sample # 48 Bear Lake Outlel Canal. 
Date 
July 8 
Aug. 5 
Sept. 9 
Oct. 7 
Nov. 12 
Dec. 10 
Jan. 15 
Feb. 9 
Mar. 9 
April 17 
May 15 
June 14 
July 18 
Aug. 14 
Sept. 9 
DIscharge 
(ds) 
1390 
1480 
1060 
1010 
937 
890 
852 
877 
415 
25 
990 
1280 
1310 
1420 
1020 
Ca 
56 
61 
48 
79 
78 
77 
85.6 
69.6 
20.8 
92.0 
29. 6 
60.8 
48 
35.2 
35.2 
Mg 
29.8 
17.9 
36.4 
8.9 
19.8 
21. 8 
25.4 
27.8 
46.4 
11. 2 
18.5 
26.8 
40. 1 
52 
45.4 
Na 
44 
38 
42 
37 
38 
36 
37 
23 
11 
29 
36 
41 
K 
2.8 
3.0 
3.4 
3.0 
3.5 
2.5 
3.5 
3.5 
1.0 
3.0 
3.0 
4.0 
HC0 3 
284 
292 
276 
350 
244 
180 
250 
230 
176 
210 
66 
236 
230 
246 
239 
CO 
3 
o 
u 
o 
20 
20 
20 
28 
8 
4 
8 
o 
4 
o 
~6 
21 
S04 
86 
68 
70 
Cl lOS 
37.1 350 
23 333 
29.2 341 
42.5 468 
40.0 472 
48.5 43.0 413 
480 
40. 0 42. 5 320 
33.0 12.5 382 
46 
24 
40 
54 
61 
65 
, \ 
" / 
359 
20.0 148 
27.5 331 
31.7 
41. 2 432 
38.7 412 
Total 
Hardness 
262 
226 
269 
234 
276 
282 
318 
288 
242 
276 
150 
262 
285 
302 
275 
Specific 
Conductance 
500 
b20 
65() 
730 
420 @ 25 
570 @ 10 
580 @ 10 
410 @ 25 
560 @ 10 
400 @ 25 
580 @ 10 
410 @ 25 
390 @ 10 
279 @ 25 
670 @ 10 
480 @ 25 
510 
500 
650 
740 
720 
, \ 
"-. ) 
pH 
~.2 
8. 1 
8. 2 
8.8 
8. 7 
8. 7 
8. -
8. j 
8.4 
8.5 
8.4 
8.5 
8. 3 
8.4 
8.7 
(_I) 
Temp (C I 
2." 
25 
18.4 
10.8 
3.5 
(J.3 
-0.3 
0.2 
1. 1 
9.3 
15.2 
19 
21. 5 
21. 2 
16. 3 
Time 
11:35AM 
lO;30AM 
10:00AM 
8:00AM 
Y:05AM 
12: 15PM 
12:40PM 
5:40PM 
4:40PM 
1:30PM 
7:30PM 
3:20PM 
3:50PM 
4:45PM 
5;15PM 
... 
... 
... 
Sam.ple 11 49 Bear River at Pescadero. 
Date 
July 8 
Aug. 4 
Sept. 9 
Oct. 7 
Nov. 12 
Dec. 10 
Jan. 15 
Feb. 9 
Mar. 9 
April 14 
May 15 
June 14 
July 18 
Aug. 14 
Sept. 9 
Discharge 
(ds) 
2230 
1570 
1270 
1200 
1130 
1280 
1110 
836 
644 
1480 
1910 
1910 
1570 
1220 
Ca 
48 
39 
33 
72 
79 
90 
88 
81. 6 
155.2 
80 
30.4 
55.2 
52 
39.2 
50.8 
Mg 
39.0 
47.5 
48.4 
12.2 
18.7 
4.1 
22.9 
19.5 
o 
22.9 
16. 1 
27.8 
36.5 
49.1 
34. 5 
Na 
16 
28 
18 
K 
3.5 
3. 8 
2. 9 
38.93.0 
36.5 3.0 
34 
38 
40 
22 
20 
10 
27 
36 
40 
2. 5 
3.5 
4.4 
3.5 
2.0 
1.0 
2.5 
2.5 
3.9 
HCO, 
312 
302 
296 
270 
248 
176 
256 
230 
206 
196 
84 
214 
228 
252 
225 
C0 3 
o 
o 
o 
10 
12 
12 
20 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
4 
~6 
27 
S04 
96 
72 
81 
Cl 
31 
2.9 
24 
TDS 
389 
362 
341 
41.5 330 
39 497 
48.5 40 434 
50 51 229 
43 38 360 
36 7.5 317 
54 22.5 390 
27.5 14.5 141 
39 25 328 
50 
62 
67 
31 
40.2 457 
35.7 395 
Total 
Hardness 
280 
292 
281 
230 
274 
242 
316 
284 
312 
294 
142 
252 
280 
300 
2196 
Specific 
Conductance 
500 
dO 
620 
710 
420 @ 25 
590 @ 10 
560 @ 10 
400 @ 25 
580 Cci! 10 
420 C9! 25 
600 @ 10 
440 @ 25 
490 @ 10 
350 @ 25 
620 @ 10 
450 @ 25 
490 
500 
640 
910 
680 
pH 
8.6 
8.3 
8. 3 
8. 6 
8.6 
8. 7 
8.6 
8.1 
8.1 
8.2 
8. 5 
8.4 
8.4 
8.4 
8.7 
Tem.p (C) 
23 
26.3 
18.3 
10.1 
3.3 
0.2 
o 
0.2 
2.8 
9.0 
15.5 
19.8 
20.8 
20.8 
16.2 
Tim.e 
2:20PM 
6:00PM 
12:10PM 
10:00AM 
12:30PM 
10: 15AM 
11:25AM 
1:45PM 
12:35PM 
12:30PM 
6:10PM 
2:40PM 
12:00PM 
12:50PM 
1:25PM 
... 
... 
~ 
Sample # 58 Bear River below Soda Point Reservoir (at Alexander). 
Date 
J ,dy 8 
Aug. 4 
Sept. 9 
Oct. 7 
Nov. 12 
Dec. 10 
Jan. 15 
Feb. 9 
Mar. 9 
April 17 
May 15 
June 14 
July 18 
Aug. 14 
Sept. 9 
Discharge 
(cfs) 
2500 
1640 
1400 
1274 
1264 
1244 
1252 
1235 
1234 
1087 
1924 
2050 
1708 
1401 
1435 
Ca 
60 
62 
58 
106 
99 
111 
112 
89.6 
144.8 
100 
32 
96.8 
62.4 
48.8 
64 
Mg 
56.6 
41 
60 
3.7 
15.3 
o 
20.5 
21. 5 
2.0 
23.9 
18. 5 
o 
35.2 
42 
34.8 
Na K 
14.6 L 7 
29.2 3.9 
21.2 3.9 
32 
33 
30 
37 
32 
28 
23 
11 
8 
34 
36 
2. 6 
3.0 
2.5 
3.5 
3.5 
4.4 
3.0 
1.5 
1.0 
3.0 
3.6 
HC03 
332 
312 
333 
330 
304 
152 
320 
256 
282 
278 
92 
376 
2_56 
275 
272 
C0
3 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
4 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
17 
S04 
52 
72 
60 
50 
52 
44 
44 
46 
30 
26 
48 
45 
66 
\ 
" J 
Total 
Cl TDS Hardness 
37 
23 
39 
473 
462 
491 
32.5 354 
33 528 
35 504 
34 468 
37 385 
5 319 
3.5 353 
15.5 166 
22 682 
27.9 417 
34.3 457 
30.9 437 
382 
328 
391 
280 
310 
280 
364 
312 
370 
348 
156 
228 
301 
295 
303 
Specific 
Conductance 
640 
690 
500 @ 25 
750 @ 10 
460 @ 25 
660 @ 10 
630 ~ 10 
450 25 
630 @ 10 
460 @ 25 
710 @ 10 
505 @ 21: 
600 @ 10 
430 @ 25 
720 @ 10 
510 @ 25 
S10 
490 
660 
690 
750 
pH 
7.5 
7.4 
7.4 
7.9 
7.9 
8.0 
8.0 
7.9 
8.3 
8.0 
8.7 
8.2 
8. 2 
8.0 
8.2 
Temp (C) 
() 
23 
17 
9.5 
3. 5 
O. 5 
1.2 
1.9 
2.5 
7.2 
11. 2 
17 
19. 1 
20 
14 
Time 
3:00PM 
5:05PM 
1:00PM 
10:50AM 
1:35PM 
8:00AM 
8:30AM 
11:40AM 
10:55AM 
10:20AM 
5:20PM 
1:45PM 
11:00AM 
12:05PM 
12:45PM 
; ) 
-
-W 
Sam.ple # 63 <'ottonwood Creek at Cleveland. 
Date 
July 8 
Aug. 4 
Sept. q 
Oct. 7 
Nov. 12 
Dec. 10 
Jan. 15 
Feb. 9 
Mar. 9 
April 17 
May 15 
June 14 
July 18 
Aug. 14 
Sept. 9 
Discharge 
(cis) 
19 
19 
8.3 
15.9 
18 
6.6 
18. 7 
18 
49.3 
193 
215 
33 
11. 1 
14.8 
11.5 
Ca 
'12 
60 
48 
56 
48 
54 
61. 6 
44.8 
46.4 
37.6 
24 
48.2 
44.4 
46 
47.2 
Mg 
5.4 
7.3 
13 
o 
21 
2. 7 
6.8 
7.8 
15 
15. 1 
6.3 
7.6 
9.0 
12.9 
7.5 
Na 
8 
9. 1 
8.2 
5.0 
5.0 
4.2 
8.0 
7.0 
7.0 
1.3 
3.5 
6.0 
7.0 
K 
2 3 
1.8 
1.9 
1.3 
1.3 
1.2 
.7 
.7 
1.5 
.65 
1.0 
1.5 
1.8 
HC0 3 
191) 
175 
201 
180 
213 
146 
176 
124 
130 
112 
66 
148 
128 
150 
155 
CO~ 
o 
o 
a 
10 
6 
4 
4 
a 
4 
4 
o 
12 
a 
o 
o 
S04 Cl TDS 
8. 1 8.7 196 
8.4 10.2 203 
9 1 8.8 18r, 
7.0 65 
9. a 251 
7. a 7.5 278 
8.0 10.0 213 
12.010.0 186 
7.0 2.5 174 
7.0 174 
.3 2.5 55 
5.0 5.5 145 
8.0 32.8195 
4.0 8.5 184 
8.0 7.6 188 
Total 
Hardness 
152 
180 
173 
116 
206 
146 
182 
144 
178 
156 
86 
152 
148 
168 
149 
Specific 
Conductancp 
284 
278 
293 
245 @ 25 
320 @ 10 
210 @ 25 
295 0J 10 
255 @ 10 
180 @ 25 
255 @ 10 
184 @ 25 
280 @ 10 
205 @ 25 
234 @ 10 
165 @ 25 
202 @ 10 
144 @ 25 
206 
267 
310 
191 
330 
pH 
( 8 
7.8 
7.8 
8.7 
8.7 
8.5 
8.4 
8. 1 
8.5 
8.4 
8.5 
8.7 
8.3 
8. 3 
8.3 
Tem.p (C) 
22 
20 
15.3 
7.5 
0.1 
o 
0.5 
2 
3.0 
12 
14 
10.7 
14.8 
12 
Tim.e 
4:00PM 
4:10PM 
1:50PM 
11:20AM 
2:25PM 
2:45PM 
8:50AM 
11:05AM 
10: 15AM 
9:45AM 
4:40PM 
1:10PM 
10:20AM 
11:25AM 
12:05PM 
-
-~ 
Sample # 65 Bear River below (iPLC tailrace at Onieda. 
Date 
July 8 
Aug. 4 
Sept. 9 
Oct 7 
Nov. 12 
Dec. 10 
Jan. 15 
Feb. 9 
Mar. 9 
April 17 
May 15 
June 14 
July 18 
A.ug. J 4 
Sept. 9 
Discharge 
(cfs) 
2490 
1550 
1510 
1650 
1400 
1290 
1450 
1450 
1460 
2287 
2412 
1918 
1483 
1176 
1413 
Ca 
63 
59 
60 
100 
95 
94 
102.4 
91. 2 
109.6 
44.8 
42.4 
68 
65.2 
59.2 
67.6 
Mg 
38.7 
39.0 
36. 1 
1.5 
12.3 
13.4 
19.0 
22.4 
18.5 
39.0 
10.3 
19.0 
32.1 
38.2 
33 
Na 
15 
36 
33 
38 
37 
35 
37 
37 
33 
15 
20 
34 
38 
K 
5.9 
6. 1 
8.9 
4.0 
3.5 
3.6 
3.5 
4.4 
4.4 
2..0 
3.0 
0.4 
4.4 
HC0 3 
204 
325 
301 
310 
280 
240 
292 
268 
266 
220 
104 
210 
230 
281 
276 
C0 3 S04 
16 75 
15 84 
21 90 
10 
4 
4 
8 
o 
4 
8 
o 
4 
12 
o 
15 
56 
45 
40 
44 
27 
37 
32 
44 
42 
62 
\ ) 
Total 
C1 TDS Hardness 
52 
61 
48 
43 
413 316 
363 310 
378 298 
362 
37 461 
39. 'i 429 
40 432 
41. 5 388 
20 378 
348 
17.5 204 
10 236 
28.6 
34.3 433 
36.7 446 
256 
288 
2.90 
334 
320 
350 
272 
174 
248 
295 
305 
305 
Total 
Conductance 
510 
620 
690 
510 @ 25 
710 @ 10 
430 @ 25 
620 @ 10 
580 @ 10 
420 @ 25 
560 @ 10 
400 @ 25 
690 @ 10 
490 @ 25 
500 @ 10 
360 @ 25 
510@ 10 
380 @ 2.5 
520 
460 
540 
420 
770 
" ) 
pH 
8.3 
8.0 
8.3 
8.5 
R 4 
8.4 
8.4 
8.0 
8.4 
8.5 
8.5 
8.4 
8.4 
8.1 
8.6 
~) 
Temp (C) 
21. 3 
24.4 
19.5 
9.7 
.3. 3 
1. 1 
0.0 
0.9 
3.0 
6.8 
12.8 
18.9 
12.4 
20.8 
15.4 
Time 
4:45PM 
3:10PM 
2:25PM 
12:25PM 
3:00PM 
2:20PM 
8:20AM 
10:40AM 
9:39AM 
9: 15AM 
4:20PM 
12:40PM 
9:50AM 
10:55AM 
11:30AM 
, ) 
-
-UI 
Sample # 80 Cub River near Preston. 
Date 
July 8 
Aug. 4 
Sept. 9 
Oct. 7 
Nov. 12 
Dec. 10 
Jan. 15 
Feb. 9 
Mar. 9 
April 17 
May 15 
June 14 
July 18 
Aug. 14 
Sept 9 
Discharge 
(cfs) 
277 
94 
49 
39.8 
293 
26.9 
23.4 
21. 9 
65 
97 
335 
430 
103 
55 
41. 4 
Ca 
46 
53 
45 
43 
43 
47 
52 
45.0 
39.2 
28.8 
41. 6 
36 
46.4 
44 
49.6 
Mg 
6. 5 
5.7 
6.2 
o 
9.9 
5.5 
8.3 
4.4 
19.0 
23.9 
9.3 
17.6 
12.9 
14. 6 
7.8 
Na 
1.5 
4.2 
1.9 
3.5 
1.9 
1.9 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
.7 
.7 
2.0 
1.8 
K 
.7 
• Y 
1.0 
1.1 
1. 1 
1.2 
.7 
.7 
.7 
.28 
.28 
.4 
.4 
HC()~ 
192 
182 
170 
170 
152 
98 
156 
130 
118 
134 
134 
130 
152 
156 
154 
CO$ 
7 
10 
6 
10 
8 
8 
8 
o 
4 
S04 Cl 
17 3.2 
8 5.0 
10.4 8. 1 
2.5 
2.0 
2.0 
6 3.0 
5 2.0 
4 3.0 
8 173 
8 .4 2.5 
12 .4 1. 5 
o 1.4 
o 2 .7 
6 1.6 
TDS 
182 
162 
173 
45 
174 
242 
130 
142 
141 
127 
350 
285 
171 
187 
Total 
Hardnes" 
142 
1:'( 
138 
108 
148 
140 
164 
132 
176 
170 
142 
162 
169 
170 
156 
Specific 
Conductance 
246 
238 
278 
208 @ 25 
293 @ 10 
195 @ 25 
274 @ 10 
240 @ 10 
165 @ 25 
218 @ 10 
155 @ 25 
262 @ 10 
186 @ 25 
209 @ 10 
149 @ 25 
264 @ 10 
188 @ 25 
238 @ 10 
169 @ 25 
216@ 10 
124 @ 25 
254 @ 10 
181 @ 25 
165 @ 10 
118 @ 2<, 
320 @ 10 
220 @ 25 
pH 
8.4 
8.4 
8.4 
8.5 
8.6 
8. 7 
8.5 
8.3 
8.6 
8.5 
8.7 
8.7 
8.3 
8.3 
8.4 
remp (C) 
8.5 
18 
12.5 
8 
6.2 
2.4 
2 
3.5 
4.5 
7.2 
6. 1 
5.6 
7.8 
7.2 
Time 
6:20PM 
2:05PM 
3:20PM 
1:45PM 
3:40PM 
3:40PM 
7:40AM 
10:00AM 
9:00AM 
8:30AM 
3:50PM 
12:10PM 
7:15AM 
10:15AM 
[1:00AM 
Saznple # 90 Little Bear River near Paradise. 
Discharge Total Specific 
Date (cis) Ca Mg Na K HC0 3 CO 3 S04 Cl TDS Hardness Conductance pH Teznp (CI Tizne 
July 9 63 68 17. 1 10.4 3.7 282 0 20 13.2 286 240 460 7.7 16 1:00PM 
Aug. 6 63 53 40.9 12.2 2.8 252 0 16 12. 1 330 300 510 7.9 17 1:00PM 
Sept. 10 90 58 34.4 11. 8 3.3 296 0 18 18.8 341 286 490 7.7 12.9 9:35AM 
Oct. 8 87 72 1.0 8.6 2.0 260 10 9.5 141 184 270 @ 25 8.3 9 10:40AM 
380 @ 10 
Nov 12 94 72 7.8 8.6 1.7 212 4 10.0 288 212 320 @ 25 8.4 8.5 4:55PM 
450 @ 10 
Dec. 10 73 76 3.9 10.5 2.6 206 4 10.5 10.0 310 206 400 @ 10 8.6 3 5:00PM 
300 @ 25 
-
Jan. 13 69 80 9.8 220 8 244 240 400 @ 10 8.5 1.5 11:20AM 
-
255 @ 25 0-
Feb. 10 67 80 12.2 9.0 1.5 210 16 10.5 227 250 400 @ 10 8.4 2.5 1:40PM 
290 @ 25 
Mar. 8 206 44 26.8 7.0 1.5 180 0 8 5.0 202 220 350 @ 10 8. 6 6.9 2:55PM 
254@ 25 
April 12 594 40.8 14. 1 4.5 1.5 134 0 2 3.0 575 160 224 @ 10 8.2 4.2 3:00PM 
195 @ 25 
May 15 463 40 18.5 2.0 .65 158 4 7 5.5 202 176 300 @ 10 8.6 8.9 12:00PM 
214 @ 25 
June 16 81 56.8 24.9 5.5 2.0 114 4 10 7.5 247 244 490 @ 10 8.4 9.5 8:00AM 
350 @ 25 
July 18 
Aug. 17 47 52.4 22.8 5.9 1.2 208 0 6 6.7 245 225 8.3 
Sept. 12 57 55. 6 23.3 212 6 10 7.9 263 225 470 8.4 10 (;45AM 
:, ) , ) ~) , ) 
Sample # 95 Logan River above State Darn. 
Discharge Total Specif. 
Date (ds) Ca Mg Na K HC0 3 C03 S04 Cl TDS Hardness Conductan p pH Temp (C) Time 
July '1 848 5 I I). 1 l.4 .9 l08 0 ll.0 2.8 221 lSI 295 S. 1 10.5 2:00PM 
Aug. 6 415 43 22..9 6.2 1.8 215 0 4.4 3.0 190 202 370 7.8 12 1:20PM 
Sept. 10 284 62 13.0 8. 1 2. 1 231 0 5. 1 3.3 228 208 350 8. I 10 10:40AM 
Oct. 8 227 61 0 2.7 1.2 210 10 3.0 46 148 260 @ 25 8.7 7.2 11:20AM 
360 @ 10 
Nov. 13 194 62 6. 1 2.5 1.3 182 8 3.0 229 180 240 @ 25 8.6 5.2 11:55AM 
340 @ 10 
Dec. 10 149 72 1.8 1.9 1.0 182 8 6.7 4.5 250 188 360 @ 10 8.6 
250 @ 25 
Jan. 13 143 65.S 10.2 3.0 .3 192 12 7.0 4.5 180 206 8.6 
Feb. 10 131 76 3.9 3.0 .7 182 16 9.0 5.0 181 206 320 @ 10 8.5 2 . .I 3:30PM 
250 @ 25 
- Mar. 8 199 68 16.6 4.0 .7 192 4 5.0 2.5 186 238 340 @ 10 8.7 3.8 11:00AM ~ 239 @ 25 
April 12 507 25.6 27.3 2.7 .65 150 12 4.5 6.0 256 176 295 @ 10 8.6 5 4:25PM 
212 @ 25 
May 16 930 17.6 9.3 .7 .65 78 0 .3 3.0 83 82 285 @ 10 8.5 9.3 8:10PM 
204 @ 25 
June 16 975 48.2 12.6 1.3 .28 146 8 .9 2.5 104 172 200 @ 10 8.6 6.9 8:45AM 
282 @ 25 
July 18 
Aug. 17 221 49. 6 21. 4 2.8 .5 186 0 3.0 1.2 238 214 320 @ 10 8.2 8.8 9:45AM 
Sept. 12 230 54.8 12.9 80 17 7.0 3.0 206 190 390 @ 10 8.5 8.2 10:45AM 
280 @ 25 
Sample rt 97 Blacksmith Fork above UPLC Darn near Hyrum. 
Dlscharge lotal Specific 
Date (cfs) Ca Mg Na K HC03 CO 3 S04 Cl TDS Hardness C ond uctanc e pH Temp (C) Time 
July 9 231 52 22.4 8.0 1.4 252 0 9.2 6.3 232 222 360 8. 3 14.6 l. ;OPM 
Aug. 6 209 48 24.2 5.0 1.0 223 0 20 6.2 222 219 310 8.2 13.5 12:00PM 
Sept. 10 199 47 23.0 5.9 2.8 218 0 8. 1 6.8 206 211 400 8.2 10.4 10: lOAM 
Oct. 8 159 69 0 3.7 1.3 220 10 5.0 77 164 270 @ 25 8.6 7.2 11:20AM 
380 @ 10 
Nov. 12 142 63 9.4 3.7 1.2 202 8 5.5 251 196 250 @ 25 8.5 6.0 5:20PM 
390 @ 10 
iJec. 10 130 67 6.4 3.6 1 2 190 4 7 4.5 312 194 360 @ 10 8.5 1.8 5: 30PM 
260 @ 25 
Jan. 13 lU 65.6 13.7 4.0 .7 206 8 5 5.0 211 220 360 @ 10 8.5 1.0 12:00PM 
220 @ 25 
Feb. 10 113 80 3.4 4.0 .7 196 12 7 5.5 215 214 360 @ 10 8.5 2.8 2:15PM 
... 240 @ 25 
... 
• Mar. 8 246 27.2 34.2 5.0 .7 164 0 4 2.5 131 208 310 @ 10 8.7 6.0 3:35PM 226 @ 25 
April 12 640 29.6 17. 1 134 4 4.5 307 144 280 @ 10 8.4 3.2 3:30PM 
200 @ 25 
May 15 568 36 10.7 2.0 .65 132 0 6 4.0 169 134 302 @ 10 8.4 7.5 1:05PM 
215 @ 25 
June 14 285 43.6 28. 1 2.7 .65 202 8 6 4.5 211 224 401 @ 10 8.6 8.5 7:30AM 
259 @ 25 
July 18 
Aug. 17 190 57. 6 21. 6 4.3 .8 203 0 62 3.4 233 233 430 8.3 10.2 9: 15AM 
Sept. 12 161 'i8.0 14.8 207 6 7 4.3 239 206 420 @ 10 8.4 8.0 10:05AM 
300 @ 25 
. ') 
'--,/ , ) 
... 
... 
• 
Sample It 102 Bear River below Cutler Darn - Bear River near Collinston. 
Date 
July 9 
Aug. 4 
Sept. 9 
Oct. 8 
Nov. 13 
Dec. 11 
Jan. 13 
Feb. 10 
Mar. 8 
April 12 
May 15 
June 14 
July 18 
Aug. 16 
Sept. 11 
Dischargf> 
(ds) 
2840 
1330 
1730 
2280 
2810 
1710 
2490 
3440 
3430 
3890 
3960 
3060 
1080 
Ca 
46 
53 
40 
87 
81 
95 
96.8 
102.4 
71. l 
24.8 
29.6 
29.6 
59. 2 
60.8 
58. 8 
Mg 
41.7 
41. 2 
75.6 
8.3 
17.8 
11. 7 
14. 1 
13.2 
38.6 
50.8 
17.6 
14. 1 
30.8 
33.5 
32.1 
Na 
57 
46 
61 
41 
42 
38 
50 
42 
43 
13 
14 
44 
150 
K 
10. 1 
13. 1 
18.2 
5.2 
5.2 
4.2 
7.5 
5.4 
5.4 
2.0 
2.5 
5.0 
9.0 
HC0 3 
357 
307 
328 
300 
268 
276 
274 
258 
246 
208 
120 
248 
238 
258 
263 
C03 
15 
10 
4 
10 
4 
4 
o 
8 
o 
4 
o 
o 
o 
o 
12 
S04 
73 
44 
62 
43.5 
39 
37 
32 
30 
15 
13 
40 
37 
47 
Total 
Cl TDS Hardness 
246 
281 
257 
802 286 
606 302 
733 410 
56 
48 
48 
389 
548 
507 
54.5 403 
51 421 
7 386 
455 
10.5 167 
17.5 572 
44. 1 
26.9 763 
51 442 
252 
276 
286 
300 
310 
336 
270 
146 
132 
275 
290 
279 
Specific 
Conductance 
520 
630 
630 
750 
410 @ 25 
630 @ 10 
610 @ 10 
430 @ 25 
550 @ 10 
400 @ 25 
640 @ 10 
450 @ 25 
620 @ 10 
450 @ 25 
570 @ 10 
410 @ 25 
600 @ 10 
420 @ 25 
450 
660 
1390 
730 
pH 
8.3 
8.0 
8. 1 
8.5 
8.4 
8.4 
8.2 
8. 3 
8.3 
8.4 
8.0 
7.8 
8.3 
8. 3 
8. 5 
Temp (C) 
24 
29 
21. 6 
12.3 
4.8 
0.5 
0.9 
4.2 
7.7 
14 
17.5 
23 
21. 7 
16.9 
Time 
8:15AM 
9:55AM 
6:40PM 
9:40AM 
8:40AM 
10: 15AM 
12:40PM 
10:25AM 
12:45PM 
11:45AM 
9:35AM 
10:30AM 
6:35PM 
9:50AM 
5:55PM 
Sample 1/ 1 I q Malad River near Vv (}odruff. 
Dlscharge 
Date (cfs) Ca Mg Na K HC03 C03 
July 9 112 30.7 1040 100 464 10 
Aug. 4 132 13 936 96 445 15 
Sept. 9 105 34.2 1008 105 408 16 
Oct. 7 210 11 650 48 470 0 
Nov. 13 165 19.8 480 35 408 0 
Dec. 11 189 55. 1 620 61 416 0 
Jan. 13 192 18. 1 410 58 410 0 
... 
W 
0 Feb. 10 165.6 21. 5 410 39 340 4 
Mar. 8 176 1.5 230 36 300 16 
April 12 85. 6 42.9 292 12 
May 15 160 0 40 30 160 0 
June 14 222.4 17.6 250 63 460 0 
July 18 156 62 1160 95 376 0 
Aug. 17 172 56 930 82 428 0 
Sept. 143.2 33 367 0 
( ) 
lotal 
SO C1 
4 
TDS Hardness 
78 1898 B16 406 
146 1732 3521 383 
98 1801 3408 403 
1219.5 2657 570 
733 2032 494 
90 1076 2504 699 
55 825. 5 1895 554 
45 757.5 1704 502 
45 127.5 1167 446 
54 1109 322 
164 709.5 532 390 
162 1273.5 3013 628 
100 2475 645 
44 3059 4190 660 
51 1751 3340 494 
( ) 
Specific 
Conductance 
5500 
5100 
4700 
4400 
4600 @ 10 
3300 @ 25 
300 @ 10 
215 @ 25 
3400 <9! 10 
2400 @ 25 
2040 ~ 10 
1440 @ 25 
1950@ 10 
1390 @ 25 
3600 
4800 
4100 @ 10 
600 @ 25 
5790 
6200 
pH 
~.O 
Cl.O 
Cl.O 
7. 9 
7. 9 
7. R 
8.0 
8.0 
8.6 
8.4 
8.2 
7.9 
8.0 
7.9 
8.2 
( \ 
\.,.,i 
Temp (C , rime 
25.5 9: 15AM 
29.5 11:35AM 
31. 1 4:45PM 
20.5 3:03PM 
8.7 9:25AM 
7.0 11:20AM 
b.O 1:45PM 
5.5 11:25AM 
8.0 1:00PM 
10.0 12:30PM 
17.7 10:30AM 
19.5 9:45AM 
27.8 7: 15PM 
20.8 10:40AM 
20. 1 6:55PM 
-~ 
-
SaITlple # 12() Malad River near PIYITlouth. 
Date 
luI v 9 
Aug. 4 
Sept. 9 
Oct. 7 
Nov. 13 
Dec. 11 
Jan. 13 
Feb. 10 
Mar. 8 
April 12 
May 15 
June 14 
July 19 
Aug. 16 
Sept. 11 
Discharge 
{cfs I 
30 
26 
30 
53.7 
86.3 
86.8 
88. 1 
199 
158 
83 
48 
25.6 
28.5 
(,a 
131 
140 
121 
87 
167 
172 
94.4 
166.4 
146.4 
78.4 
159.2 
188 
128 
128 
134 
Mg 
73.7 
71. 2 
80 
66.4 
18. 1 
22.4 
77.6 
22.4 
o 
<, (I. "3 
15.5 
8.8 
64.4 
48.6 
31. 6 
Na 
1180 
1.330 
1110 
740 
700 
620 
460 
490 
310 
140 
230 
1160 
1260 
K 
121 
110 
138 
46 
37 
53 
68 
41 
36 
60 
62 
75 
85 
HC0 3 
412 
421 
432 
430 
384 
392 
384 
218 
314 
302 
334 
400 
296 
289 
317 
C0 3 
18 
20 
16 
10 
4 
4 
8 
20 
28 
12 
24 
8 
o 
o 
o 
Total 
S04 Cl TDS Hardness 
248 1492 
308 1403 
238 1380 
5460 630 
4330 642 
5280 631 
1399.5 2758 
965 2346 
89 1083 2574 
54 1173.5 2471 
45 943.5 2074 
45 452.5 1481 
48 1761 
163 
160 
176. 8 1176 
1047.5 2511 
92 2745 
72 2599 
75 2110 
4639 
3934 
490 
492 
522 
554 
508 
292 
400 
462 
506 
585 
520 
465 
Specific 
Conductance 
6600 
6200 
6000 
4800 
2350 @ 25 
3500 @ 10 
3800 @ 10 
2800 (a! 25 
4500 @ 10 
2400 @ 25 
3600 @ 10 
2600 @ 25 
2500 @ 10 
1780 @ 25 
2960 @ 10 
2120 @ 25 
3300 
3300 
900 
3200 
7000 
pH 
8. 3 
8.3 
8. 3 
8.4 
8.4 
8.3 
8.4 
8.3 
8. 'i 
8.4 
8.6 
8.6 
8.1 
8.2 
8.3 
TeITlp (C) 
29. 2 
32 
29.5 
17 
8.7 
2.5 
2.3 
3.5 
7.5 
15.9 
16 
25 
22.8 
20.2 
TiITle 
9:45AM 
12:00PM 
5:10PM 
3:30PM 
9:45AM 
12:00PM 
1:25PM 
11:05AM 
1:20PM 
12:40PM 
10:55AM 
10:05AM 
7:45PM 
10:20AM 
6:35PM 
SaInple # 124 Bear River near Corinne. 
Discharge Total Specific 
Date (cfs) Ca Mg Na K HC03 C03 S04 Cl TDS Hardness Conductance pH TeInp (el TiIne 
July 9 2970 58 20.3 115 10.4 277 3 82 327 2070 228 690 7.9 26 11:25AM 
Aug. 4 1500 63 36. 1 132 11. 6 375 0 112 302 1852 306 890 7.8 28 10:40AM 
Sept. 9 2260 51 41 108 10. 1 308 0 96 322 2051 296 820 7.9 23.6 5:55PM 
Oct. 7 2690 99 0 89.5 9.2 290 10 126 462 242 950 H.4 12.5 4:15PM 
Nov. 13 2750 95 11. 2 100 9.6 274 4 125. 1 530 284 650 @ 25 8.4 5.2 10:25AM 
920 @ 10 
Dec. 11 100 11. 7 94 9. 1 274 4 52 146 640 298 830 @ 10 8.5 0.4 12:40PM 
580 @ 25 
... Jan. 13 108 13.2 85 12 288 0 41 118 532 324 750 @ 10 8. ) 0 2:40PM 
~ 530 @ 25 
~ 
Feb. 10 3460 89.6 26.4 78 9.5 274 12 37 119.5 538 332 740 @ 10 H.3 0.5 12: 10PM 
530 @ 25 
Mar. 8 3790 76 34.2 74 10.5 258 8 37 60.5 548 330 890 @ 10 8.5 5.9 1:50PM 
630 @ 25 
April 12 4080 30.4 46.4 222 8 36 560 266 800 @ 10 8.4 8.8 1:25PM 
560 @ 25 
May 15 4390 48 26.8 42 4.5 182 12 36 70 373 230 650 8.7 15 11:30AM 
June 14 3240 33.6 29.3 23 2.0 386 4 15 75 587 204 650 8.8 19. 1 9:00AM 
July 18 
Aug. 16 62.4 43.3 600 28.5 256 0 58 932 1809 334 3200 8.2 22. 8 11:25AM 
Sept. 11 -1.6 32.1 262 19 52 217 647 311 1120 8.5 17.2 7:20PM 
( ,\ , ) 
" j '- ) ~J 
